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This thesis is driven by the idea of advancing computing to address critical challenges in the domain of education. In particular, focuses on facilitating the design of educational technologies for scale and variety, where scale is the number of systems to be developed and variety stems from a diversified range of instructional designs [consisting of varied goals, processes, content, teacher styles, learner styles and so on]. More specifically, we address this challenge in the context of adult literacy in India [287 million learners spread across 22 Indian languages and instructional designs developed by 32 state resource centers spread across India]. How to address these challenges and design educational technologies that adhere to instructional design principles, provide flexibility and are less effort intensive?

This thesis presents an approach for design of educational technologies for scale and variety in education. The crux of this approach is the application of software engineering ideas like patterns, ontologies and software product lines without losing focus on instructional design. This approach consists of (i) modeling different aspects of instructional design like goals, process and content using patterns and mapping them to commonly accepted approaches like Bloom's taxonomy and Merrill's first principles of instruction (ii) representing these patterns using an ontology based framework that systematically captures different aspects of instructional design (iii) based on the modeling of domain through patterns and ontologies, this thesis presents a pattern oriented software product lines approach for modeling a family of instructional designs and for further semi-automatically generating eLearning Systems based on these instructional designs. The core concern of quality of instruction is mitigated by deriving patterns and ontologies from well-established and field tested methodologies and instructional material under the aegis of National Literacy Mission Authority of Government of India.

Finally, we demonstrate how software tools built on top of our approach [http://rice.iiit.ac.in] can be used to semi-automatically generate eLearning Systems for flexible instructional designs and multiple Indian languages. We see that the proposed approach for scale and variety based on patterns, ontologies and software product lines could be applicable beyond adult literacy to the broad spectrum of education, and in particular to skill and school education.
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Thesis Contributions in a Nutshell

The research in this thesis is motivated by the philosophy of advancing computing research for society [societal challenges → research challenges]. Specifically, this thesis focuses on extending and applying ideas from computing and software engineering towards design of educational technologies for scale and variety in the context of adult literacy in India [287 million learners, 22 Indian languages, varied instructional processes, content]. The research undertaken in this thesis has broadly contributed in the following directions:

Research/Publications

- How to systematically model different aspects of Instructional Design to facilitate design of educational technologies? - Patterns [IJAE 2017, ICALT 2014], Ontologies [ICALT 2013, ICALT 2012], Systematic structures [T4E 2012, ANQ Congress 2011], Tools [CHI 2013, ICALT 2013]
- How to reduce effort during design of educational technologies for large scale & variety? Systematically organize instructional material [T4E 2012], Apply Software Product Lines [ICALT 2012, ICALT 2013, PLEASE 2013 @ ICSE 2013]

Research/Standards & Industry - To the following standards in ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 - Software and Systems Engineering as Co-Editor [ACM SIGSOFT SEN May 2016]

- ISO/IEC 26552, product line architecture design, work-in-progress since 2014
- ISO/IEC 26553, product line realization, work-in-progress since 2012
- ISO/IEC 26554, product line verification and validation, since 2012
- “A Reference Model for Design of Educational Technologies – Quality, Scale and Variety”, a proposed draft standard based on my PhD thesis for Indian Committee of ISO/IEC SC36 [Information Technology Information technology for learning, education and training]

Practical Impact & Open Source Software
• The prototype software developed as part of this thesis is available at http://rice.iiit.ac.in
• The mobile version of the generated software is deployed on Google Play Store and is available at https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=iiit.rice.al.telugu
• The software/app is listed in the official websites of Department of Adult Education of Government of Telangana at http://tslma.nic.in/ and State Resource Center, Government of Telangana at http://srctelangana.com/

Societal Impact

• Recommendations on (i) quality of education (ii) rapid development of educational technologies as Special Invitee, Steering Committee, Education, Planning Commission of India, headed by Prime Minister of India, 2011
• Designing Technologies for 287 million adult learners, Thesis presentation to the team headed by Director General, NLMA, the highest authority for adult education in India and the Chairman of Central Board of School Education (then).
• The research done in this thesis was appreciated and all state directors were instructed to experiment with our work on the field | Collaborating since June 2016
Key Concepts, Definitions & Notation

We briefly define the concepts and working definitions used throughout the thesis as follows:

**Instructional Design** - Instructional Design is used as an umbrella term that can refer to an entire discipline or as a process, art, science or technology [1]. Merrill has defined instructional design as the practice of creating “instructional experiences which make the acquisition of knowledge and skill more efficient, effective, and appealing” [2]. Berger defines instructional design as a “systematic development of instructional specifications using learning and instructional theory to ensure the quality of instruction” [3]. From the definition of Berger, instructional design acts as a basis for quality of instruction. In a similar line, Carroll emphasizes that quality of instructional design leads to quality of instruction [4].

In this thesis, we consider instructional design as an underlying structure consisting of different aspects of instruction like goals, process, content aimed at (i) providing a base for quality of instruction (ii) facilitating design of educational technologies.

**Quality of instruction** - Based on Carroll’s model of learning [4], we consider quality of instruction as the degree of impact of instructional design towards achieving learner’s goals.

**Educational Technologies** - Educational technologies is a broad concept [5] sometimes used interchangeably with terms like learning technologies and instructional technologies. One common definition from AECT is “Educational technology is the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological processes and resources” [6]. According to Council for Educational Technology, UK, “Educational technology can be considered as the systematic development, application and evaluation of systems, techniques and aids to improve the process of human learning.”

We consider “educational technologies as a set of processes, techniques, methods and tools that facilitate systematic development of eLearning Systems based on well-established instructional designs.”

---

1We largely stick to the term “instructional design” in this thesis as generally used in North America and refer to the term “learning design” as used in Europe when referring to specific literature.
eLearning Systems - We consider eLearning Systems as a sub-class of educational technologies that are designed for improving learning and teaching in a particular context. Specifically, we consider eLearning Systems\(^2\) as simple multimedia systems that use audio and visual aspects to teach reading, writing, and basic arithmetic corresponding to physical instructional material in the context of adult literacy in India [7]. In essence, educational technologies facilitate systematic design of eLearning Systems.

Scale & Variety

Scale: We consider scale as the number of eLearning Systems to be developed. For example, it could stem from 22 Indian Languages or instructional material from several publishers. This differs from the traditional definition of scale, which generally refers to the ability of the system to handle exceeding users. Variety: eLearning Systems for flexible instructional designs like varying goals, instructional processes, content and so on. Facilitating design of eLearning Systems for different kinds of learners as well as different roles of teachers can also be considered as source of variety.

Patterns describe a generic solution to a recurring problem within in a certain context [8].

An ontology “is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [9].

A feature is a characteristic or end-user-visible behavior of a software system [10].

A Software Product Line is a paradigm for developing a family of similar but distinct software systems [11][12]. SPLs are mainly used to improve productivity during development of software systems while maintaining consistent quality [12].

“A software product line (SPL) is a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission, and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way” [13].

We use ProcessPattern and the acronym pasi (play, act, scene, instruction) interchangeably to refer to our proposed instructional process pattern explained in Section §3.5.2 and ContentPattern or fcrmt (facts, cases, rules, models and theories) to refer to a pattern to organize instructional material described in Section §3.5.3. We use the term Bloom's taxonomy for ease of reading but actually refer to Bloom's revised taxonomy [14].

Notation - In this thesis, we primarily use the standard notation used by the software product lines community. Specifically, we use feature models [15], component diagrams for representing pattern compositions and UML for the rest of the diagrams. We also use a

\(^2\)We also use the term iPrimers for eLearning Systems in the context of adult literacy in India
slight modification of the same notation with multiple colours to represent variations in the product line. The notation and symbols used in this thesis are listed in Appendix §C.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce our work that aims to address challenges in educational technologies by applying ideas from software engineering. We discuss the motivation and inspiration to our work that stems from grand challenges in computing and education in Section §1.1. We then present adult literacy case study in India as an instance of this challenge in Section §1.2. We present the problem statement of this thesis in Section §1.3 followed by the proposed contributions of this thesis in Section §1.4. Finally, we briefly define the research scope of this thesis in Section §1.5 followed by an outline of this thesis in Section §1.6.

1.1 Motivation & Inspiration

The role of technology in education has undergone a massive transformation in the 21st century promising to facilitate anywhere, anytime learning to everyone [16][17]. Supporting this trend, a plethora of educational technologies like computer aided instruction, web based learning, game based learning, learning management systems, computer-supported collaborative systems, virtual learning environments have emerged for a wide range of environments and contexts across the globe. Even though these technologies vary on several dimensions, software is a central theme of many of these technologies. In addition, there is also a need to constantly improve these technologies catering to emerging trends like personalized learning, gesture based learning, augmented reality, gamification [18] and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [19]. This further increases the complexity during the design of educational technologies and makes it an incredibly hard challenge to customize and adapt these technologies as per the emerging trends.

On the other hand, despite significant progress in educational technologies, there is also a strong criticism that most of them lack a pedagogical or instructional design basis leading to poor quality of instruction [20] [21] [22]. These emerging trends and issues with
current educational technologies present some key grand challenges for computing and engineering:

• Design of technologies to facilitate personalized learning

  “Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid!” - Albert Einstein

  - Advance personalized learning, Grand Challenge 14 from Grand Challenges for Engineering, National Academy of Engineering of the National Sciences
  
  - Provide a teacher for every student, from Grand Challenge 3 from Grand Research Challenges in Information Systems, Computing Research Association
  
  - A STEM Grand Challenge - Accelerate the development of problem solving, reasoning, and decision making skills [23]

• Improve quality of education using technology

  “Education is not the learning of facts, but training of the mind to think!” - Albert Einstein

  From a technological perspective, we construe these challenges as

  “Design and customization of educational technologies for scale and variety while maintaining quality of instruction”

  In the next section, we present the adult literacy case study in India as a sub instance of this challenge setting the context for this thesis.

1.2 A Challenge

How to facilitate design of eLearning Systems to teach 287 million adult illiterates in India spread across 22 Indian Languages, who are beyond the age of schooling, earning their livelihood, who speak their native language, but cannot read or write?

The world has undergone a rapid transformation into digital age with over an estimated 7 billion mobile users and around 2.4 billion Internet users worldwide [24]. However, the same world has an estimated 775 million young people and adults who are unable to read or write even in the digital era [25]. Surprisingly, India itself has around 37% of them, who are beyond the age of schooling, speak their language, but cannot read or write and spread across 22 Indian Languages [25].

In addition, according to reports from Government of India, the present average of adult illiterates taught by instructors is around 10^3, whereas even assuming 200 adult illiterates per year for 5 years would still need a dedicated force of 287,000 instructors. The

---

1 http://www.engineeringchallenges.org/challenges.aspx
2 http://archive.cra.org/reports/gc.systems.pdf
3 Personal Communication, State Resource Center Director, Telangana, India under the programme of “Each one, teach ten”
National Literacy Mission (NLM) of Government of India (GoI) has been striving to address this challenge since 1988 and has created a uniform methodology for teaching adult illiterates across India [26]. In the literature, there were several efforts of using technologies like radio, television and even mobiles to reach out to adult illiterates in India [27][28].

A technology initiative by Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), an Indian Software Consultancy Services firm, as part of their Corporate Social Responsibility program consists of 9 eLearning Systems for 9 Indian Languages and has made around 120,000 people literate [29]. While these experiments have yielded significant productivity increase over Government of India efforts, with decreasing dropouts and increasing pass rates [29], the instructional design was constant and the eLearning Systems are monolithic in nature making their customization a hard task. With the success of these eLearning Systems on the field, we have focused on improving the productivity during the design of these eLearning Systems. To this end, we have applied the ideas of software reuse and software product lines and were able to reduce effort from 5 to 6 person years spread over 2 calendar years to 5 to 6 person months in 6 calendar months for developing an eLearning System [7]. But this approach is for automating a family of eLearning Systems based on a fixed instructional design whereas the dire necessity is to design eLearning Systems for flexible instructional designs and further customize them for 22 Indian Languages and variants. This presents the following key requirements and challenges for adult literacy in India, setting the context for this thesis:

- Facilitate design of eLearning Systems for 22 Indian Languages and dialects (scale).
- Facilitate quality of instruction by basing the design of these eLearning Systems on instructional design.
- Facilitate the design of these eLearning Systems for flexible instructional designs (varying goals, processes and content) catering to the varying needs of 22 Indian Languages and variants.

Even though these challenges are specific to adult literacy, design of eLearning Systems for other forms of education like schooling, skills, engineering, and customizing them for varied contexts and delivering them in multiple languages makes it a grand challenge. Table 1 shows an example possibility of designing eLearning Systems for six subjects from K1 to K12 with each of them having varied goals/process/content to be delivered in 22 Indian Languages and variants. The problem in these cases is of scale and variety during the design of these eLearning Systems for varied instructional designs.
### Table 1.1 Scope of Educational Technologies - An Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class/Subject</th>
<th>1st, 2nd, 3rd Language</th>
<th>Maths</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K1</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K12</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
<td>$l_1,...,l_{22}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.1** Current approach for design of eLearning Systems in adult literacy

### 1.3 Problem Statement

This thesis explores the possibility of facilitating the design of educational technologies to create customizable eLearning Systems to address the challenges of **scale** and **variety** in the context of adult literacy in India. To this end, the current approach for developing eLearning Systems for adult literacy is presented in Figure §1.1. In this approach, the key input comes from a well-established methodology called Improved Pace and Content of Learning (IPCL) [26], from National Literacy Mission for teaching adult illiterates across India, which is then used as a base for producing instructional material for 22 Indian Languages. This approach is detailed in Section §2.1. With these inputs, eLearning Systems for 22 Indian Languages are developed by software development teams. The main problem with this approach is that these systems are **monolith**ic in nature and any change at methodology, instructional material or software development process forces their re-development leading to massive efforts. In addition to the challenge of huge effort, this approach also does not support customization of eLearning Systems for varied instructional designs, which is at the crux of
this thesis. This strongly calls for explicit modeling of instructional design and its variants to facilitate scale and variety inherent in the problem domain.

Instructional Design has gained significant role in the field of Technology Enhanced Learning as an underlying and complex discipline often involving multiple perspectives and connotations. In the context of this thesis, we look at instructional design as an underlying structure that encompasses principles of instruction to facilitate design of educational technologies. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of research focusing on modeling instructional design for adult literacy. However, there has been extensive research on modeling instructional design for the last several years resulting in a plethora of educational modeling languages (EMLs) [30] [31] [32] like poEML [33], PALO [34], Web COLLAGE [35] as a way to model and reuse aspects of instructional design. Sampson et al. presented an open access hierarchical framework for integrating open educational resources at different levels of granularity [36]. IMS-LD emerged as a standard for learning design [37] and then focus shifted to tools like LAMS [38] and LDSE [39] that aim to support teachers. A vision paper aimed to create an approach that integrates most of these tools towards an integrated learning design environment [40]. Despite this rapid progress, many researchers have pointed to several shortcomings of modeling and reusing instructional design like complexity of authoring, lack of adequate tool support, interoperability and inability to support teachers [41].

In addition, several researchers have used ontologies as a means to represent different aspects of instructional design. Ontologies have been proposed to capture educational content [34] as well as learning design using IMS LD [42]. LOCO [43] was presented as an ontology to bridge the gap between learning objects and learning designs through context. Extending these ontologies further, an ontology framework was developed for creating an intelligent learning organization [44]. However, these ontologies and tools based on them are tightly coupled with each other and do not support for modeling instructional design variants making it difficult for design of eLearning Systems for scale and variety.

Designing reusable learning objects is another direction that has received significant attention from several researchers [45][46][47][48][49][50][51] in educational technologies but most of these efforts have not been very fruitful due to lack of emphasis on other aspects of instructional design [52][53][54][55][56]. A direction that is of interest to this thesis is the use of software engineering approaches for designing a family of eLearning Systems for scale and variety rather than focusing on individual eLearning Systems. A software product line for generic digital information products was presented in [57] and an approach for development of web-based eLearning Systems focusing on web services and XML was presented in [58]. In our prior work, we have developed an approach called TALES for automating the development of a family of eLearning Systems based on software product lines [7]. However, none of these approaches focus on modeling instructional design as a
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basis for eLearning Systems leading to criticism from quality of instruction perspective and leave supporting flexible instructional designs as an open research problem.

To summarize, existing approaches in the literature focus on either modeling instructional design or on software reuse and not both presenting a strong motivation and need for this thesis.

With this background, the key research goal of this thesis is:

“To create an approach that facilitates the design of educational technologies to support scale and variety in education with a focus on adult literacy in India”

For the last several years, we have been working on creating several technological aids to support adult literacy in India with our research spanning across educational technologies [59][60], software engineering [61] and human computer interaction (HCI) [62]. We have briefly summarized some of these different perspectives in [63]. However, the focus of this thesis is on applying software engineering approaches and principles to accelerate the design of educational technologies for scale and variety based on well-established learning methodologies. The progress of our research is summarized in Figure §1.2 and is detailed as part of contributions later in this chapter.

1.4 Proposed Approach & Contributions

Design of educational technologies for scale and variety while maintaining quality is a major challenge requiring research from several disciplines like learning methodologies, educational technologies, software engineering and human-computer integration. However, the focus of this thesis is to address an instance of this challenge in the case of adult literacy from a technological perspective. To this end, we rely on the following inputs:

- An educational philosophy that provides a strong basis for learning and teaching.
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- Instructional material devised by domain experts based on the above methodology.
- Field tested eLearning Systems based on this instructional material.

Figure 1.3 shows a simple schematic of the existing approach (top) and proposed approach (bottom) for design of iPrimers for adult literacy in India. In the existing approach, individual software development teams develop iPrimers for every primer and all these primers are based on a single instructional design methodology i.e., IPCL in the case of adult literacy in India. The core idea of the proposed approach is to systematically model different aspects of instructional design using patterns, concretely represent them using ontologies and then apply a software product lines approach for semi-automatically generating eLearning Systems for varied instructional designs and multiple languages. This allows for flexible modeling of instructional designs and creation of customizable iPrimers. An overview of our proposed approach is presented in Figure 1.4. Even though this approach takes the same inputs as in Figure 1.1, the key difference is the design of educational technologies that can handle the scale and variety for flexible instructional designs instead of re-developing eLearning Systems for every new case and every change in the inputs. To this end, the following are the main contributions of this thesis:

Contribution §1 - Pattern-Oriented Design
One of the strong criticisms faced by several eLearning Systems today is the lack of an instructional design basis leading to poor quality of instruction [21][64]. In addition, there is also a huge scarcity of qualified teachers across India\textsuperscript{4}. As expressed earlier in Section §1.3, the key goal of this thesis is to design educational technologies for scale and variety rather than a single eLearning System.

Problem: How to base design of eLearning Systems on instructional design while facilitating scale and variety?

We propose patterns and pattern languages as a first step towards modeling different aspects of instructional design based on commonly accepted principles and practices in the literature. While there is extensive work on patterns for instructional design like Pedagogy Patterns Project [65], E-LEN [66], the main focus has been on patterns from a pedagogy perspective than on designing technologies, which is the focus of this thesis. In addition, researchers have focused either on domain patterns (instructional design) or on technology patterns, and not both. In this context, we propose a patterns-based approach to design of educational technologies based on instructional design. The crux of this approach is to create a structure of solution in instructional design and integrate it with a solution in technology based on patterns. We propose a set of patterns for instructional design in the context of adult literacy in India. More specifically, we propose a pattern for modeling

\textsuperscript{4}http://www.hindustantimes.com/india/not-in-the-class-a-story-of-indias-missing-teachers/story-8HIr0p9bbJbL18cGC5U7H.html
instructional material and map it to Bloom's taxonomy [14] and a pattern for modeling instructional process and map it to Merill's first principles of instruction [2].

For example, we proposed a structural pattern called ContentPattern for modeling instructional material indicating gradual knowledge progression as (facts → cases → rules → models → theories) and an example instantiation for adult literacy is: ContentPattern 1: syllables (म, क, न) → words (नम, मकान) → rules (क +◌ा = का) → phonetic model → eclectic method. Here, each of the aspects of facts, cases, rules, models and theories provide variation points such that they can be varied for different contexts. For example, the above example with variations for Telugu language can be syllables (మ, క, న) → words (మనం, మయా) → rules (న +◌ం = నం) This pattern is driven by goals, which are also modeled using a GoalPattern based on Bloom's taxonomy: Capability (remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, create), Condition, Criteria. An instantiation is GoalPattern 1: The learner should be able to remember syllables (म, क, न) and recognize them from a newspaper in less than a minute. This approach and patterns are detailed in Chapter §3 of this thesis.

Contribution §2 - An Ontology Based Modeling Framework
In order to achieve the goal of semi-automatically generating eLearning Systems, there is a need to concretely represent instructional design such that it can be processed by tools.

Problem: How to systematically represent different aspects of instructional design based on patterns?

There is an increasingly widespread use of ontologies in educational technologies with several applications; ranging from representation of domain knowledge [67] to the extent of personalization and generating adaptive content based on learner styles [68]. In this thesis, we explore the use of ontologies to systematically represent different aspects of instructional design like context, goals, process, content, role, evaluation and environment based on patterns. More specifically, we focus on the aspects of goals, process and content in this thesis. We rely on existing ontologies like ALOCoM [69] for content, IMS LD [70] for process, LOCO [43] for context, as inputs to our framework and adapt and extend them for our specific needs. This framework is detailed in Chapter §4 of this thesis.

For example, goals are specified using GoalsOntology. Some properties associated with this ontology are description, priority, prerequisites and so on. The GoalsOntology points to the process through which these goals will be achieved, the content that is required and the evaluation to be performed.

Contribution §3 - Pattern-Oriented Software Product Lines
Instructional Design lays a strong foundation for design of eLearning Systems with a pedagogical basis [71]. However, it is an extremely effort intensive activity to adapt and customize instructional designs to cater to varying needs.
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Problem: How to model a family of instructional designs to drive creation of eLearning Systems for scale and variety?

In this thesis, we explore software product lines as an approach to address this challenge of modeling a family of instructional design variants as well as a family of eLearning Systems for adult literacy. The core idea of this approach is to look at modeling instructional design not as a single problem but as a family of similar but distinct problems. However, this critical challenge of reducing effort for creating and customizing flexible instructional designs is often considered as a one-off problem in the literature rather than a family of problems. In this approach, the key inputs for domain engineering phase of software product lines come from patterns and ontologies of instructional design, which are then customized during application engineering to facilitate the design of customizable eLearning Systems. We have elaborated this approach in Chapter §5 of this thesis.

Evaluation - We demonstrate the core contributions of this thesis through design of two prototype platforms (i) A platform for modeling instructional design variants (ii) A platform for semi-automatically generating eLearning Systems from instructional designs. Using these platforms, we have developed a few prototype eLearning Systems for multiple Indian Languages to demonstrate scale and variety. The platform uses principles of software product lines and is developed using basic web technologies like Python, JavaScript, Jena API, XML Schema and so on. Technical architecture is discussed in Chapter §6 of this thesis. Recently, we have semi-automatically generated two eLearning Systems for Hindi and Telugu languages.

1.5 Scope of Thesis

The grand challenges introduced in Section §1.2 require rigorous interdisciplinary research cutting across software engineering, educational technologies and HCI. However,
this thesis takes a technological perspective and only focuses on facilitating the design of educational technologies for addressing scale and variety in the context of adult literacy in India. To this end, this thesis relies on IPCL, a well-established methodology for teaching adult illiterates from National Literacy Mission, instructional material that is based on this methodology. In addition, the focus of this thesis is not to study the effectiveness of eLearning Systems for literacy, as we rely on field tested eLearning Systems developed by TCS for 9 Indian Languages, which has made around 120,000 people literate [29].

The scope of this thesis is to investigate approaches to facilitate design of educational technologies for scale and variety and demonstrate it for adult literacy in India.

• This thesis works at the intersection of instructional design, ontologies and software product lines as shown in Figure §1.5.

• This thesis relies on well established learning methodologies rather than creating new ones.

• This thesis does not aim to conduct field studies with teachers or learners but relies on commonly accepted and field-tested approaches, and technologies.

• This thesis utilizes existing ontologies for instructional design as a basis for creation of proposed ontologies.

• This thesis leverages existing open source tools and creates research prototypes for demonstration of ideas.

• Modeling all dimensions of instructional design from all perspectives is an uphill task and in this thesis we confine to the main aspects of goals, process and content and briefly discuss other aspects in the generic context.

1.6 Organization of this Thesis

In this chapter, we have provided an overview of the thesis, its motivations and summarized the key contributions of this thesis. We briefly summarize the organization of this thesis as shown in Figure §1.6. In Chapter §2, we detail the adult literacy case as running example throughout the thesis. We then present related work of the thesis from an instructional design perspective and software engineering perspective and list unaddressed challenges from the literature that are relevant to this thesis. Chapter §3, Chapter §4 and Chapter §5 address the thesis problem stated in Section §1.3 by applying the ideas of patterns, ontologies and software product lines respectively. In Chapter §6, we present two platforms that support evaluation of the ideas in this thesis. In Chapter §7, we present the
conclusions of this thesis and provide some perspectives on future directions. A part of the work described in this thesis is based on previously published papers listed after §7.2.4.
CHAPTER 2

Background & Related Work

This chapter provides an overview of state-of-the-art in the context of this thesis and presents some background information. We present the background of adult literacy case study in Section §2.1 and summarize literature review in Section §2.2. We then analyze the existing work from the perspective of adult literacy in Section §2.3. In Section §2.4, we critically analyze existing work from educational technologies and software engineering viewpoints to address scale and variety. We end the chapter by presenting the open research problem motivating this thesis.

2.1 Background - The Adult Literacy Case Study

Literacy is one of the key factors in defining socio-economic progress of a country and is vital for a major country like India. On the other hand, India has the highest number of adult illiterates in this world amounting to 37% on this globe [25]. The National Literacy Mission of Government of India has been striving to address this challenge since 1988 [72]. According to NLM, literacy is defined as “acquiring the skills of reading, writing and arithmetic and the ability to apply them to one's day-to-day life” and more specifically the focus has been on functional literacy that includes:

• Self-reliance in 3 R's (Reading, wRiting, aRithmetic)
• Becoming aware of the causes of deprivation and moving towards amelioration of their condition by participating in the process of development
• Acquiring skills to improve their economics status and general well-being

Teaching adults requires a different pedagogy and is often considered as andragogy in the field of learning sciences [73]. In [73], Merriam defines an adult learner as someone
who has (i) an independent view of learning (ii) extensive prior experience (iii) dynamic learning goals (iv) focus on application of knowledge for practical purposes and (v) gets motivated for internal factors. UNESCO has proposed Belem framework to support adult learning at a global level [74]. NLM at the national level has researched and proposed Improved Pace and Content of Learning (IPCL) as a uniform methodology for teaching 3Rs to adult illiterates in India [26]. It was designed with the intent of providing a base instructional design for official Indian Languages and allows content creators to adapt it for varied contexts across India. Some key aspects of IPCL methodology are:

- Uniform basis for all official Indian languages
- Sustain learners’ motivation
- Flexible for adapting the instructional material as per local needs
- Learning by entertaining
- Thematic focus (for different focus learners like women, farmers and so on)

The instructional material (called as primer) based on IPCL for different languages is subsequently produced by 32 state resource centers (SRCs) across India as shown in Figure §2.1. Each of the primer is divided into three parts and each part is divided into

---

1http://www.nlm.nic.in/dir.htm
approximately 9 to 12 lessons and each lesson has content focusing on Reading, Writing and Arithmetic.

The instructional process using IPCL can be summarized as:

• Starting from common words and phrases known to people of a linguistic region, segment them to discover syllables
• Juxtapose syllables to form words through word play
• Segment syllables and continue the above till we have irreducible phonemes
• Identify the irreducible phonemes with phonetic alphabets
• Discover rules for combining alphabets to reconstruct syllables
• Discover rules to combine scripts of the phonetic alphabets
• Play with these rules
• The full alphabet is learnt by the end of the entire course

2.2 A Summary of Literature Review

Despite several advances of research in educational technologies and using ICTs for adult literacy [75], India is still home to the largest number of illiterates in this world [25]. There is a broad spectrum of work that could be related to research in this thesis. However, as shown in Figure §2.2, we consider related work from the perspectives of educational technologies and software engineering.

2.3 Approaches for Adult Literacy

The UNESCO CONFINTEA at an international level [76] and NLM at national level have devised several initiatives to battle the challenge of adult literacy in India in the past several decades [72]. India has a long history of using ICTs for adult literacy [27] [77] [78]. A radio forum to reach adult learners was experimented as early as 1976 and satellite televisions are used in [27] with computer and laptop based solutions for literacy in [29] and [79] respectively. TCS, an Indian Software Consultancy Services Company has been contributing to adult literacy since 2001 [29]. They have developed eLearning Systems for 9 Indian Languages and also for languages like Urdu, Moore, Spanish and Arabic [29]. Figure §2.3 shows the screenshots of their eLearning Systems, which are used by teachers

2http://nlm.nic.in
in the classroom in conjunction to physical books. An approach based on same language subtitling for songs delivered on television increased motivation of learners [80] [81] but focused only on reading skills and is not interactive. The Bridges to the Future Initiative (BFI), is a multinational effort that aimed at improving literacy using technology [82] but the focus was on children rather than adult literacy population. It was designed only for one South Indian language (Telugu) because of resource constraints [82]. Hole-in-the-Wall project is another successful initiative based on minimal invasive education but was aimed at children [83].

To harness the emergence of mobiles in developing countries for literacy, a few approaches based on mobile-tablets have been proposed mainly to impart reading skills [84]. A landscape research review of mobiles for reading outlines the need for extensive further research to validate the effectiveness of mobile technologies [84][85]. A study focusing on adult literacy using mobile phones shows promises as well as several challenges [86], mainly in terms of developing the mobile apps for varied languages. Visibility of alphabets on low-end mobile phones is another issue with use of mobile phones in the context of adult literacy eventhough it can be addressed if smart phones are available at lower cost in the future. A report from Indian journal of adult education summarizes the use of ICTs for adult literacy and their inadequacy for mass scale of India [78]. Initiatives like “EduTab” device focus on facilitating adult literacy in India [87], but their effectiveness from pedagogy perspective is unknown as they use their own instructional process and material. A review of tablet software for improving adult literacy suggests the use of games
for increasing learner engagement [88] but the tablet software is designed for English and requires significant development effort if it has to be designed for the scale and variety goal of this thesis.

A study from 2011 census data emphasizes the inadequacy of current programmes for adult literacy in India and anticipates that it might take 2050 to achieve 100% literacy rate using current approaches [89]. A research agenda post 2015 for learning and literacy lists 10 key priorities emphasizing the need for technology to be available in the local language of instruction particularly in developing countries [90]. The article also underlines the need for basis of pedagogy for ICT-based solutions for improving quality of instruction in literacy [90], which is severely lacking in most of the current technologies [90].

Of the existing approaches, we rely on TCS’ technology for teaching adult illiterates as they are based on IPCL, field tested for 9 Indian Languages and made around 120,000 people literate in the last 15 years across India [29]. Figure 2.4 shows the comparison of results without and with technology for adult literacy through experiments by TCS. On the other hand, an analysis of the literature on technologies for adult literacy alleviates the following key concerns relevant for this thesis:

- Teaching adult illiterates requires a different pedagogy [91] [26]
- Lack of pedagogical basis for ICTs dents quality of instruction [20]
Figure 2.4 Comparison of adult literacy statistics without and with technology, Source: TCS CBFL [29]

- Existing work focuses on designing educational technologies for one or few languages whereas the need is for approaches that work for the scale of 22 Indian Languages and variants
- Existing work does not address the needs of varying instructional goals, process, content and other aspects

2.4 Approaches for Scale and Variety

This thesis is primarily concerned with facilitating the design of educational technologies for scale and variety, where scale represents the number of systems to be developed and variety represents the different kinds of systems to be developed in education domain and more specifically in the context of adult literacy in India. As described in Section §1.5, this thesis cuts into the areas of instructional design, ontologies and software product lines.

The role of technology in education seems to be emerging since decades [92] and there has been an extensive literature on trying to understanding its varied roles, potentials, issues and challenges on the way [93][94][95][96][97] and ways forward [17]. While there are several issues and concerns that restrict the use of technology in education [98][64], one major concern is the immense effort for development of technologies based on instructional design [99] while another critical concern is diminishing quality of instruction [20]. In this
section, we discuss existing literature related to these aspects from the perspectives of educational technologies and software engineering.

2.4.1 Patterns

Bednar et al. have stated that "... effective instructional design is possible only if the developer has reflexive awareness of the theoretical basis underlying the design . . . [it] emerges from the deliberate application of some particular theory of learning" [100]. This strong need to have a pedagogical basis for design of educational technologies has been emphasized in the literature by several researchers [101] [21] [102] [103] [104]. A critical and detailed analysis of the need to bridge learning theories and technology enhanced learning environments is elaborated in a 2014 journal article [105]. To address some of these concerns, patterns were proposed as a potential solution to capture best practices of teaching [106]. The core idea of patterns and pattern languages is the encapsulation, modeling and delivery of expert's knowledge and best practices to novices in a discipline. Essentially, patterns are derived from experiences and provide abstract representations of recurring solutions to recurring problems in a given context [8]. The roots of patterns are claimed to be in the field of architecture [8] and extensively practiced in software engineering mainly for improving quality of software design and facilitating reuse [107] [108].

The Pedagogy Patterns Project was a major effort to capture best practices in the area of teaching and learning as a way to document best advices for teachers and support quality of instruction [106] [109]. The E-LEN project is another initiative aimed at providing pedagogically-informed technology and experiences as pattern languages for new institutions mainly focusing on learning management systems [66]. There is also extensive work on patterns and pattern languages for different aspects of teaching and learning [110] [102]. A pattern language for creative learning is presented in [111] and for adaptive learning in [112]. Laurillard has created pedagogical patterns using a design science approach [113]. Patterns and pattern repositories for person centered e-learning were proposed in [114]. More recently, patterns derived from practitioner workshops were documented in [115]. While existing literature on patterns emphasizes the need for capturing best practices in teaching and learning, the focus has been mostly on pedagogy and technology aspects are largely ignored. Even in research that considered technology, there is a huge gap between domain (teaching and learning) and technology patterns motivating further research. The key focus in this thesis is to leverage the potential of patterns for modeling instructional design and use that base for design of educational technologies. Chapter §3 of this thesis elaborates our pattern-oriented design.
2.4.2 Learning Objects, Standards and Repositories

There has been extensive research on learning objects in the domain of technology enhanced learning to facilitate reuse [46] and reduce effort during development of educational technologies [16]. Literature has a number of definitions for learning objects [116] each of them using varied terminologies like learning components, knowledge components, content objects but a consensus on their definition is yet to be achieved [117]. It was observed by Reigeluth and Nelson that teachers often break instructional materials into small, reusable chunks such that they can reuse these materials for other instructional contexts [118]. A widely used definition describes learning objects as any kinds of resources (like books, audio video lectures, animations and so on) that can be reused to support learning [116]. However, along with significant research progress on learning objects, there is severe criticism on learning objects from many perspectives [54][56]. Even attempts to clarify the definitions of learning objects have led to the criticism that “there are said to be as many definitions of LOs as there are users” [54]. However, the emergence of learning object metadata standard from IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee [119] led to a common definition across many sectors. It defines a learning object as “any entity, digital or non-digital, which can be used, reused or referenced during technology supported learning”. A heavy focus on reuse of learning objects from a technology perspective [120] has led to severe criticism from learning perspective [52] [121] [53] [55] [122]. In addition, Wiley has pointed that automated assembly of learning objects is not always possible [123]. Another critical issue was the lack of explicit contextual information for describing, searching, adapting learning objects through learning object repositories [54]. There have been significant efforts that resulted in the creation of several learning object repositories worldwide [124]. McGreal has presented a typology of different types of learning object repositories [125]. A practical analysis of learning objects and repositories revealed that reusing learning objects is still an elusive concept and their benefits in practice still largely depend on the context [56].

2.4.3 Learning Designs, Standards and Repositories

Koper has stated that it is not enough to have learning objects and metadata, but instructional value of learning objects should also be considered for e-learning [126]. To address some of these concerns with learning objects, an initiative was started by the Open University of the Netherlands (OUNL) in 1998 which resulted in a formal educational modeling language [49]. EML was iteratively refined for about three years by a number of experts from diversified backgrounds such as educational technologists, ICT-experts, XML-experts, etc. A working definition was proposed where “an EML is a semantic notation for units of learning to be used in elearning to support the reuse of pedagogical entities like learning designs, learning objectives, learning activities, etc.”. In this definition, a unit of
learning describes the learning design, the resources and the services needed in order to achieve one or more interrelated learning objectives and can be viewed at different levels of granularities like course, module, lesson or curriculum. This idea of a formal educational modeling language has garnered interest from several quarters and a survey of EMLs has geared towards a clear specification of requirements for such a language. These efforts have translated into what is called as IMS Learning Design which was later adopted as a standard [37] that aims “to provide a containment framework of elements that can describe any design of a teaching-learning process in a formal way”.

There have been several initiatives to improve educational modeling languages in several forms like a cognitive approach in PALO [34], a separation of concerns approach in poEML [33], a lesson markup language LMML [127], a visual language for designing instruction like E2ML [128], several approaches based on IMS-LD [70] [129], COLLAGE focusing on collaborative learning [130] and so on. These approaches were supported by tools like ReCourse Editor [131], ReLoad Editor [131], ASK-LD Editor [132] and so on. A classification framework for EMLs was presented in [31] and a number of visual editors for learning designs were reviewed in [32]. A classification and analysis of learning design tools into standards-based, generic form-based, theory-based, knowledge-based has motivated the need to have software design that is linked to theory and practice from a pedagogical perspective [133]. Based on lessons from these earlier efforts, tools like LAMS [38] and The Learning Designer [39] were designed to be intuitive to teachers. A team-based approach for modeling learning designs through an integrated learning design environment is proposed in [40][134]. To facilitate reuse of learning designs, several learning design repositories have emerged similar in spirit to learning object repositories [129]. Boyle proposed a layered approach towards integration of learning design and learning object perspectives [135]. Sampson and Zervas proposed a hierarchical framework and supporting tools to facilitate open access to education and learning in the context of open educational resources [36]. In his survey of ICT-based tools for supporting instructional designers and delivery of learning systems, Paquette underlines the need for a knowledge based instructional design and the need for application of software engineering approaches to address the increasing complexity of instructional design and engineering [136].

Amidst this rapid progress, researchers have continuously identified several challenges of IMS-LD [137], its expressiveness [138], conceptual complexity [139] [140], lack of authoring tool support [41][141]. Prieto et al. have used five learning design tools to model a sample “healthy eating” lesson and found that different tools are designed for different purposes with different levels of granularity for different stakeholders and have varied representations [142].

An analysis of existing literature on learning designs and tools reveals that most of the efforts in this direction are either too focused on pedagogy or on developing tools for
specific contexts. It is here that thesis focuses on applying software engineering principles towards systematic modeling of instructional design.

2.4.4 Ontologies for Instructional Design

Since Gruber’s definition of ontology as “a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [9], ontologies have gained immense importance in several domains for its wide range of applications [143] [144] like in software engineering [145], enterprise modeling [146], requirements engineering [147]. These ontologies are of different kinds ranging from informal light weight ontologies to formal ontologies depending on the degree of formalism and the power of expressivity [148]. Happel et al. have discussed the advantages of ontologies over conceptual models and meta-models [149] as follows:

- Enable new and efficient way to the information reusability.
- Enable to extend easily.
- Provide consensus on the understanding of domain knowledge.
- Support better understanding of domain knowledge.
- Define problem and solution domain knowledge separately.
- Assist in analyzing the structure of domain knowledge.
- Facilitate a machine to use the knowledge in an application.
- Share common semantics among people and applications.

In the domain of education, ontologies have gained immense importance with applications ranging from explicit representation of domain knowledge to automatic generation of personalized content [150]. Mizoguchi and Bourdeau have identified four key requirements of instructional authoring systems (i) adaptivity (ii) explicit conceptualization (iii) standardization to facilitate reuse (iv) theory-awareness, and proposed knowledge and ontological engineering as a potential solution to cater to these requirements [151].

One particular use of ontologies that is of interest to this thesis is to model instructional design theories and learning design standards [152] during design of educational technologies. A 10-year research effort has resulted in creating a comprehensive ontology covering instructional design knowledge for various instructional theories and adhering to learning design standards [153]. SMARTIES is a scenario-based instructional authoring tool based on this ontology and advocates the design of educational technologies based on educational theories modeled as ontologies to facilitate quality of instruction. However,
the inherent complexity of the ontology and SMARTIES tool made it tough for its practical usage [154].

While focusing on quality of instruction is one aspect, using ontologies in education to facilitate reuse is another critical research direction that received extensive attention in the literature [151]. Devedzic explored the notion of ontologies for intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) based on inspiration from software patterns in 1999 [155]. Ontologies to formalize learning object content models have been proposed in [156]. To facilitate flexible content reuse, the Abstract Learning Object Content Model (ALOCoM) ontology and a set of supporting tools were proposed in [156]. Amorim et al. have proposed a learning design ontology based on IMS LD specification through a set of 20 design and run time axioms [42]. The basic premise of this ontology was to explicitly and precisely address the drawbacks of IMS LD specification [42]. But isolated research on learning objects and learning designs have made reuse difficult motivating the need for a bridge ontology focusing on context [43]. A formal ontology was presented for representing instructional design methods and provides a rule catalogue to verify the conformance of ontologies for a particular instructional design theory [157]. An ontology and a software framework focusing on competencies was discussed in [158]. However, the creation of these ontologies is not based on patterns, which is the case in this thesis. Furthermore, the existing ontologies are not aimed at scale and variety, which is the need in this thesis.

### 2.4.5 Software Reuse for Design of Educational Technologies

Development of software components for the domain of education started way back in 1999 [159]. But the use of software engineering approaches in educational technologies has garnered significant attention with the advent of reuse of learning objects [45]. Design principles from software engineering were borrowed to facilitate reuse of learning objects [47]. However, this emphasis itself has led to severe criticism on software engineering being misused in the context of learning objects from a learning perspective [54]. Researchers have used model driven development to facilitate reuse of learning objects [160]. Dodero et al. further proposed a model-driven approach to learning design, a domain-specific language and a tool based on this approach to facilitate modeling of learning designs [161]. A model-driven development approach for learning design using the LPCEL Editor was proposed in [162]. But despite the advantages of these generative approaches, it was noted that the complexity of authoring process increases because of model development required from domain experts [163]. The term educational software engineering was coined in [164] but the focus has been on games for software engineering education.

One major direction of research that is relevant to this thesis is the application of software product lines for accelerating educational technologies. A software architecture for design of e-learning platforms is proposed in [58]. Pankrautius has proposed a software product
line approach for digital information products in [57]. A software product line approach towards automating the development of a family of eLearning Systems for adult literacy in India was proposed in [7]. Even though these approaches show significant productivity improvements in terms of reducing effort [7], none of them are based on principles in the domain of education creating a significant gap between instructional designs and the software platforms that are built on them.

2.5 An Open Research Challenge from Literature Review

Analyzing literature from the perspectives of educational technologies and software engineering for design of educational technologies for scale and variety, we see limited existing work for adult literacy case study as the focus was not on scale and variety, which is the crux of this thesis. Even when the research was applied for cases other than adult literacy, the focus has been on either educational technologies or on software engineering and not both, presenting the need for this thesis and hence the problem statement.

How to facilitate design of educational technologies for scale and variety in the context of adult literacy in India while maintaining quality of instruction?
The first section §3.1 of this chapter starts by discussing core guiding principles in computing towards a patterns based approach. We then present an overview of the source of patterns, their evolution and how to document them in Section §3.2. How patterns can help scale and variety is discussed in Section §3.3 followed by a patterns based approach for design of educational technologies in Section §3.4. Section §3.5 presents the idea of pattern-oriented instructional design with its sub sections proposing patterns for goals in Section §3.5.1, instructional process in Section §3.5.2 and instructional material in Section §3.5.3. We end the chapter with Section §3.6 by discussing how the domain patterns can be connected to software patterns.

3.1 Guiding Principles

To support design of educational technologies for scale and variety, the proposed approach is based on the following underlying principles.

It is a dire necessity to improve flexibility and re-usability while reducing complexity during the design of educational technologies and some of these concerns are tackled by the software engineering community through a set of fundamental principles [165]. One principle that is of interest to this thesis is the notion of separation of concerns that helps in handling different dimensions of a system while improving re-usability and reducing complexity [166] [167]. This principle can be used to separate concerns in the form of layers either horizontally or vertically; views [168]; modules [169]; aspects [170]; patterns [167]; features [10] and so on. Modularity is a specialization of this principle that deals with separating software into components [169] while Abstraction is another specialization that hides complexity of the system enabling designers to focus on specific concerns [165]. Domain-driven design is another fundamental principle that tries to address complexity...
by emphasizing domain as the basis for software design [171]. We apply these principles throughout the thesis for systematically modeling instructional design in the form of patterns, identifying ontologies for these patterns and in modeling features of eLearning Systems from a software product line viewpoint. In the next section, we will summarize some key aspects related to patterns and get into the crux of our pattern-oriented design approach.

3.2 Source, Evolution and Structure of Patterns

Source and Evolution of Patterns - During the professional journey of an expert in a field, the expert encounters several recurring problems and different ways of solving those problems. When a group of experts in a particular field communicate, discuss, debate and document their experience, they realize that certain solutions work and do not work in particular contexts. This leads to the idea that the primary source of patterns is literature or experience, either own or documented experience in the form of best practices and guidelines. Granularity of a pattern is another critical aspect that has to be considered during the design of patterns. For example, in the field of software engineering, there are coding idioms (a kind of patterns), design patterns, architectural patterns, each representing an increasing granularity of abstraction. Pattern languages help in connecting these patterns by describing the relationships between them and how they can be integrated to address specific problems. The agreement on whether a particular knowledge is pattern or not usually comes through a consensus among a group of experts in the particular field. The Hillside group has been sponsoring a series of conferences along with workshops named Pattern Languages of Programs (PLoP) since 1994 [172]. These venues provide a forum for pattern authors to gather, discuss, learn and document patterns. This series has led to development of communities of patterns like AsianPLoP, EuroPLoP, ScrumPLoP in order to create patterns with a consensus from local communities. A pattern typically goes through the phases of discovery, specification, validation, application and maintenance and is continuously revised based on updated pattern knowledge [173]. Figure §3.1 shows a typical process during pattern development. In the domain of education also, patterns have mainly emerged from participatory pattern workshops [174].

In essence, patterns generally emerge from literature or experience, and are generally specified by an expert or pattern modeler. Once the pattern is specified, it is exposed to the community for review from experts in the field for a consensus of the pattern. This pattern is applied by pattern users in varied problem contexts and they provide feedback leading to update of pattern.

Structure of Patterns - There are patterns everywhere and at different levels of granularity expressed in different ways by different experts in different communities [175]. This presents the challenge of what constitutes pattern knowledge and how to capture it. Tra-
Additionally, patterns are captured as a description of context, problem, solution. However, several researchers have proposed different structures for capturing pattern knowledge. Figure §3.2 shows examples of commonly used pattern structures from the domains of software engineering [107] and pedagogy [65]. Alexandrian form is the most commonly used format for representing patterns [8]. Using this form, Alexander has documented a pattern language comprising of 253 patterns for the domain of towns, buildings and construction [8]. The 23 Gang of Four (GoF) patterns are the most commonly used patterns in the domain of software design [107] and use the meta data as shown in Figure §3.2. The Pedagogical Patterns project uses the structure shown in Figure §3.2. These are just a few examples of pattern structures used by different communities. A pattern language for representing patterns itself has emerged from the community [175].
### Knowledge Field | Brief Description
--- | ---
**A Picture** | Illustrates the overall nature of the pattern, problem and solution.
**Name** | Succinctly conveys the essence of a pattern.
**Motivation** | A statement conveying the rationale and motivation of the pattern.
**Source of Pattern** | Specifies the source(s) of this pattern along with rationale.
**Confidence** | Specifies the confidence of the domain expert for this pattern.
**Level of Abstraction** | This field specifies the level of abstraction i.e., where the pattern stands in the continuum of conceptual to concrete implementation.
**Classification** | Provides a classification of the pattern under a category. We have identified **Context, Goals, Process, Content, Evaluation, Environment** as few major categories of instructional design. But there can be other kinds of classifications and other categories as well.
**Problem** | The precise problem that this pattern intends to solve.
**Solution** | Precisely specifies the solution provided by this pattern.
**Structure** | A diagram showing the structure of the pattern, relationships between various aspects of the pattern, inputs and outputs.
**Pre-Conditions** | Specifies pre-conditions i.e., the prerequisites for using this pattern.
**Post-Conditions** | Specifies post-conditions i.e., the outputs expected out of this pattern.
**Trade-offs** | Trade-offs of using the pattern, focusing on the pros and cons.
**Implementations** | Describes how this pattern should be implemented along with activities for using this pattern.
**Known Uses** | Real life examples of this pattern along with links to sources.
**Related Patterns** | Discusses patterns that are closely related to this pattern outlining the differences with other patterns and any dependencies.
**Alternatives/Adaptations** | Suggests alternative patterns and most importantly specifies the variability points for adapting the pattern for different scenarios.
**References** | Points to reference material related to this pattern.

**Figure 3.3** A detailed pattern structure

### 3.3 Patterns for Scale and Variety

Figure §3.3 shows a detailed pattern structure derived from existing pattern representations. The key idea of this pattern structure is to capture as much information as possible such that this metadata could be used for searching and managing patterns and pattern repositories. In addition to the textual information as shown in Figure §3.3, patterns could be represented visually focusing on **structure** as well as **behaviour**. However, one critical requirement for patterns in this thesis is to facilitate domain experts to model pattern knowledge without overburden. We will motivate the need for modeling detailed pattern knowledge at a lower level of granularity in the form of ontologies in Section §4.1.
In his seminal work on patterns, Alexander emphasizes that a solution in pattern can be used “a million times over without ever doing it the same time twice”. We extend this notion to include not just the solution but also the problem, its variations, representations of the pattern, different aspects of the solution and its variants to facilitate scale and variety.

There are several possibilities of creating variants of patterns. The simplest case being that a pattern can be instantiated multiple times as shown on the left hand side of Figure §3.4 or instantiated with simple variations as shown on the right hand side. In Figure §3.4, we show a simple example of different kinds of possible relationships between two patterns in a domain. If we change these relationships, we get a different view of the pattern in context leading to a variation. Similarly, patterns can be composed using different operators as shown in Figure §3.4. Changing the operators results in new composed patterns and variations. If we move beyond just two patterns and consider a large number of patterns, then different ways of composition with multiple operators leads to different ways of modeling the domain. Consider the case of an instructional design with 10 patterns, then different compositions of these patterns can lead to several instructional design variants. This leads to creation of varied instructional designs catering to the needs of specific requirements. The essence of this discussion is to emphasize that modeling domain in terms of patterns facilitates systematic creation of several variants, which is one of the primary
goals of this thesis. We will elaborate more on these patterns with examples throughout this chapter. But formalizing the representation and composition of patterns is beyond the scope of this thesis and is outlined as future work.

3.4 A Patterns Based Approach

The notion of patterns has its roots in the field of Architecture [8] but was adopted in other disciplines like software engineering [107] and interaction design [176] among others. Whilst there exists several definitions and views, patterns are primarily concerned with the idea of finding recurring solutions to recurring problems in a certain context. According to Alexander, the emphasis has to be on pattern languages that facilitate the assembly of patterns in order to create numerous possible solutions, rather than patterns themselves [8]. Buschmann et al. have distilled existing literature on patterns and proposed the following uses in their Pattern Oriented Software Architecture (POSA) series [177][108]:

- **Capturing, Documenting and Communicating Experience**
  - Patterns document existing best practices built on tried and tested design experience
  - Patterns identify and specify abstractions that are above the level of single objects, classes, and components
  - Patterns provide a common vocabulary and shared understanding for design concepts
  - Patterns are a means of documenting software architectures
  - Patterns capture experience in a form that can be independent of specific project details and constraints, implementation paradigm, and often even programming language

- **Construction of Systems**
  - Patterns support the construction of software with well-defined properties
  - Patterns help in building complex and heterogeneous software architectures. Every pattern provides a predefined set of components, roles and relationships between them

In this thesis, we apply the idea of patterns primarily for (i) capturing experience (ii) providing instructional design as basis for educational technologies (iii) facilitating reuse during design of educational technologies. Specifically, we use patterns for modeling domain (instructional design) and software. We also look at patterns as a central way to encapsulate
commonly understood knowledge of experts (instructional designers, software architects) and facilitate use of this experience by naïve professionals. This is extremely important in a discipline like TEL with huge scarcity of expert teachers at all levels of education. Figure §3.5 presents the core architecture of our proposed patterns based approach to design of educational technologies. This architecture stems from fundamental principles in software engineering and integrates multiple architecture styles (Layered, Domain-Driven and Component-Architecture). This architecture shows a holistic perspective (top-down and bottom-up) and tries to integrate patterns in both domain as well as software through five layers.

A Instructional Design/Methodologies - lays a pedagogical foundation for design of educational technologies
Educational experts have long emphasized that developing educational technologies without strong instructional basis is futile and can lead to poor quality of instruction [21] [178]. Most of the educational technologies today require huge effort from teachers in configuring the technologies rather than on focusing instruction [179]. This is further aggravated with a huge dearth of qualified teachers. The first layer from the top in Figure §3.5 focuses on providing a pedagogical foundation for design of educational technologies. We rely on well-established principles and practices from a pedagogical perspective in this thesis and specifically focus on how we can structure these practices towards systematic design of educational technologies. For the case of adult literacy in this thesis, we rely on IPCL approach detailed in Section §2.1 as a pedagogical foundation. This pedagogy is further integrated with other commonly accepted approaches likes Merrill’s principles of instruction from teaching or instructional process perspective [2] and Bloom’s taxonomy from learning perspective. The rationale for these principles is presented in Section §3.5.1 and Section §3.5.2 of patterns.

B **Pattern-Oriented Instructional Design** - aims to model instructional design using patterns [discussed in Section §3.5]

C **An Ontology Based Modeling Framework** - that acts a bridge between domain and software platforms [elaborated in Chapter §4]

The key purpose of this bridge layer is to connect from instructional design (domain) to educational technologies (software) through a common interface. We used ontologies as the primary mechanism to represent knowledge from patterns and to connect with the rest of the software architecture [180]. We extended the existing literature on instructional design, and proposed an ontology based framework called IDont for systematically modeling instructional design [180].

D **Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture** - models the software platforms for educational technologies using patterns

In their seminal work that inspired successful use of patterns in software engineering, Buschmann et al. emphasize that the primary purpose of architectural patterns is to create a fundamental structural organization schema for software systems [177]. In our approach, instructional architecture patterns derived from POID and software architecture patterns that drive POSA provide this structure for instructional design and educational technologies. We use common interfaces to bridge these different types of patterns at different levels of abstraction (instructional architecture patterns → instructional design patterns → software architecture patterns → design patterns). Essentially, POSA represents the architecture of educational technologies. In the
fourth layer and on the left hand side of Figure §3.5, we have a three-tier architecture of a TEL system that implements two important architectural patterns from [177] (i) From Mud to Structure (Layers) – allows controlled decomposition of overall system (ii) MVC and several design patterns (Strategy, Composite, Factory and so on). On the right hand side is an MVC architectural pattern that is derived from instructional architecture patterns and instructional design patterns in POID.

**E Technologies, Platform and Infrastructure** provides the delivery platform with a set of technologies and tools. In this layer, a set of technologies and tools are designed to support the proposed architecture and facilitate the semi-automatic development of eLearning Systems.

We will elaborate POID and POSA in the rest of the chapter.

### 3.5 Pattern-Oriented Instructional Design

The changing landscape of educational technologies requires a diversified range of instructional designs catering to multiple perspectives and views from a diversified range of stakeholders [71]. This is primarily because there is no “one-size-fits-all” solution for all needs. In fact, even the problem itself varies depending on who is viewing it, where does it come from, how critical is it? what are the short term and long term needs? how to address them? their capabilities and resources available at that point of time. This presents a definite need for systematic instructional design such that it can be flexibly modified as per changing requirements. Several researchers have tried to address these concerns through a number of Educational modeling languages (EMLs) [33] [34] [35] [32][181][38][40][134].

Despite significant research, modeling instructional design remained an open research problem with several challenges [40] [41][182] [183]. Our analysis of the state-of-the-art in learning design also revealed that the goal of end-to-end automation (from pedagogy to technology) through tools has resulted in too generic, too complex specifications leading to slow progress in this field and is in line with existing research [179][178].

Instead, we learn from the community and attempt to present a pointed approach towards design of educational technologies for a family of instructional designs in the context of adult literacy in India. Our work fundamentally deviates from the state-of-the-art as we focus on not one instructional design but on a family of similar but distinct instructional designs.

One interesting approach that has been undermined and largely unexploited in TEL is the use of patterns and pattern languages for modeling instructional design. There has been a strong recognition for use of patterns in the community but mainly from a learning sciences perspective [176][109]. The Pedagogical Patterns Project provides a huge collection of patterns focusing on pedagogy and does not explicitly consider the use of technology and
 software patterns [65]. Patterns for person centered e-learning were proposed in [173] based on action research but are not designed for scale and variety. Pattern languages for different aspects of educational design [184] also ignored the notion of TEL. Mor has discussed the notion of identifying design narratives as a basis for capturing design knowledge, developing design patterns based on that and showing the practical use of these patterns through design scenarios [185]. More recently, Laurillard has proposed teaching as a design science with the idea of supporting computational and collaborative building of pedagogies [113]. In an attempt towards supporting teachers in practical usage of patterns, a collection of patterns have been presented in [115].

In our analysis of literature, we have observed that patterns and pattern languages are still not widely used either in instructional design or in TEL because of several reasons including:

- Existing approaches focus on patterns and pattern languages either for communication or engineering purposes and not both
- Current approaches focus on patterns mainly from a pedagogical perspective rather than their structure and provide minimal support towards design of educational technologies
- Lack of bridge between domain patterns (instructional design) and technology patterns (software)

To summarize, existing approaches focus on patterns either in domain or in software and not both. Most importantly, none of the existing works focus on scale and variety, which is the main goal of this thesis. Paquette has summarized the extensive work and progress in the field of instructional design and concluded the strong need for researching and applying ontological engineering and software methods for instructional design and engineering [136]. On the other hand, from a software engineering perspective, domain engineering is a critical activity to address complexity, reuse and evolution needs of software systems [186]. In this thesis, we take a que from Apel et al. [15] and Czarnecki et al. [187] and consider domain as an area of knowledge:

- that covers the desired requirements of the systems in that area
- includes a set of concepts and terminology understood by practitioners in that area
- and includes the knowledge of how to build software systems (or parts of software systems) in that area

Modeling and structuring domain is a fundamental step that acts as a basis towards facilitating reuse and in this thesis we are concerned with the domain of instructional design.
We propose Pattern-Oriented Instructional Design as a domain engineering activity towards design of educational technologies based on instructional design. POID aims at designing a solution in the problem domain in the language of instructional designers and teachers. The key input for POID comes from pedagogies or learning methodologies that provide a basis for TEL. The purpose of this layer is two-fold (i) to structure instructional design for reuse (ii) to facilitate flexible modeling of instructional designs such that educational technologies based on these instructional designs have a pedagogical basis and are prepared for facilitating automation.

We base the design of POID on Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture (POSA) [108] to model instructional design aspects as patterns. Figure 3.6 shows a high level diagram of how POID corresponds to POSA with different levels of granularity. For example, on the left hand side, we have design patterns at the bottom and then architecture patterns. On similar lines, we have instructional design patterns at the bottom and instructional architecture patterns on top of them.

Figure 3.7 shows an overview of Pattern-Oriented Instructional Design. The core instructional design requirements stem from different kinds of instructors and learners, which are then used as input to compose different patterns like goals, process, content and so on to create a specific instructional design. A Pattern-Oriented Instructional Design is an integration of patterns at instructional architecture level and instructional design patterns towards designing a specific instructional design for a specific set of educational requirements. Here, we consider instructional architectural patterns as high-level organizing structures that address recurring high-level problems in instructional design. For example, Can we have a pattern that allows different evaluations for the same instructional goals? These patterns are essentially an integration of instructional design patterns, which focus on a specific aspect like goals or process and so on. One popular example of an architectural pattern for interactive systems in software engineering is the Model-View-Controller (MVC) that allows flexible design of user interfaces [188]. Can we have these kinds of patterns for...
instructional design? It is here our POID approach is a direction integrating patterns at a higher level of abstraction.

The POID process starts by understanding instructional design and then progresses towards a detailed analysis of the instructional design to identify patterns in the domain. Then these patterns are continuously refined and relationships between them are identified and established. Figure §3.8 shows a classification of patterns in POID into categories of Context, Goals, Process, Content, Evaluation and Environment. This list is primitive and is designed such that it can be adapted and extended by instructional designers to support evolution. Each of these categories have patterns that aim to address a particular aspect of instructional design. For example, Goals in instructional design can be represented in various forms like Bloom's or Gagne's taxonomy or ABCD technique, and each of them can have their associated patterns, from which the teacher or instructional designer chooses patterns for their particular context. In our approach, every pattern provides and requires a set of interfaces that clearly define the boundaries of that pattern and how that pattern communicates with the rest of the patterns. The focus in this thesis is not just on patterns or pattern categories, but on integration of these patterns towards specific instructional designs.

Figure §3.5 shows two possible instructional architecture patterns; one that integrates goals and evaluations (goal provides an interface ↔ evaluation requires an interface). The core idea of this pattern is to provide a flexible architecture that allows changing of goals and evaluations in an instructional design with less effort. Another possible pattern could be an integration of processes and content. This kind of abstraction leads to POID, which in itself is a technology independent solution in the language of problem domain. However, it
is important to note that patterns were never proposed to be specific and complete solutions rather provide a basic structure of a generic solution to a family of problems [108], which have to be further adapted and implemented for a specific context. Finally, Alexander hints that the problem of scale and variety can be addressed using patterns in his seminal work [8] as:

“The elements of this language are entities called patterns. Each pattern describes a problem that occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice.”

This emphasizes that patterns provide an opportunity to find a generic solution to a problem and then find several customized solutions to a family of similar problems. Even though patterns are generic in nature, they have to be discovered from literature and experience for a particular context. In this thesis, we use our decade-long experience in the case of adult literacy in India. We conducted a workshop in collaboration with Tata Consultancy Services and in association with NLMA to discover our patterns with the community towards a consensus\(^1\). The workshop consisted of directors of State Resource Centers representing officers who are responsible for creating instructional process and material for teaching adult illiterates based on local requirements. Specifically, we introduced our patterns for instructional process and content and incorporated their feedback. We also held interviews with the directors of SRCs to figure out their use of technology for adult literacy especially to gather what kinds of technologies have been accepted and what are the hindrances to the use of technologies. One key learning that came out of that workshop is a strong requirement that the technology has to be customized as per local needs. One director specifically noted that “the instructional process that you follow in a state like Bihar and the

---

\(^1\) at TCS, Hyderabad in 2011
In a state like Tamilnadu differ and the technology has to be adapted as per varied needs. In addition to our experience, we also rely on commonly accepted approaches like Bloom's taxonomy [14], Merrill's first principles of instruction [2] as a basis for the patterns proposed in this thesis.

In the following section, we detail some of the instructional design patterns we discovered in the context of adult literacy in India.

### 3.5.1 A pattern for modeling goals

We assume that any instruction is goal-driven; making it critical to explicitly state instructional goals. Several terminologies like “learning goals”, “learning outcomes”, “learning objectives” have been in use to discuss goals. But the crux is to explicitly state and represent these goals such that they become clear to different stakeholders like teachers, learners, policy makers and so on. In our case, for design of educational technologies while adhering to instructional design principles, they can also help in tracking the progress of learners, evaluation and in helping teachers to improve instructional strategies. We advocate a goal-driven approach throughout this thesis as it is critical and essential for any instructional design.

For example, if we consider the representation of goals in instructional design, several variations are possible. In the simplest case, a goal can be represented using Bloom’s taxonomy and several instances of this goal can be created. If we extend the scenario and think of two goals as part of instructional design, the two goals can be associated in several ways.

The crux of most commonly used Bloom's taxonomy is to provide a classification for organizing educational objectives based on thinking models and to facilitate better communication among stakeholders in education [14]. This taxonomy has evolved since its inception but was originally divided into three domains: cognitive, affective, psychometric with the first two domains focusing on acquiring knowledge and attitude and the third domain on skills to put that knowledge to constructive use [14]. Each of these domains are further divided into levels that indicate progress “from simple to complex and concrete to abstract” [14]. In revised Bloom’s taxonomy, goals are organized in the increasing order of complexity in six levels: remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create from a cognitive domain perspective. ABCD model proposed by R. Mager is another commonly used framework for writing learning objectives [189]. In this model, a learning objective consists of four components: [audience- who] will be able to [behavior-perform] [condition-constraints] [degree - level of quality]. The point of this discussion is to emphasize that there are several ways of modeling goals motivating the need for several patterns for goals in different contexts. In the context of this thesis, based on these inputs and our experience of designing eLearning Systems for adult literacy in India, we propose a pattern to model
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Field</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **A Picture**         | **Name** GOALS PATTERN [REASONING, BLOOM’S TAXONOMY, SCALE & VARIETY]  
**Motivation** This pattern is an attempt towards making goals explicit and documenting them for communication and facilitating automation during design of educational technologies.  
**Source of Pattern** This pattern emerges from Bloom’s taxonomy for structure of goals and IPCL pedagogy for adult literacy.  
**Confidence** High, Bloom’s taxonomy is a widely used approach for modelling goals.  
**Level of Abstraction** This pattern starts with conceptual level but look for implementation section for details of concrete implementation.  
**Classification** Goals  
**Problem** Concise representation of goals and communicating them to various stakeholders is a serious concern during design of educational technologies.  
**Solution** Model goals using Bloom’s taxonomy focusing on cognitive dimension remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate and create.  
**Structure** The [learner] [beginner, medium, advanced] will be able to [perform] [level] under [constraint/conditions]  
**Pre-Conditions** Teacher should know the specific goals that are modeled by this particular pattern.  
**Post-Conditions** The specific goal(s) modelled using this pattern along with its relationship to other goals.  
**Trade-offs** This pattern helps in systematically structuring and organizing the entire goals in a particular course/lesson but at the same time it might be cumbersome for detailing all the data related to goals as there can be a large number of goals in a particular lesson. The value add of this pattern comes handy when goals are similar and goals have to be defined for not just one course but a family of courses like adult literacy case study.  
**Implementations** The goals should be filled by using a template based on this pattern, probably a wizard that will help teachers in filling the goals.  
**Known Uses** Bloom’s taxonomy has been successfully used in several cases in the literature but not enough cases of applying it to adult literacy and none specific to adult literacy in India.  
**Related Patterns** Goals set the direction for entire instructional design. This pattern is closely related to other patterns, mainly with the PROCESS PATTERN [SCALE & VARIETY] which has activities towards achieving the goals, CONTENT PATTERN [SCALE & VARIETY] that helps in organizing the instructional material, EVALUATION PATTERN [SCALE & VARIETY] that is closely associated in evaluation learning with respect to the targeted goals.  
**Alternatives/Adoptions** Some alternatives are GOALS PATTERN [ABCD MODEL], GOALS PATTERN [GAGNE’S TAXONOMY] that help in explicitly modelling goals but use different structures and driven by different theories.  
**References** Refer Bloom’s Taxonomy, Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy |
goals based on these inputs. Figure §3.9 shows our proposed pattern for modeling goals based on Bloom's taxonomy.

An example of a goal from IPCL methodology and its modeling using Bloom's taxonomy is as follows:

"Reading aloud, with normal accent, and at a speed of 30 words a minute, a simple passage on a topic of interest to the learner"

A refinement of this goal for specific multiple Indian languages is as follows:

- The learner will be able to recognize three syllables "म", "क", "न" in an existing paragraph
- The learner will be able to recognize three syllables "క", "థ", "ూ" in an existing paragraph

3.5.2 A pattern for modeling instructional processes

Instructional process is one of the critical aspects of instructional design as it facilitates the fulfillment of goals through a systematic process. However, most of the times it is not explicitly modeled by making it difficult for design of educational technologies. In this section, we will look at a commonly accepted way of teaching in the context of adult literacy in India based on IPCL methodology [26] and present a structure for organizing that knowledge into a pattern. We discuss the instructional process in detail along with teaching philosophy as it forms the basis for a pattern that could be instantiated thousands of times for all Indian languages and dialects.

The structure of instructional process from Improved Pace and Content of Learning (IPCL) for adult literacy [26] can be summarized as follows:

- There are three sets of primers (instructional material), each primer being an improvement on the other in terms of progression.
- Each primer is an integrated one in the sense that it combines workbook, exercise book, tools of evaluation of learning outcome, certification, etc.
- The primers are prepared through workshops involving creative thinkers, writers, linguists and artists, pretested and their suitability affirmed before actual application.
- There are exercises at the end of every lesson and three tests in each primer.
- The entire exercise is based on the principle of self-evaluation and confidence (rather than competition) oriented evaluation. The tests are intended to be simple, non-threatening and participative.
Every learner is free to attain the desired level according to his/her leisure and convenience. It is, however, expected that a learner should be able to complete all the three primers within the overall duration of 200 hours spread over 68 months.

We construe teaching as a process to help the student move from known (cognitive foundations) to build the understanding of, or the derivation of, the previously unknown in a stable and confident manner. Processes are best organized when they have clearly articulated goals. According to NLMA, the overall goal for literacy is the ability to read and write so as to fulfill normal (functional) tasks in day-to-day living in an informed and enabled manner. This needs social awareness of regional and national identity, the needs of a civil and healthy society, and aspirations of the individual, the family, the village, the local region and the country as a whole. All of it cannot be achieved in one go. So the initial focus is on the 3Rs (Reading, Writing, Arithmetic). The idea is to provide the basics of 3Rs such that the rest can be learnt through other sources of learning.

For adult learners, literacy instruction can be facilitated by choosing to deploy a socially or functionally relevant theme to provide the corpus for teaching the 3Rs. This theme is only a vehicle to carry the instruction of the 3Rs, that is, what are learnt are the 3Rs, with the side-effect that a meaningful social awareness is also created. The theme provides us with familiar words and phrases which provide the cognitive foundations on which we build further understanding. The end goal of this whole instruction is to understand the real foundations of language (for the purposes of reading and writing) that underlie the cognitive foundations arising from everyday experience, the fundamental sounds depicted by the alphabet, their associated visual representation through script, the sound formation
rules that build complex sounds of syllables from the basic or pure sounds of the alphabet along with script formation rules, juxtaposition of syllables to form words, and juxtaposition of words to form phrases and sentences.

This large goal is gradually broken down into simpler sub-goals that all add up. The initial pace of learning is very slow, because the learners consciously understand that there is substructure below the cognitive foundations that come from everyday experience, and the learners are also subconsciously being exposed to a systematic method of discovering this substructure in a reasoned manner. The pace of learning can be increased after this basic approach is assimilated.

Before we start the instruction for any goal, there should be a motivating prelude, that provides an inspiration, so that the need to learn is ‘bought’ by the learners. The prelude need not be philosophical or lofty, but could come from role models within their own community, thereby giving cognitive credence to the served goal. After the instruction there could be a postlude that summarizes what has been learnt, so as to keep the focus clear and sharp all through.

We consider a subject is a set of topics. The subject and each of the topics have learning goals and respective prerequisites. A set of lectures focus on a topic. Topics could have sub-topics with respective learning goals and prerequisites. This goes down recursively till there are basic instructions to be provided to elucidate the fundamentals of the subject or topic. Basic instructions have no further prerequisites, from within, though they could well have such prerequisites for the course as a whole or depend on knowledge presumed to be known to students. Basic instructions are elemental, or atomic in relation to teaching; as are fundamentals of the subject atomic with respect to learning. Basic instructions are delivered from first principles as it were; fundamentals form the first principles for reasoning in the subject.

This systematic method of pedagogy for adult literacy starts with what is already known through adult illiterate’s use of language, segmenting the known words and cognizing the newly uncovered (syllable) structure, learning to recognize the new in all contexts and situations through play, and moving on to previously unknown but now cognized, rationalized, known and internalized entities or ideas.

On an average, from our experience of analyzing IPCL approach, existing eLearning Systems for Hindi, Telugu, Urdu and Kannada; each one of them has about 20,000 visual components, 2,500 aural components, and 750 instructions arising from 24 to 28 lessons based on primers from SRCs and NLM. These can be systematically organized in the following way:

- Each lesson is treated as a play or a drama
- Each play consists of a sequence of acts
- Each act consists of a sequence of scenes
• Each scene consists of a sequence of instructions

• Each play, act, scene and instruction has defined instructional goal

• An instruction is where the work of teaching is undertaken. plays, acts, and scenes are conceptual organizational structures. They provide convenient points in teaching for conveying motivation to learn, inspirational messages, putting forth exemplary role models amongst learners who have gone on to achieve. There are, on an average 750 instructions in a given eLearning System based on adult literacy primers

The detailed instructional process is as follows:

• The process starts from commonly known words to speakers of a language, segments the words phonetically into syllables, then segments the syllables into simple sounds, which are then identified as alphabets of the language.

• The visual pattern of the word as a whole is presented again and again till it is cognized with no conscious effort.

• Aural segmentation is carefully orchestrated by the instructor, so that the phonetic alphabet is discovered.

• Simultaneous visual segmentation of the word into syllables builds the correspondence between the sounds of the syllables and their scripted visual form. Again this is repeated till it sticks in the memory of all students. This instruction can be adapted based on learners' pace.

• The teacher identifies the alphabets as new facts derived from known words and support activities are required to make these discoveries stick in the memory of learners.

• Comparing words amounts to comparing syllables in previously seen words. Syllables that have similar sounds in them are then segmented based on the similarities; this exposes the dissimilarities, as well as leading to the discovery of phonetic alphabets due to the similarities.

• Abduction is used to identify the cause that leads to dissimilarities.

• Concatenation of sounds provides a basis for phonetic composition. These rules are inferred from examples. Concurrent rules are inferred for visual composition of scripted sounds to form syllables.

• The set of phonetic alphabets discovered so far, and the set of rules for composition of sounds to form syllables and words, both in the visual and aural forms, form a relatively complete world of all words that can be deductively derived from them.
• The complete alphabet of the language is known at the end of the Literacy instruction. Similarly, the complete set of rules for composition of sounds and their scripted forms are also known at the end. It is this completeness that allows induction to be the basis for their confidence that they can read or write anything expressed in their language. Inference and induction lead to deduction as a means for a complete approach to understanding the cause-effect relationships between phonetic alphabet and their scripted representation, and composition thereof.

• In the end, given the relationship between pure phonemes and alphabet, and rules for script and aural composition, given a scripted word, we can deduce the sound of such a word; equally, when a word is uttered, we can deduce the scripted version from the same relationships and rules.

While the number of lessons might vary, we discovered that the following types of standard acts in IPCL methodology:

• To introduce new sounds

• Use these new sounds to form words, both familiar and new

• Recapitulate sounds that have been learnt in previous lectures

• Combine previously learnt sounds with newly introduced sounds in this lesson to form words, both familiar and new

• Compare previously learned sounds with similar new sounds to cognize the difference

• Learn to create new sounds from old sounds from the above experience

• Combine newly created sounds with sounds learnt so far, including this lesson, to create words, both familiar and new

• Exercises, through jumbled words, and reading words not covered so far, but using only the sounds learnt so far

Figure §3.10 shows organizational structure of a lesson using the pasi pattern. The number and order of the plays, acts, scenes, instructions is not strictly fixed even though guidelines can be framed. For example, the first play, act and scene focus on providing motivation to the learner and the last instruction might be a summary of what has been learnt so far in a particular lesson. Figure §3.11 shows a fractional part of an example play based on this pattern for the Hindi language. In this example, there are several acts each having its respective goals, and consisting of specific scenes and further instructions. For example Act4 deals with the goal of teaching how to form new words from syllables with two scenes
• Play1 – learners should be able to recognize and read three syllables (म, क, न), matra (ॐ) and their sounds
  – Act1 – Motivating Act with audio/video
  – Act2 – Introduces new sounds and syllables
    • Scene1 – introducing familiar words or phrases (मुक्कल)
      – Instruction1: Decompose syllables (म, क, न) into phonemes / sounds
      – Instruction2: Repeat till cognized and remembered
  – Act3 - Compare Act
    • Scene1 – Compare previously learned sounds with similar new sounds to cognize the difference
  – Act4 – Forming new words from syllables
    • Scene1 – show how a new word लक्षक is made from ल, म, क
    • Scene2 – show how a new word कालक is made from क, अ
  – Act5 – Learn Rules Act
    • Scene1 – repeatedly show forming of new words and introduce the rules
    • Scene2 – apply the rule and show forming of new words
  – Act6- Exercises
    • Scene1 - Reading Exercises
      – Instruction1: Identification at syllable level (७८९०१२३४५६७८९०)
      – Instruction2: Identification at word level (identify्गू and गू in कालकभ?)
  – Act7 – Summary of the play
    • Scene1 – Summarize the goals of this and briefly repeat the syllables and sounds learnt in this play

Figure 3.11 Part of an example play in Hindi language based on ProcessPattern (pasi)

• Play1 – learners should be able to recognize and read three syllables (మా, డి, ఫి, శ), matra (ధ) and their sounds
  – Act1 – Motivating Act with audio/video
  – Act2 – Introduces new sounds and syllables
    • Scene1 – introducing familiar words or phrases (ముక్కల్)
      – Instruction1: Decompose syllables (మ, క, న) into phonemes / sounds
      – Instruction2: Repeat till cognized and remembered
  – Act3 - Compare Act
    • Scene1 – Compare previously learned sounds with similar new sounds to cognize the difference
  – Act4 – Forming new words from syllables
    • Scene1 – show how a new word లక్షాకు is made from ల, డి
    • Scene2 – show how a new word కాలకు is made from క్, అ
  – Act5 – Learn Rules Act
    • Scene1 – repeatedly show forming of new words and introduce the rules
    • Scene2 – apply the rule and show forming of new words
  – Act6- Exercises
    • Scene1 - Reading Exercises
      – Instruction1: Identification at syllable level (సా, ది, ఫి, శ, బి, మి, ని, ధ, బ్య, డి, ఫి)
      – Instruction2: Identification at word level (identifyమా and ధి in కాలకభి)
      – Instruction3: Identification at sentence level (identifyమా and ధి in కాలకభి మా ధి)
  – Act7 – Summary of the play
    • Scene1 – Summarize the goals of this and briefly repeat the syllables and sounds learnt in this play

Figure 3.12 Part of an example play in Telugu language based on ProcessPattern (pasi)
illustrating how new words are formed from already learnt syllables. This ProcessPattern has several sources of variation for instruction process. The variations can be the number of plays, acts, scenes, instructions; the order of them, the specific play, act, scene or instruction, the content used and other aspects of instruction providing customization for scale and variety. Figure §3.12 shows the same example in Figure §3.11 with variations introduced for Telugu language.

While the ProcessPattern provides a goal-driven structure for modeling a pedagogy at a high-level, it does not include a strong philosophical attitude of instructional process and does not specify how these goals have to be achieved. It is here we analyzed the literature in instructional design and found that there are several perspectives of instructional design. There are also several ways of modeling instructional processes based on different instructional design theories or methodologies. Merrill has analyzed existing instructional design models and proposed that the following fundamental principles are critical to any instructional design [2].

- Activation principle - reaching out to what students know
- Application principle - exercising their new knowledge
- Integration principle - accumulating or integrating what they have learnt recently with what was learnt in the past
- Demonstration principle - showing how this new knowledge can be used
- Task Orientation principle - getting students to solve problems

Each of these principles (activities) are repeatedly used in a specific order in the instructional process to fulfill goals. In addition to these principles, Merrill also proposed a deeper sub-cycle structure–guidance–coaching–reflection that strengthens these activities. For example, a structure has to be provided for the learner as part of instruction while applying activation principle and necessary guidance has to be given to the learners during a demonstration activity.

Generally, the ProcessPattern involves some or all of these principles at different levels of granularity but the application of these principles becomes explicit for tasks at instruction level. So, for example Scene1 of Act2 introduces words that are familiar to the learners essentially involving activation principle whereas learners have to use application principle in Scene2 of Act5 to form new words from existing syllables. Similarly, other instructions in the instructional process can be mapped to principles.

### 3.5.3 A pattern for modeling instructional material

Instructional material is at the center of instruction and we discovered a pattern for content as shown in Figure §3.13. This pattern is primarily derived from IPCL, scientific
method but most importantly driven by our future need to facilitate reasoning in the subject. Can learners provide rationale and reasoning for their answers?

Figure §3.13 shows the progression of content from simple facts to be remembered to foundations in the subject. The mapping of this pattern to cognitive and knowledge dimensions of Bloom's taxonomy is also shown in the figure. Here, we describe the underlying foundations for this pattern from the literature:

- The pattern starts with facts, which are irrefutable observations and presumptions that relate to what the learners know.

- Then, we organize facts and search for similarities between them and this abstraction leads us to form 'typical' cases by abduction [190] (inferring the cause from its plausible observed effect), patterns that hold across facts, thereby reducing the number of facts to remember; thus we can inferentially reason about classes of facts [191].

- We organize the cases found so far. We look for patterns amongst these cases and form a rule of thumb [192]. Here, if the rule of thumb applies, we have a heuristic to support our 'inferential' reasoning – without being able to assert that the inference will always hold in all situations the rule of thumb is applied. When we can formulate the completeness of this collection of patterns, we move from a heuristic to rules – complete knowledge pertaining to an area of discourse. With this organization, we can reason from a specific situation and 'deduce' consequences.

- The completeness of rules that pertain to a class of situations, i.e., applicable to every instance in that class of situations, gives us a 'model' for deductive reasoning for the class of situations of interest [193]. The model, its complete collection of rules, is
Figure 3.14 Example of ContentPattern instances for Hindi, Telugu and Gujarati languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts in ContentPattern</th>
<th>Hindi Language Example</th>
<th>Telugu Language Example</th>
<th>Gujarati Language Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>facts</strong></td>
<td>म, क, ल, न and sounds</td>
<td>క, ల, న, య, ర, and sounds</td>
<td>ય, લ, ન, ય and sounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cases</strong></td>
<td>म - नम</td>
<td>క - కామ</td>
<td>ય - યાં</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>rules</strong></td>
<td>[syllable*] *[matra] = [syllable]</td>
<td>[syllable*] *[matra] = [syllable]</td>
<td>[syllable*] *[matra] = [syllable]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>models</strong></td>
<td>Phonetic model - Alphabets mapped to distinct sounds</td>
<td>Phonetic model - Alphabets mapped to distinct sounds</td>
<td>Phonetic model - Alphabets mapped to distinct sounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

an expression of ‘applicable’ knowledge. Its completeness guarantees satisfiability through deduction, a primitive of computation, along with unification, when considering logic as a model of computation.

- A set of ‘models’ that have consistency, integrity constraints that persist across models, gives us a theory for the domain of discourse, giving rise to many plausible applications of knowledge, individually, or in combination as made possible because of the inherent integrity amongst them.

Essentially the process continues (abduction, inference, induction) till the subject is unfolded. Here, soundness comes from relating to factual knowledge. Completeness and consistency aid us in moving from empirical knowledge to formal knowledge, from inferential reasoning to deductive reasoning in the domain of discourse. Using this approach, the learners are exposed to the build up to the model rooted in their factual observations. They have been given a basis for its completeness and taught the reason of its adequacy to cope with all situations that can arise in the class of problems they are expected to cope with and solve. This understanding is reinforced through adequate worked out examples, and are given sufficient exercises to practice working up solutions starting from first principles, and deduction based on the logic of the model that was taught. Figure §3.14 shows instances of this pattern for Hindi, Telugu and Gujarati languages.

The ProcessPattern and ContentPattern are closely connected and can be considered as an instructional architecture pattern. In this pattern, teaching is structured, not simply as a
sequence of lectures, but as a sequence of models as needed by a theory to be taught. Here, we consider teaching to be a like a play uncovering each model as the instruction unfolds, with learner participation! Each model in turn would be a sequence of topics. Uncovering a model is done in a succession of acts, with each act uncovering a topic pertinent to some model. Each act is presented as a succession of scenes, with each scene focusing on cases or rules. Finally, each scene is delivered as a succession of basic instructions, which uncover and play with facts.

3.6 Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture

Software architecture deals with most of the design decisions concerned with structure, behavior, interaction, qualities, and implementation of a software system [186]. In this thesis, we are interested in identifying the variants that are possible in each of these aspects to support the desired requirements of scale and variety in educational technologies. In general, architectural patterns and reference architectures provide a baseline and a set of guidelines for creating specific software architectures tapping the variabilities of multiple related systems in a particular domain [186]. At a high-level, customization of software can be done at design level, requiring explicit modifications to architecture and design of software and also from a user perspective, requiring configurations [194]. Morche [194] lists three common ways of tailoring software applications from literature:

The users can customize the application by configuring a set of pre-defined options mostly related to user interface and existing functionality. These options can range from themes or colors in the user interface to turn off or turn on features of the existing system. For example, an instructor might configure the theme of the eLearning System based on local context and culture, evaluation in terms of multiple choice or fill in the blanks and so on.

In integration, users can have configuration options to integrate functionality that is outside the system. For example, a teacher might want to integrate learning management system like Moodle into the current system. This might require tweaking of components, extending interfaces and fixing interoperability issues. A GLUE-architecture was proposed to support integration of tools into virtual environments [195].

When additional new features have to be added, the system has to be extended by adding new code, re-writing and sometimes even re-designing some parts of the system. Extending the system becomes an expensive activity if the current system is not designed for extensibility. Extensions can emerge from new requirements from domain or because of new techniques and technologies available to design software. For example, if a new accreditation rule requires the instructional goals to conform to a particular standard, then
the system designed for extensibility should have a basic module for evaluation which could be extended to add/remove features required as per new accreditation requirements.

In essence, variability is a broad concept and can range from user needs, market segments, customer profiles which can be addressed through a wide variety of artifacts that are generated throughout the software development life cycle. In this thesis, we attempt to address variability in instructional design as well as in software through patterns and software product lines as detailed in Chapter §5.

The core idea of POSA is to create software architecture using patterns such that these patterns can address variability and map to patterns in POID. Architecture patterns can further consist of design patterns with each of them addressing variability at different levels of granularity. In this section, we briefly provide examples for both architecture and design patterns.

We illustrate the idea of POSA through a commonly used pattern called Model-View-Controller (MVC). Kranser and Pope have described MVC for interactive user interface applications [188]. The key purpose of MVC pattern is to facilitate separation of the interactive application into three parts or components to efficiently address changing requirements. Models primarily represent the underlying application domain knowledge and act as core structure for Views and Controllers. Instructional design is the underlying domain in this thesis and as such forms the basis for models. The representation of this model itself can vary based on how the domain is modeled. As emphasized by Kranser and Pope, the focus should be on modeling specific information about the application domain such that it can drive the other two parts. Views primarily focus on the user interface, graphical elements and what the users view as part of the system. A typical user interface consists of hierarchical views and the data for these views is fed from the model behind them. This is quite useful as a model can have many views associated with it facilitating variability from a user interface perspective. Consider a scenario where an eLearning System uses the same model but can be viewed using several user interface metaphors. The variabilities can range from simple color or themes to complex modifications emerging from instructional design. The order of these views itself can be a source of variability. Controller is the third component of MVC pattern that acts as the interface between models and views.

It is not uncommon to integrate several architectural patterns while designing a software application to address varied requirements [108]. For example, Figure §3.15 shows a simple overview of how MVC pattern can be integrated into a layered architectural pattern. Here the user interface, business logic and data are separated into three layers Presentation, Business and Domain. MVC pattern is spread across presentation and business layers. The MVC pattern itself is a composed pattern consisting of several design patterns and can be implemented in several ways leading to variations like Hierarchical MVC, PVC [196]. Several design patterns are used to implement MVC and its variations. The model part of the MVC pattern is part of the domain strongly mapped to data parts of
the domain i.e., pattern-oriented instructional design. A simple way to vary the application is to change these data parts in the POID without changing the interfaces exposed to POSA. Even MVC itself uses Observer pattern to notify views and controllers, providing a variation point. Composite pattern is commonly associated for constructing user interface elements in a hierarchical way and exposing only the top level view for the entire architecture leaving flexibility to change user interface elements. Strategy pattern is commonly used to alter between different controllers and use concrete strategies at different points of time to facilitate different behaviors for different triggers in the software application. One key difference in this layered MVC architecture as shown in Figure §3.15 is the use of components instead of classes emphasizing the need to model every class as a component with explicit interfaces to facilitate variability. The domain layer emphasizes the strong role of domain in this architecture than just traditional databases. The data is mapped to patterns in the domain as this can allow traceability of changes from domain to software. A 10-step process for MVC pattern [177] along with potential variabilities is shown below:

1. Separate human-computer interaction from core functionality
   inputs, output behaviours, accessor functions

2. Implement the change-propagation mechanism
   publish-subscribe pattern, specific implementations

3. Design and implement the views
   appearance of views, display procedures, parameterized views, multiple draw methods

4. Design and implement the controllers
   specific behaviours for user actions, event handling

5. Design and implement the view-controller relationship
   initializations for which factory method pattern could be used, hierarchy of views and controllers

6. Implement the set-up of MVC
   initializations, events

7. Dynamic view creation
   components for managing views

8. Pluggable controllers
   different controllers

9. Infrastructure for hierarchical views and controllers
   composite pattern, chain of responsibility pattern
Figure 3.15 Layered Model View Controller Pattern
10. Further decoupling from system dependencies

*bridge pattern, higher levels of abstraction*

Today, there are several web frameworks like *Django*, *Symfony*, *Rails* that are based on MVC pattern but most importantly implement their own variation, addressing specific requirements. Most of the variations are possible by tweaking one or more of the steps in the above process. For example, there could be hundred controllers in a large scale application providing variability or the need to create varied interaction themes with users can be addressed by tweaking step 9. According to [108], MVC pattern references twelve design patterns like *Facade*, *Observer* and so on.

POSA can also be designed by integrating several design patterns. Gamma et al. list 23 design patterns and their relationships in a single diagram [107] and Zimmer provides a succinct classification of relationships between various design patterns into three layers: [design patterns specific to an application domain], [design patterns for typical software problems] and [basic design patterns and techniques] [197]. To summarize, the core essence of this chapter is to show how varying different aspects in patterns can facilitate variability needed for scale and variety in educational technologies.

In the next chapter, we present how this abstract knowledge of patterns can be concretely represented using ontologies. In Chapter §5, we discuss how these patterns form the basis for domain engineering phase of software product lines for instructional designs and eLearning Systems.
CHAPTER 4

An Ontology Based Modeling Framework for Instructional Design

The fundamental idea of domain knowledge and what kind of domain knowledge is required for adult literacy is discussed at length in Section §4.1. We then briefly discuss the broad spectrum of ontologies and their development process in Section §4.2 and Section §4.3 respectively. We focus on the breadth of ontologies in the domain of instructional design in Section §4.4. In Section §4.5, we present our ontology based framework for modeling instructional design. Within this section, we detail ontologies for modeling goals, instructional process and instructional material in sub sections §4.5.1, §4.5.2 and §4.5.3. We end the chapter by concretely presenting a domain ontology for adult literacy in Section §4.6.

4.1 Domain Knowledge

John McCarthy has envisioned that an intelligent way of building systems should focus on the knowledge that is required to represent system’s inputs and methods through which possible conclusions can be automatically derived from that knowledge [198]. Newell has proposed the need to have a knowledge level focusing on specifying the world independent of symbol level that focuses on implementing the behaviour of the system [199].

“The Knowledge Principle: A system exhibits intelligent understanding and action at a high level of competence primarily because of the specific knowledge that it can bring to bear: the concepts, facts, representations, methods, models, metaphors, and heuristics about its domain of endeavor.” -Lenat and Feigenbaum [200]

The ContentPattern proposed in Chapter §3; consisting of facts, cases, rules, models and theories can be considered as a part of domain knowledge in the above statement. Feigen-
Figure 4.1 Top-down decomposition of sentences to syllables [A], Bottom-up composition of words and sentences from syllables [B], Top-down decomposition of sentences to phonemes [C]
baum coined the term knowledge engineering and proposed knowledge base should be a fundamental basis that stores expertise of human experts in solving real-world problems [200]. There are two primary directions of research related to knowledge engineering one in the field of Artificial Intelligence primarily for automatic reasoning and expert systems and in computer science to represent different aspects of the system. Several researchers have figured out multiple ways of representing knowledge like concept maps, topic maps, ontologies, first order logic and so on [201][202].

What is the specific domain knowledge in this thesis and how to represent it? In order to address this question, we start with concrete examples from adult literacy case study setting the context for the rest of the chapter. We introduced IPCL in Section §2.1 as a well-established approach for teaching adult illiterates in India. This approach suggests the use of eclectic method for teaching reading skills, comprehension, problem solving and facilitates learning through interpretation of contents in the context of life [76]. We consider “context of life” as mentioned in IPCL approach as learners’ prior knowledge. Eclectic method primarily differs from traditional methods as it does not start with alphabets but instead uses familiar and known words to learners, decomposes them to syllables and phonemes as shown in Figure §4.1[A][C].

These syllables and phonemes are further synthesized to form words and in the end, the alphabet is learnt as in Figure §4.1[B]. The patterns of decomposition (top-down) focuses on cognitive abilities of learners whereas the patterns of composition (bottom-up) can facilitate reasoning of the subject knowledge. We have depicted examples of this process in Figure §4.2 for the Telugu language based on the primer (instructional material) and IPCL approach. In this figure, a sentence in Telugu language పలం కంస్టం is first decomposed into two words namely పలం, కంస్టం. Each of these words are further decomposed till the syllables are obtained. Similarly, the same sentence is also decomposed into phonemes representing the sounds of the sentence, words and syllables respectively. On the other hand, Figure §4.2[A] shows the composition process which uses the syllables and phonemes to form words and sentences. Specifically, words కల, స్సం and పలం are formed by composing the syllable క and other relevant syllables and words అందం,వంనం are formed from their respective syllables with the learnt syllable మ in red color. This hierarchy of decompositions and compositions forms the basis for learning new syllables and phonemes in a language as shown in Figure §4.2[B]. Several compositions are possible V-Vowel+Vowel Modifier, C-Consonant+Vowel Modifier, C+V-Consonant+Vowel, Vowel Modifier, C+C-Consonant+Consonant, C+C+V-Consonant+Consonant+Vowel and there will be several constraints on these compositions as well. For example, only one modifier might be allowed after a consonant. Discussing that in detail is not within the purview of this thesis. But this approach of learning alphabet from known words and sentences and later synthesizing new words from syllables and phonemes was empirically established by IPCL as a successful approach for adult literacy in India [26][203]. Most importantly, this approach works
Figure 4.2 Composition of cases from facts [A], Possible set of cases for a lesson in Telugu language primer [B]
for the scale and variety of 22 Indian languages and varied instructional designs. This specific knowledge has been abstracted into instructional design knowledge and patterns as shown in Chapter §3.

Generalizing from this specific knowledge, the domain knowledge representation in this thesis should be:

- in synergy with instructional design
- machine-processable
- facilitate reuse and semi-automatic design of applications (eLearning Systems)
- able to support sharing of knowledge between different applications and tools

More specifically, the focus of this thesis is to represent a subset of domain knowledge towards developing families of eLearning Systems for adult literacy in India rather than on discovering methods for representing entire instructional design or language learning.

Ontologies is one of the widely used methods to represent domain knowledge that suits the above requirements. Over the years, ontologies have garnered mainstream attention for its wide range of applications in several domains [143] [204]. However, the term ontology itself has several connotations and is understood in a variety of ways in the literature [143][205][206]. A commonly used definition of ontology in computer science comes from Gruber [9], where he defines an ontology as “a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization”. This definition was further characterized and explained by several researchers [143] [205] as:

- **formal**, meaning that an ontology should be represented using a formal language processable by machines and tools
  
  *This characteristic will allow us to represent instructional design knowledge in machine-processable form to facilitate automation*

- **explicit**, by using different types of primitives and precisely stating different concepts and axioms defining the ontology
  
  *Instructional design for adult literacy is embedded in IPCL and primers; ontologies will help in making it explicit*

- **shared**, the ontology is meant for a group of stakeholders within a community belonging to a specific domain or sub-domain
  
  *How to share IPCL across all Indian languages and How to specify this knowledge to software engineers?*

- **conceptualization**, represents a specific view of a domain through various abstractions a view of instructional design for adult literacy in India
Fensel attributes the popularity of ontologies is due to the promise of providing “a shared and common understanding of a domain that can be communicated between people and application systems” [207], which can be construed as communication and automation requirements needs of this thesis.

### 4.2 A spectrum of ontologies

There has been a significant growth of research in ontologies in the past decade resulting in a variety of approaches for ontological engineering [208][209][68] [146][210][147]. In particular, ontologies have been used for representing different aspects of a specific domain using a wide range of different mechanisms [211]. At the core of ontologies is the identification of concepts generally represented as a hierarchy of classes and sub-classes and different relationships between them. Each of these classes typically have associated properties and can also have a set of constraints. Instances of these ontologies are called as individuals and represent a specific instance of a particular domain represented by the ontology. For example, an ontology for instructional design at a higher level can be defined using concepts like goals, process, content and so on and each of these sub-classes can be further defined. An instance of this ontology can be a specific instructional design for teaching a specific course. We discuss this ontology in detail in the rest of the chapter.

Diversified needs emerging from different domains gave raise to a spectrum of ontology kinds [211][148] as shown in Figure §4.3. These kinds of ontologies vary based on the degree of specification detail, formalism and expressiveness power as we move from one end to the other end of the spectrum. A detailed description of this spectrum is given in [211][206]. In essence, there are informal or lightweight ontologies on one end, primarily
geared towards some sort of communication and on the other end, formal ontologies help in automated reasoning of knowledge [148]. This thesis falls in the middle and mostly uses OWL/XML Schemas to address the primary needs of communication and automation. They also provide a mechanism to use instructional design as a basis throughout the design of educational technologies. In addition, two key future research directions that motivated the need for ontologies in this thesis are:

- Design of personalized learning environments for a diversified range of learners, teachers and subjects in India and across the globe
- Design of technologies that allow students to explicitly justify their answers through reasoning and provide a debugging environment through automated reasoning

Additionally, scope is another critical factor that can be used to classify ontologies at different levels of granularity. A distinction is made between upper ontologies that describe general-purpose concepts and their relationships, domain ontologies that define domain-specific concepts, task ontologies that specify domain-specific activities and application ontologies that instantiate domain ontologies and integrate task ontologies for a particular application [212].

We use OWL 2, a W3C recommendation that refines and extends OWL, the Web Ontology Language for representing knowledge in the semantic web [213]. OWL 2 is based on earlier version of OWL, extends RDF and is also compatible with XML. According to Krotzsch, OWL serves as a descriptive language for expressing expert knowledge in a formal way and as a logical language for drawing conclusions from that knowledge [214]. Accordingly, OWL 2 allows ontology engineers to represent knowledge using various representations like RDF/XML, OWL 2 XML, Functional Syntax, Manchester Syntax, Turtle as shown in Table §4.1 with each of the methods having different expressive power and reasoning abilities [213]. The choice of ontology representation is primarily decided by ontology engineers based on the requirements and needs of the domain [212]. We confine ourselves to the descriptive use of ontologies and use OWL/XML for representing ontologies in this thesis.

### 4.3 Development of Ontologies

Ontology development has matured in the last few decades from being a research topic to even the discipline of ontology engineering [209] and is often seen as one of the cornerstones of semantic web today [213]. There are several surveys in the literature focusing on ontological development methodologies [215] [216] [217][218]. Most of these methodologies like Cyc, METHONTOLOGY, TOVE are based on standard development processes described in terms of phases with several activities in each of the phases. A deeper analysis
of methodologies for building ontologies is presented in [215] and from an evaluation perspective in [219]. There is a consensus in the literature that none of the existing approaches are fully mature when compared with software engineering and knowledge engineering methodologies [216] [220]. METHONOLOGY is one of the oldest and matured approach for ontology development [215] but without support for collaboration. A software engineering approach for developing ontologies is proposed in [221]. A six-stage ontology development method for engineering design was proposed by Ahmed et al. in [222]. Ontology development methods supported with tools became quite popular in the recent times and protégé is one of the exemplar examples to illustrate this case. In their Ontology Development 101, Noy and McGuinness proposed an iterative approach for building ontologies consisting of several activities that need not be sequential (i) determine scope (ii) consider reuse (iii) enumerate terms (iv) define classes (v) define properties (vi) define constraints (vii) create instances.

**Figure 4.4** Ontology Development Process

**Table 4.1** Syntax variations in OWL 2 Web Ontology Language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Syntax</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RDF/XML</td>
<td>Mapping to RDF Graphs</td>
<td>Interchange (can be written and read by all conformant OWL 2 software)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL/XML</td>
<td>XML Serialization</td>
<td>Easier to process using XML tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Syntax</td>
<td>Structural Specification</td>
<td>Easier to see the formal structure of ontologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Syntax</td>
<td>XML Serialization</td>
<td>Easier to read/write DL Ontologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle</td>
<td>Mapping to RDF Graphs, Turtle</td>
<td>Easier to read/write RDF triples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
constraints (vi) create instances. An important conclusion from their work is “there is no single correct ontology for any domain. Ontology design is a creative process and no two ontologies designed by different people would be the same” [223].

We see three major directions for developing ontologies from a synthesis of the literature (i) manually by expert(s) for specific purposes following a varied set of processes from lightweight to a rigorous standard process (ii) semi-automatic way of developing ontologies, where a part of the ontology is developed manually and a part is automatically retrieved using text mining, natural language processing and other machine learning techniques (iii) fully automatic development, where the ontologies are derived using ontology learning approaches.

We follow a simple process for developing ontologies in this thesis as shown in Figure §4.4. The first step in the process is to determine the requirements from the ontology, which is driven by the set of eLearning Systems to be developed in our case. The next step is to figure out the scope of the ontology drawing a boundary for what is within and outside the scope. Once the scope is defined, the next step is to identify any existing ontologies that can be used for creating the ontology. There are several search engines like SWOOGLE\(^1\) and ontology servers like OntoLingua\(^2\)s for searching existing ontologies. We discuss the ontologies we adapted from existing literature in the next section. Once the suitable sources for ontologies are defined, the next step is to use a standard approach to identify the concepts, relationships between the concepts, define properties, constraints and instances using an appropriate representation language like OWL/RDF. An important distinction of this process from the standard ontology development methodologies is the use of patterns as one of the critical sources for building ontologies. The patterns themselves are discovered after extensive discussions with domain experts; rigorous analysis of literature and analyzing existing applications that are built in the domain. We have extensively discussed with domain experts from NLMA; analyzed literature on adult literacy and instructional design as a source for our patterns. We also analyzed several eLearning Systems developed by TCS for 9 Indian languages before creating the patterns. We use these patterns as one of the primary source for creating the ontologies. We also consider other literature from the instructional design space as input to our ontologies. The output of this entire exercise of conceptualization and implementation is a set of ontologies. The evaluation of this ontologies is carried out by developing a set of applications based on these ontologies and assessing whether the domain requirements have been met or not. Figure §4.5 shows a part of how we devised scope for our instructional design ontology framework for adult literacy.

\(^1\)http://swoogle.umbc.edu/
\(^2\)http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/ontolingua/
4.4 Ontologies for Instructional Design

Ontologies are used in education domain for several applications ranging from representation of subject knowledge [224] to generation of content and assessment artifacts based on learners’ styles [50] [151] [225]. Researchers have extensively worked on building systems based on ontologies primarily in the area of adaptive and personalized learning [150][226][227]. Ontologies are also applied in intelligent tutoring systems [228][229] [230] and for automatically generating multiple choice questions from domain ontologies [231]. Mizoguchi suggested several ways of how ontologies can help in addressing challenges in AI-ED domain [151] and reflected on their progress after 15 years in [210]. He suggested that there is long way to go for advancing methods for ontology development and their use in education [210]. Synthesizing the literature in this space, we see different kinds of educational knowledge [36] that can be modeling using ontologies:

- Curriculum, selection of knowledge
- Courses, selection of specific knowledge pertaining to a subject
- Instructional Design, how this knowledge is taught
  - context
  - goals
- content
- process
- evaluation
- environment

• Evaluation or Assessment, to figure out if knowledge is acquired as per goals

• Learner Styles, knowledge of different kinds of learners

• Teacher Styles, knowledge of different kinds of teachers

We do not attempt to model this entire knowledge but a subset of this knowledge within the scope of the thesis. We are interested in the development of ontologies for instructional design in the context of adult literacy in India. The key purpose is to create variants of instructional design catering to the varying needs of eLearning Systems for adult literacy. We presented different categories of patterns in instructional design in Section §3.5 and in this section we present ontologies based on these patterns for different aspects of instructional design. We have extensively searched the literature to find ontologies that are relevant for our purposes.

What are the existing ontologies related to adult literacy in India?, and the domain of instructional design in general?

To the best of our knowledge, we could not find any ontologies that are even remotely connected to adult literacy in India. But we searched the literature for various ontologies focusing on different kinds of educational knowledge and give a few examples here. An ontology for literacy was proposed in the context of intelligent tutoring systems way back in 1999 [232]. We then looked into some upper ontologies and found an example curriculum ontology devised by BBC for the national curricula on UK focusing on three topics (Algebra, Geometry, Formula), level (KS1, KS2, KS3, GCSE) and different fields of study (Maths, English, Science) [233]. A comprehensive ontology that models several learning theories is presented in [234] where the idea is to have solid pedagogical basis for intelligent tutoring systems. Recently, Heiyanthuduwage et al. have analyzed 14 ontologies developed by different institutions for learning design and proposed an OWL 2 learners profile [235]. One of the earliest ontologies developed by Mizoguchi focuses on creating a task ontology to facilitate reuse of problem solving knowledge [67]. We came across several ontologies focusing on particular kind of instructional design; for example, a mobile learning ontology was designed for abductive science inquiry style of instruction [236]. An ontology for learning scenarios based on collaborative learning theories is given in [237] and one focusing on gamification is presented in [238]. There were other set of ontologies focusing on specific subject matter, like word problems in mathematics [239], software engineering body of knowledge [240]. In addition to these kinds of ontologies, there are
different kinds of ontologies developed for learning content [156], learning design based on IMS LD standard [42], a context ontology for bridging the gap between learning content and learning design [241]. There were ontologies to represent learning object repositories [242] and learning design repositories [243] to facilitate search and retrieval of learning resources on the web.

However, none of these ontologies are connected to IPCL or patterns and hence do not directly meet the requirements in this thesis. We will discuss an ontology based modeling framework in the next section followed by domain ontologies for adult literacy.

4.5 IDont - An Ontology Based Framework for Modeling Instructional Design

Is teaching science the same as teaching mathematics? Does teaching in a country like US and India same? Can we use the same method for teaching different kinds of learners? The answer for most of these questions is no. There has been tremendous effort in trying to come up with several standards in the space of educational technologies like SCORM for learning objects [244], IMS-LD for learning designs [181], IEEE LOM for learning objects [46] and enormous research [183], platforms and tools [32] surrounding these standards. However, despite significant progress, most of the promises seem to be unfulfilled as discussed in Section §2.4.2 and in Section §2.4.3. We summarize the following major pitfalls:

• One-size-fits-all - There are hundreds of learning theories in the literature. Attempts towards coming up with a unified way of dealing with them turned quite complex denting the success of the initiatives.

• End-to-end automation - Several attempts have been made to automate different aspects of education, ranging from modeling learning theories to automatically generating learning environments and this focus on end-to-end automation turned futile in the most of the attempts [182]. For instance, in the case of IMS-LD, even though not stated explicitly, this goal of end-of-end automation resulted in complex authoring [183].

• Administration and Management - While it is important to handle and ease the job of teachers in administration and management activities for which several Learning Management Systems were developed, linking the instructional design to LMS has increased further complexity with the existing approaches.

We learn from these experiences and propose a framework for modeling instructional design using ontologies based on patterns. The design rationale for IDont is as follows:
• **Simplicity & Separation of concerns approach** - We strongly advocate the separation of concerns approach to model ontologies. The core idea is to have smaller multiple ontologies for different aspects of instructional design such that they can be adapted, extended and reused in other contexts. Figure §4.6 shows how different aspects can be separated as components having explicit interfaces such that they can be connected with other aspects and customized for a specific learning situation.

• **Leverage and Reuse existing ontologies** - When designing new ontologies, ontological engineering suggests the utilization, adaption and extension of existing ontologies (learning objects, learning designs).

• **Technology Design** - The framework should support the creation of a platform and authoring tools to explicitly capture and model all the ontologies.

• **Extensibility and Customization** - These are two major criteria for the framework as most of the times the ontologies have to be customized and extended for the specific domain. There should be a provision in the framework such that existing ontologies should be replaced with custom ontologies with minimal effect on the overall framework.

• **Iterative and Collaborative Approach** - The design of this framework should follow an iterative approach and must consult different stakeholders (such as teachers, learners, instructional designers and so on) during the process.

• **Internationalization** is required for both ontologies and tools that support the creation of ontology instances.

The core premise of this framework is to systematically model instructional design using different aspects like context, goals, process, content, evaluation, environment. We distinguish between two kinds of instructional design knowledge, one is at a conceptual level that maps with existing learning methodologies and the other is at a technical level to facilitate semi-automation of eLearning Systems. In this context, the core idea of IDont is not to define complete ontologies but to point to several possible modular ontologies that are required for systematic modeling of instructional design. As such, most of the aspects of IDont are optional and can be configured based on specific purposes and learning situations. Figure §4.6 shows an overview of the IDont framework. The key inputs come from a set of instructional design requirements that drive selection of appropriate instructional design models, which are captured as patterns in our approach. We do not specify the exact ontologies for instructional design but have placeholders for different aspects. With the advent of several ontology repositories, an instructional designer or ontology engineer can either extract the required ontologies for specific instructional design model from existing literature or create a new one. This generic instructional design stitched from existing or new ontologies can
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be customized with domain ontologies and is further realized by specific instances like ID1, ID2 ... IDn.

Figure §4.7 presents an overview of IDont framework for adult literacy. Even though we discuss several ontologies in the diagram, the focus of this thesis is on goals, process and content ontologies. We briefly explain the important ontologies of our framework as follows:

**A. ContextOntology** - Context plays a significant role in IDont as it allows for modeling of various aspects related to a particular learning situation. The notion of learning context was proposed in LOCO ontology to bridge the gap between learning design and content consisting of domain specific information [43]. However, in this framework, we articulate context in a broader view that encompasses several pointers to all other ontologies. This is a meta-ontology that essentially captures the basic information related to all other aspects of instructional design such that each of these aspects can be potentially (re)used. As shown in Figure §4.7, ContextOntology has metadata associated with it along with context information related to various aspects of instructional design. ContextOntology specifies how a ProcessContext achieves goals using ContentContext delivered through EnvironmentContext following EvaluationContext and performed by RolesContext.

**B. GoalsOntology** - This ontology formalizes the notion of goals (which can be instructional goals, learning goals or even learning outcomes). The details of how it is defined are left to the specific instance. Some properties associated with goals are hasName, hasPriority, hasPrerequisites, hasEvaluation, isAchievedByProcess. The GoalsOntology points to the process through which these goals will be achieved, target competencies, the instructional material that is required and the evaluation to be performed. Consider the scenario of creating goals for K12 students, and goals are prescribed by education boards. Teachers can potentially reuse these goals if captured in the form of GoalsOntology. As the evaluation related to these goals is separately captured, it can be reused as well. We prescribe to the idea of goal-driven instruction as part of our framework irrespective of instructional design models. We detail GoalsOntology in the latter part of this chapter in Section §4.5.1.

**C. RolesOntology** - The success of instructional design depends on several people who perform their roles in the process. Hence, it is important to capture the roles, their responsibilities and how the different aspects of instructional design should be adapted according to the needs of specific roles. The two most important roles are that of teacher and learner. The crucial knowledge about a learner is captured through learner profiles consisting of several attributes. Generic roles in instructional design are captured first and then modified based on specific learning situations. Mapping of goals with competencies of roles can also be done in this ontology. Most of the roles are further associated with teams and in that case the role of the team as well as individual persons is modeled separately along with roles performed by agents. This ontology should also have metrics to trace from goals to evaluation.
D. ProcessOntology - The crux of IDont framework is the ProcessOntology that captures the instructional design process, and relates to all other ontologies and practically executes the process. In the literature, Learning Design is discussed heavily, in particular IMS Learning Design [37] and received criticism as well [183]. Ontologies for modeling learning design are presented in [42]. Based on our prior experience with adult literacy instructional design, IPCL and our future goal to introduce reasoning into adult literacy, we proposed the ProcessPattern - (play, act, scene and instruction) in Section §3.5.2. Each lesson is organized as hierarchy of pasi with instructions where concrete activities are performed based on Merill's principles of instruction in this particular instance. This instruction actually points to ContentOntology and associates required content for the respective instruction. This nomenclature allows us to systematically capture the knowledge of instructional design process and potentially reduce technological effort. This hierarchy has similarities to IMS LD but has variations to align with our patterns for adult literacy instruction. We will present the ProcessOntology in Section §4.5.2.

E. ContentOntology - This ontology allows for modeling of instructional material in a particular learning situation. There is extensive research on ontologies for learning objects and we use the ALOCoM ontology [69] as base for content aspect of our framework. However, for adult literacy instructional design, we have used fcrmt (facts, cases, rules, models, and theories) structure [7] as discussed in Section §3.5.3. So the ContentType of ALOCoM now includes fcrmt. The ContentOntology is closely associated with other ontologies and strongly with the ProcessOntology.

F. EvaluationOntology - What if the most common evaluations of instructional design are captured and an instructor can customize them based on his or her requirements? The main intent of this ontology is to capture evaluations as independent knowledge and link them with goals through ContextOntology. This separation makes it easier to perform different kinds of evaluations for the same set of goals. This ontology captures the details of evaluation and has a direct relationship with GoalsOntology which is connected with ProcessOntology.

G. EnvironmentOntology - The final execution of instructional design happens in an environment. Consider the scenario of a lesson to teach about shapes to K2 students. Considering that the students first listen about shapes in a ClassroomEnvironment and if a teacher wants to use computers, then most of the other aspects of instructional design remain same except the environment which changes to ComputerEnvironment. Separating the environment from the rest of instructional design makes it easier to run the learning situation in different environments similar in spirit with software deployment.

H. DomainOntology - This ontology mainly articulates and customizes key aspects of instructional design with respect to a specific domain and provides a domain-specific version of ontology. In particular, the various sub-ontologies and properties of these ontologies will have detailed associations when mapped to a specific domain. For e.g. the ContentOntology will have strong co-relation and mapping with content in the domain.
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There can be several other ontologies like ActivitiesOntology for capturing various activities that are supported in the instructional design, WorkflowOntology to model the tedious workflows in education, FeedbackOntology to capture continuous feedback of the instructional design, OrganizationOntology focusing on characteristics of the organization, ResourcesOntology, having pointers to specific resources like text, audio, video and so on. In our analysis of instructional design literature, we strongly see that it is virtually impossible to capture all kinds of instructional design models and any attempt towards it turns to be futile. However, the main intent of our framework is to use a separation of concerns approach to systematically capture various aspects of instructional design through ontologies.

The primary goal of ontologies in this thesis is to drive the semi-automatic creation of eLearning Systems based on accepted instructional design models.

We discuss the specific ontologies that are developed as part of IDont framework. Our attempt is never to be complete during the design of these ontologies but to design educational technologies in sync with instructional designs. We also include several entities in the
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ontologies for future use rather than just current needs. We also rely on the best practice of adapting existing ontologies and create new entities only if required.

4.5.1 An ontology for modeling goals

The primary goal of any instructional design is to find ways to support learners in achieving their learning goals [245]. Based on the pattern discussed for goals in Section §3.5.1, we present an ontology for representing instructional goals in this section based on revised Bloom’s taxonomy [14].

Figure §4.8 shows a part of GoalsOntology developed using protégé\textsuperscript{3} tool from Stanford. The priority of the goal is described using GoalPriority, progress through GoalProgress, deadline through the property goalDeadline. An important sub-class is to classify the goal according to a taxonomy. The class GoalClassification is further divided into two classes BloomTaxonomy and ABCD. The BloomTaxonomy is further divided into KnowledgeDimension and CognitiveProcessDimension as per revised Bloom’s taxonomy. The knowledge can be classified as FacutalKnowledge, ConceptualKnowledge, ProceduralKnowledge and MetaCognitiveLevelKnowledge with increasing levels of higher order levels of thinking. This is in sync with the ContentPattern discussed in Section §3.5.3. The CognitiveProcessDimension is the most commonly used way to classify goals as per Bloom’s taxonomy. It has six levels Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, Create and each of them have sev-

\textsuperscript{3}http://protege.stanford.edu/
eral verbs specifying the activities. Several object properties are shown in Figure §4.8 connecting different concepts in the ontology. Priority of the goal can be captured using goalPriorityLevel, competency through goalCompetencyLevel and goalKnowledgeLevel can have a range of values from the KnowledgeDimension and maps to the formt pattern. Every goal should have a goalDeadline and its progress is monitored through goalProgress. A goal also has hasPrerequisites, previousGoal and nextGoal. This ontology is connected to ProcessOntology through isAchievedByProcess, ContentOntology via usesContent, EvaluationOntology through hasEvaluation and runsInEnvironment. In addition, there are several data properties that are associated with the ontology. For example, goalDeadline stores the deadline as dateTime. The goal itself can be described using goalText, goalImage, goalAudio, goalVideo, goalMetadata. These data properties store specific information that can be later used for (semi-)automatic generation. GoalGranularity is another critical class that is specific to our instructional design as we have a goals hierarchy akin to play, act, scene, instruction pattern. In addition to the standard concepts, the ontology also has concepts for GoalPattern consisting of properties shown in Figure §4.8. For example, SourceOfPattern is a data property that specifies the source of the patterns, Trade-Offs specifies the issues that might occur using this pattern. In our case, we realized that if specifying goals requires so much of effort, the entire exercise will be a burden for teachers and instructional designers making it a futile effort in the end. Hence, we have minimal mandatory properties with scope for using extended properties only if required. A detailed listing of this ontology is provided in Appendix §A.1. We will provide instances of this ontology in Chapter §6 as part of evaluation.

4.5.2 An ontology for modeling instructional processes

The ProcessOntology is a core ontology for specifying instructional process and is closely associated with several other ontologies. As shown in Figure §4.9, the ontology is divided into three conceptual sections at a higher level (i) learning, focusing on concepts that map to the underlying learning methodologies (ii) metadata consists of information about the process in general (iii) user interface to declaratively specify a few aspects of the eLearning System. The ProcessOntology is based on ProcessPattern and its primary purpose is to achieve goals specified in the GoalsOntology and is connected through hasAssociatedGoal property. These goals have to be achieved using content specified via ContentOntology connected through the object property usesContent. Similarly, usesEvaluation, performed-byRole, runsInEnvironment connect this ontology to EvaluationOntology, RolesOntology and EnvironmentOntology respectively. This ontology has several data properties like title, description, metadata, noOfPlays, noOfScenes, noOfInstructions. One important property is hasTimeLimit that specifies the time limit for an activity, instruction, scene, act, play. Guidelines is an important concept that we use for giving instructions to learners during their interac-
tion with the eLearning System at different levels of granularity specified using PlayGuidelines, ActGuidelines, SceneGuidelines, InstructionGuidelines, ActivityGuidelines. For example, a guideline from a teacher might be “Everybody look at the screen and observe how the two syllables are combined together to form a new word”. Separating this information provides the flexibility to change guidelines. This can be specifically used to change medium of instruction in an eLearning System. A language like Hindi can be taught using Telugu as medium of instruction by changing the guidelines in the entire system.

The base InstructionalDesignModel can be specified as MerrillModel or any other instructional design model from the literature. We use MerrillModel for the reasons motivated in Section §3.5.2. Then each lesson is modeled using a set of plays (GenericPlay) that are divided into acts (GenericAct), which are further divided into scenes (GenericScene) and instructions (GenericInstruction). We have identified different kinds of acts for adult literacy instruction as specified in the ProcessPattern in Section §3.5.2. They include a MotivatingAct, NewPhonemesAct, FormingWordsAndSoundsAct, SyllableBankAct, ComparingAct, LearningRulesAct, WritingInstructionsAct, ExerciseAct, SummaryAct. We inferred these acts from IPCL and eLearning Systems that are tested on the field. There are different kinds of scenes SimilarSoundsScene, SimilarSyllablesScene, InspectingSyllableBankScene, SyllableFormationRulesScene, FamiliarWordsScene, SyllableBannerScene, FormingWordsScene under each act. Each scene further has instructions which have direct activities for facilitating learning. Each instruction follows one or more principles and can have one or more activities. We specify Merrill’s first principles of instruction using FirstPrinciples that is fur-
ther divided into IntegrationPrinciple, ActivationPrinciple, DemonstrationPrinciple, ApplicationPrinciple, DemonstrationPrinciple. Activity is one of the most commonly used concept in the space of instructional design and we model that using GenericActivity. We incorporate two kinds of activities from the literature LearningActivity and SupportActivity. But we also model four kinds of additional activities StructureActivity, GuidanceActivity, CoachingActivity and ReflectionActivity to accommodate Merrill’s inner circle of structure-guidance-coaching-reflection. Modeling these activities as concepts allows us to change these activities based on learner styles or instruction styles. In addition, InterpretedActivity and MoniteredActivity help from evaluation perspective.

The current ontology also has basic concepts for UserInterface like AnimationStyle, ColorTheme, AnimationSpeed, Language, Background. The instances of these concepts will help in configuring the user interface of eLearning Systems for adult literacy based on specific requirements.

One principle behind this ontology is not to use all the classes and properties but to further filter this ontology to the specific needs and use only a fragment of the ontology for the purpose in order to reduce the burden on the teachers and instructional designers. For example, if a course has 1000 instructions in total, then specifying principles for all of these instructions might be a burden and an alternative could be to make this property optional at instructional level but mandatory at a scene or act or play level. A detailed listing of this ontology is provided in Appendix §A.2.
4.5.3 An ontology for modeling instructional material

This ontology is primarily derived from existing literature on learning objects and specifically the ALOCoM ontology [156] along with the ContentPattern discussed in Section §3.5.3. As shown in Figure §4.10, this ontology includes four core concepts ContentType, ContentFragment, ContentObject, LearningObject. The raw data in the form of text, audio, animation, video are concepts in ContentFragment and ContentObject is an aggregation of several content fragments. The way our ontology differs from literature is in terms of ContentType, which includes Facts, Cases, Rules, Models, Theories, which form the CoreType. In ExtendedType, there are further concepts derived from the literature [156]. Essentially, they capture learning objects at a higher level of abstraction. Another important concept is LearningObject which has the sub concepts of PlayObject, ActObject, SceneObject, InstructionObject. These concepts are connected to respective elements in ProcessOntology.

There are other ontologies for specifying Roles, Evaluation, Environment that are part of instructional design ontology but defining those ontologies is beyond the scope of this thesis. The RolesOntology is an interesting one with roles like Teacher, Mentor, TeachingAssistant, Coach and so on and can be mapped to different kinds of activities in the ProcessOntology. As an example, learning styles and teaching styles may be used in the role of learner and teacher in RolesOntology. A detailed listing of this ontology is provided in Appendix §A.3. In the next section, we will briefly discuss a domain ontology for adult literacy.

4.6 A Domain Ontology for Adult Literacy

A distinction has been made in the literature between domain and application ontologies [212]. Domain ontologies are aimed towards defining concepts pertaining to a specific domain like “adult literacy for Indian languages” whereas application ontologies are further refined to specific needs of an application, in our case it can be an eLearning System for a particular language. According to Census 2011, there are about 29 languages spoken by more than a million people, 60 languages by more than 100,000 people and about 122 languages by more than 10,000 people speaking it in India. Of these, there are 22 official languages. A fundamental tenet of Indian languages is that they share a common phonetic base [246]. This commonality across a family of Indian languages provides a shared domain that can be used for representing domain knowledge as an ontology. Based on this premise, NLMA has come up with IPCL, a uniform methodology as explained in Section §2.1, which is the base for creating instructional material for all Indian languages. In Indian languages, the term “aksharas” is used to refer to alphabet. This akshara refers to a sound that is formed of sounds of vowels and consonants [247]. Being invariant of position is an interesting characteristic of akshara that holds for all Indian languages [247].
Figure 4.11 A fragment of DomainOntology for adult literacy

Figure §4.11 [left] shows an ontology of Indic scripts for literacy, primarily focusing on the structure of syllables in the language. The core concepts of the ontology include Syllable denoting the visual representation of an akshara or a fragment of it. This is further specialized into SimpleSyllable, CompositeSyllable and SpecialSyllable. Every concept in this ontology have two properties hasRepresentation and hasResources refering to Representation and Resources respectively. Representation has five other concepts to systematically capture a syllable. Figure §4.11[right] shows the core structure of a syllable in Indian languages. The syllable itself is composed of CoreSymbol, LeftSymbol, RightSymbol, TopSymbol, BottomSymbol. Each of these concepts store the respective visual fragments of the syllable at the relative positions. For example, a base consonant like क can be modified using any of the vowel modifiers from left ि to give कि, adding the right symbol धी to के results in के. Similarly, adding top symbol ओ gives क and bottom symbol अ results in कु. The composition of these symbols is represented as CompositeSymbol. The most important property of Indian languages is the broad choice of each of these symbols giving rise to an entire alphabet for a particular language. Figure §4.11[right] shows how vowel modifiers can be applied on four sides of a base consonant to give a set of composite symbols in a language. For most of the Indian languages, the number of vowel modifiers is 12 eventhough there are a few languages where the number can be less. Similarly, the number of consonants will vary from 12 to 36 for different languages.

The concept of Resources in the ontology helps in storing the data for respective syllables and phonemes in the form of Text, Audio, Image. We have observed that most of
the eLearning Systems for Indian languages developed today rely on images for storing and displaying language aspects making it difficult to change the system. However, in our ontology we make an attempt to systematically separate different aspects to facilitate variety for a multitude of languages. The ontology also has the concept of Vowel, that is further divided into SimpleVowel and CompositeVowel. They are bound to Syllable through the property hasVowel. Similarly, Consonant class represents the consonants in a given language and can be either SimpleConsonant or CompositeConsonant. Most of the Indian languages have ConsonantConjuncts like కత్తులు in Telugu language, which are special symbols formed with a number of syllables. Modifier is the core class for representing different modifiers like VowelModifier and SpecialModifier. VowelModifier in general consists of several signs often called as dependent vowels ◌ँ, ◌ं, ◌ः, ◌़, ◌ा, ि◌, ◌ी, ◌ु, ◌ू, ◌ृ, ◌ॄ, ◌ॅ, ◌ॆ, ◌े, ◌ै, ◌ॉ, ◌ॊ, ◌ो, ◌ौ, ◌्. In Devanagari, there are twelve signs which when composed with consonants give rise to a number of composite syllables and is often called Barakhadi because of 12 modifiers. In addition to these, there are several special modifiers specific to a language. We have modeled Phonemes in similar lines to Syllables through respective concepts. Numeral class denotes the representation of symbols ० १ २ ३ ४ ५ ६ ७ ८ ९ in a particular language. We did not get into writing part in detail even though we have left scope for further extension of the ontology. This entire exercise of creating detailed ontologies for adult literacy is to systematically specify different parts such that they become source of variety to facilitate semi-automatic development of eLearning Systems. A detailed listing of this ontology is provided in Appendix §A.4. In the next chapter, we will discuss how we have harnessed the common nature of families of Indian languages for design of eLearning Systems for adult literacy.
This chapter proposes a pattern-oriented software product lines approach for design of educational technologies. We motivate the need for software product lines in Section §5.1, discuss the ideas of product lines and software product lines in Section §5.2. We then discuss the different kinds of families that are present in the domain of instructional design in Section §5.3.1, adult literacy in Section §5.3.2 and eLearning Systems families in Section §5.3.3. Finally, in Section §5.4, we present our pattern-oriented software product lines approach, the sub-processes of this approach focusing on the unique characteristics of the approach.

5.1 Cost of Educational Technologies

There is a dramatic rise in the use of technologies in education in the last decade or so [248]. However, there is also severe criticism on several dimensions like huge upfront costs of technologies, difficulties in using them on the field, lack of evidence to show positive impact on quality of education [64]. One major challenge was an ever increasing effort required to develop and maintain a large number of educational technologies, which often ends up as an overburden on the teachers [64]. In a steering committee meeting of planning commission\(^1\) organized by Government of India, we have proposed the need for technology-driven solutions to address several challenges in education like huge scarcity of qualified teachers and lack of quality\(^2\) for adult literacy and in general for education in India. Several senior professors and deans in the meeting have raised three key pre-requisites for any proposed technology-driven solution. The technologies should be (i) based on strong pedagogical basis (ii) available for all Indian languages and (iii) flexi-

---

\(^1\)Planning Commission is headed by the Prime Minister of India and is later replaced by NITI AYOG, a think-tank for guiding the Government of India

\(^2\)Formulation of the 12th Five Year Plan- Minutes of the second meeting of the Steering Committee on Elementary Education and Literacy held on 25.08.2011—regarding
ble to cover varied teaching styles and different types of learners. Most importantly, the primary concern was in terms of the cost and effort required for creating and maintaining the technologies for the scale and variety inherent for education in India. For example, the TARA Akshar+ Literacy and Numeracy programme has made about 129,000 people literate across India at the cost of ₹5,500 (110 $) per student\(^3\) unlike Government of India’s available budget of ₹230 per student \(^4\). Even though the initiative seems to be successful, the entire technology has to be maintained by technical experts and updating these technologies with evolving curriculum and in multiple languages is quite expensive and infeasible. In addition, most of these technologies do not have a pedagogical basis denting quality of instruction.

It is here we wish to address some of these challenges by applying the idea of software product lines in software engineering towards design of educational technologies for adult literacy in India.

### 5.2 Product Lines & Software Product Lines

*Samsung*, one of the leading phone manufacturers in the world has released 50 smartphone models per year on an average in 2013, 2014, 2015\(^5\). Toyota releases its product line of cars like *Lexus* into the market with several variants of the base model that can be customized by the customer\(^6\). Established manufacturers in industries like automobiles, mobiles, laptops and so on release a base model followed by several variants of the product catering to varied market segments and customer needs. This idea of delivering customized products to customers based on individual requirements is a well-established approach in manufacturing and is generally known as *product lines*. For example, consider the case of buying a laptop from manufacturer’s website, the buyer chooses the required features (*model*, *price*, *processor*, *OS*, *memory*, *hard disk* and so on) from the product catalogue and the product manufacturer assembles the product by customizing a base product in a product family and creates the customized product. The right hand side of Figure §5.1 shows laptops crawled from DELL website based on selected features from the left hand side. A product (laptop) can have several features of different types (*mandatory*, *optional*, *alternate* (exactly one of them), or (at least one of them)) providing various configuration options for the buyers and the manufacturer assembles them in an efficient way to produce products at lower cost and better quality.

This idea of product lines applied to software is often considered as *software product lines*. However, there have been several debates on how and why software production pro-

\(^3\)http://taraakshar.org/index.php/faqs/
\(^4\)Personal Communication, Joint Director & Director General, National Literacy Mission Authority, India
\(^5\)http://www.samsung.com/in/consumer/mobile-devices/smartphones/
\(^6\)http://www.lexus.com/
Figure 5.1 Sample configuration options for product family members [DELL laptops]

cess is similar and different to manufacturing [249] and some authors have attributed these failures to the non-applicability of the factory concept to software [167] but Peter Wegner sums up the similarities and contradictions this way: “Software products are in some respects like tangible products of conventional engineering disciplines such as bridges, buildings, and computers. However, there are also certain important differences that give software development a unique flavor. Because software is logical not physical, its costs are concentrated in development rather than production…” [250]. Mass production and mass customization are two critical concepts that form the basis for most of these debates. According to the classic definition, “Mass production is the tremendous increase in scale of the same product at low costs whereas Mass customization is a tremendous increase in variety and customization of the product without a corresponding increase in costs” [251]. The primary focus in software is on mass customization unlike manufacturing. SPLs have matured from being a niche research area to a well established approach for software production catering to certain markets. SPLs offer several promises over one-off development like significant reduction in cost after an up-front investment on common assets (as shown in Figure §5.2), improved quality and consistency across all product family members, increased flexibility and better handling of evolution [12]. Even though not explicitly developed as SPLs, most of the software that is developed today like operating systems, databases, plug-ins for IDEs provide several configuration options [15]. For example, researchers have analyzed that linux kernel provides as many as 10,000 features for users as configuration options [252]. The hall of fame initiative of a 16 year conference on software product lines has published
exemplary case studies of companies like Boeing, Bosch Group, Siemens, HP illustrating their significant gains of productivity for creating and customizing families of products in a product line [253]. Despite this success, there are several challenges associated with SPLs. While initial upfront investment is a known challenge, a less emphasized but critical challenge is increase of complexity with huge volume of features and increase in number of product family members. This has left SPL as a complex development approach that can be used by well-established organizations leading to decreased adoption of SPLs in several domains. For instance, there are not many instances of SPL applied to educational technologies [61] despite tremendous need and potential. In the next sections, we discuss the key differences between single systems and SPL development and motivate the need for SPL at three different levels of granularity in the domain of education.

5.3 From Individual Systems to Families

The predominant way of developing software today is either a generalized product like Office, Gmail or Payroll for a large number of customers or specific software that is designed for individual customers like in service based organizations. Consider the scenario of software for all banks? Is it same for all banks? Is it different for all banks? Similarly, if we consider software for all accounting systems? Is it same or different? The idea of looking at software systems as a family rather than completely different individual systems offers several advantages [11]. A family of systems can be at different levels of granularity with
A family of systems can be defined as a set of systems that share more common properties with other members in the set than differences providing unique advantages to address the common and varying needs of specific markets [11].

5.3.1 Instructional Design as families

In this thesis, we considered Instructional Design as a fundamental tenet that forms the basis for design of educational technologies. How is instructional design developed? Is it developed from scratch? or reused from existing resources? Are instructional designs common across subjects? learners? teachers? or universities? How many instructional design theories are present in the literature? What is common across them? Can instructional designs be considered as a family? Charles Reigeluth has extensively studied instructional design theories and models and documented them in three voluminous books [71][254][255]. His vision was to build a common knowledge base and a common language about instruction [71]. We can classify instructional design in the form of several families and at different levels of granularity as shown in Figure §5.3. For example, we can consider the three fundamental ways of cognitivism, behaviourism and constructivism or we can group them based on models like Gagne’s model [256], Dick and Carey’s model [257] , or the generic ADDIE process that is followed in most of the instructional designs. Each of these models
can be grouped as a family based on subjects like STEM or K-12 or can also be formed as a family primarily based on learning styles like Visual, Kinesthetic, Auditory. Here [A] and [B] in Figure §5.3 are at one level of granularity whereas [C] and [D] are at the next level of granularity. This can be further refined into a hierarchy of families till the lowest level of granularity. The classification primarily depends on the goals of the specific target organization or stakeholders. For example, if a university has professors who are keen on using “learning by doing” approach, then a family of instructional designs can be modeled with “learning by doing” as the base approach and adapting it for different kinds of learners and subjects. On the other hand, if a university policy mandates accreditation with a national body, then all instructional design should use principles of accreditation as base and then adapt them for specific needs. It is mandatory that all members belonging to a family have certain common properties and vary on some aspects making them fit for the specific purposes.

The core idea is not to look at every instructional design as a unique case but as a family of similar but distinct instructional designs, to leverage the common properties of the family and facilitate flexible instructional designs. As discussed in Section §3.5.2, Merrill has distilled a large number of instructional design models and came up with five fundamental principles that are common across many instructional design models and there can be several variants based on these principles giving a family of instructional designs based on Merrill’s principles of instruction. We see the pattern categories identified in Chapter §3 as base for modeling instructional designs and variants. However, considering the generic scope of all instructional designs in the literature is out of scope of this thesis.

5.3.2 Adult Literacy as families

Should there be a universal technological solution for teaching all 287 million adult learners across India? or Should there be unique solution for every learner? This leads to a trade-off and need for a balanced solution between one-size-fits-all and unique-for-every-dimension solutions. NLMA, the highest authority for adult literacy in India has devised a uniform methodology called IPCL as the base for creating instructional designs for all languages across India [26]. The handbook of IPCL provides guidelines for customizing different aspects of instruction based on several dimensions [26]. The key goals for adult literacy primers are to create immense interest in the learners and provide functional knowledge that can add value to learners’ daily life [203]. These common goals have to be customized for learners spread across India based on socio-cultural and local contexts.

Based on [203] and [26], we show a portion of family for organization of adult literacy domain in Figure §5.4. We use standard Lego blocks to show possible variations in adult literacy. Two common components of this family are Process and Content, where each one of them will have core aspects that are present in every family member and
Few sample families of adult literacy domain can also impose some constraints. The process followed for adult literacy in India is generally driven by *eclectic method* that starts teaching from known to unknown with gradual progress in learning. Now, any instructional design for adult literacy domain in India that comes under this family must follow *eclectic method* unlike *synthetic method* that teaches from alphabets to words. The process itself can have many number of activities like *StoryTelling, GroupDiscussion, RolePlay* that can be customized based on specific needs. This family also says that Content should be present and can be further divided into *CoreContent* and *LocallyRelevantContent*. *CoreContent* mandates topics like national integration, secularism, democracy, scientific temper, communal harmony, women’s equality, population education and development, etc. whereas *LocallyRelevantContent* will be customized by specific states and stakeholders based on learner’s livelihood, their socio-cultural realities, special issue-based and thematic aspects such as gender parity, health and hygiene, agricultural, animal husbandry, self-help groups, local self-government, livelihood programmes, etc. Then same family can be classified based on the primary topic/knowledge that can be used to teach knowledge that will be useful for learners in their daily life. *Legal Literacy* can focus on teaching learners laws pertaining to them, how to seek help from law whereas *Scheme Literacy* can provide knowledge of Government schemes. *Skill Literacy* can help them in gaining knowledge pertaining to a particular skill like tailoring, plumbing and so on. *Thematic Literacy* is a generic way to accommodate themes that can be local to the specific audience and *Agriculture Literacy* can provide farming knowledge. Each of these families can mandate that any adult literacy instructional design based on the corresponding family
should be within the scope of the defined goals and constraints. These common themes are combined with specific needs of the particular segment of learners to deliver a specific and customized instructional design. These commonalities and variabilities among family members are generally modeled using feature diagrams in SPL [10][15].

5.3.3 eLearning Systems as families

Eventhough we do not focus on modeling variants of user interface in this thesis, it can be a critical source of variability for eLearning Systems. There exists certain ways to model user interfaces [258] as a hierarchy of Presentation Units that allow navigation between them and each of the units further contain UI elements like buttons, textboxes and so on. These UI elements have properties like name, data and so on. Each of these elements also have properties to describe their visual appearance like color, font and so on. The user interface can be modeled for different platforms like Desktop, Web, Mobile or the user interface can also be modeled using structural and behavioral elements. These elements can be organized at a higher level of abstraction in different ways giving several user interface variants. For example, there can be several Views of Model-View-Controller pattern corresponding to different variants of user interfaces. In the case of adult literacy eLearning Systems, we are interested to model the user interface elements primarily with three resources text, image, audio.

5.4 Pattern-Oriented Software Product Lines

Over the last two decades, there has been an extensive research on SPL as evidenced through a series of focused conferences like Software Product Lines Conference (SPLC), workshops like Variability Modelling of Software-intensive Systems (VaMoS), Product Line Approaches in Software Engineering (PLEASE). An analysis of the literature on SPL reveals that are two major terminologies to discuss the idea of developing a family of software-intensive systems. Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has steered the research and development on software product lines (sometimes called as software product family) and has published several technical reports and case studies [259]. On the other hand, several researchers and organizations also used the term “software product line engineering” for their work in the area of SPL [12]. Several organizations, universities and research institutes performed collaborative research on SPL, which supported the systematic building of a community of software product line engineering research and practice. Some of those projects include ARES (1995-1998), PRAISE (1998-2001), ESAPS (1999-2001), CAFÉ (2001-2003), and FAMILIES (2003-2005). In 2014, Metzger and Pohl have done an extensive study of 600 articles published in the area of SPL and noted that there has been impressive quantitative and qualitative progress in the field with key challenges for
industrial adoption [260]. Krueger has suggested three ways of adopting SPLs [261] (i) proactive, in which the entire product line is planned and developed from scratch (ii) extractive, that focuses on analyzing a set of existing products and moving towards an SPL (iii) reactive, that starts with one product and extends into an SPL. Depending on the product line strategy an organization can choose the appropriate product line adoption approach. There are several approaches for development and analysis of SPLs in the literature [13][12][262][263][264]. One related approach proposed for the domain of flight control focuses on using architecture and design patterns for SPL [265] but largely confines to modeling variability. Researchers have also used ontologies for modeling and configuring variability during SPL [266][267][268]. A software product line is developed based on ontologies for developing knowledge-driven semantic web applications [269] to facilitate interoperability between semantic services and intelligent agents. A more detailed account of research in SPL can be found in [260] and a recent bibliographic analysis of research in SPL over 20 years is provided in [270].

On the other hand, many of the SPL approaches have been applied in the last couple of decades in practice across several domains with successful results [253]. However, there is sparse research on applying SPL in the domain of technology enhanced learning [271]. Pankratius has proposed PLANT as a product line based approach for creation and maintenance of digital information products [57]. In our prior work, we proposed TALES as an approach for automating the development of eLearning Systems [7]. A software product line methodology for development of e-learning system for a six sigma course was proposed in [272]. A domain engineering activity for interactive learning modules is proposed in [273]. However, none of these approaches consider instructional design as the basis and focus on adult literacy which is the goal of this thesis. After a critical analysis of literature, we find that SPL is largely undermined in technology enhancing learning community despite their significant potential and hence motivating our approach.

A standard reference model is created for a set of software and systems product line standards [276] based on the seminal work of software product line engineering [12]. Figure §5.5 shows the set of product line standards mapped to reference model in [276]. We briefly explained this architecture and the role of patterns in these product line standards in [275]. In this thesis, we extend this reference model and propose a pattern-oriented software product line approach (in short PoPL) as shown in Figure §5.6. Our approach primarily differs from existing literature in terms of using patterns and ontologies as a central knowledge base for driving several sub-processes of a traditional SPL. This emphasis on patterns has been used as one of the critical foundations for several software and systems product line standards devised by ISO/IEC JTC/SC7 [275]. In essence, SPL consists of two distinct life cycles of domain engineering and application engineering unlike single-systems engineering [12]. Domain engineering and application engineering further consist of requirements engineering, design and realization. Each of these processes and su-
processes can be considered as high-level patterns (akin to software architecture patterns) that emerged from recurring and standardized practice from SPL communities, researchers and practitioners. These processes are further refined to explicitly model subprocesses, activities and further detailed as tasks to deliver a product line. Also, a lot of effort goes in creating and maintaining variability in the life cycle of an SPL.

We discuss the core distinctions of our approach when and where applicable from traditional SPL rather than repeating well-established processes in SPL. We also briefly discuss some aspects of an SPL for modeling a family of instructional designs as an example along with the approach. The concrete SPLs are detailed in Section §6.3 and Section §6.4 respectively.

A. Product Line Organization
The need for a product line usually emerges from the business need of an organization[s] which provides the rationale for why an SPL can be considered at all, the economics and feasibility of SPL. We have observed that in the case of adult literacy in India, the need emerged from a great societal challenge and has several organizations like NLMA of Government of India, researchers in IIIT-Hyderabad, Corporate Social Responsibility of TCS, NGOs and so on. This led to several challenges [61] and is unlike traditional SPL where the organization that is motivating SPL has a strong business case driving the entire initiative.

B. Product Line Analysis & Scoping
An important prerequisite for SPL is a deeper understanding and analysis of the commonal-
Figure 5.6 Overview of Pattern Oriented Software Product Lines
ity and variability in a particular domain. In our approach, we consider scoping as a critical activity that is performed prior to domain engineering and provides guidelines and directions for the rest of the approach. We consider a constrained view of product line scoping from the ISO/IEC 26551 standard [277] on product line requirements engineering. The primary goal of product line scoping is to identify the member products of a product line along with their major (externally visible) common and variable features and analyze the products from economic and development perspectives. This sub-process further consists of (i) product scoping, that determines target markets, product categories, common and variable features and estimated timelines for development of product line members (ii) domain scoping focuses on understanding the potential of the targeted product line market and refines product scoping (iii) asset scoping identifies existing assets and their potential for reusability from a development perspective.

C. Domain Stakeholders
Designing and implementing an SPL requires involvement of stakeholders from various backgrounds. Domain stakeholders are concerned with not one product member but the entire product line and they provide inputs for the entire domain engineering life cycle. The main activities of domain stakeholders include market analysis, trade-offs between various product members, strategizing the feasibility of a product line and so on. For adult literacy, we had a diversified range of stakeholders like learning science experts, software engineering researchers, Government officials, NGOs and so on. However, based on goals of the product line organization, priority of stakeholders and their requirements is taken into consideration. Most importantly, each of the stakeholders can have different viewpoints. For example, Instructional Designers focus on designing the process of instruction and learning materials using appropriate learning theories, Language Experts are interested in standardizing instructional material for all Indian Languages and their dialects, Government Authorities are involved at multiple levels for monitoring the quality of instruction and timely delivery, Software Developers and Maintainers focus on developing and maintaining eLearning Systems, Voluntary Organizations help in delivery of systems on the field. Naturally, instructors and learners are two primary stakeholders for instructional design product line. The main output of this process is to provide key inputs for domain engineering subprocess of SPL.

D. Feature Modeling
Feature modeling is the most widely used notation to capture the commonalities and variabilities of an SPL [10][12][15]. Essentially, feature models represent all the common and variable features of an SPL. Feature models are extended with different notations like [278][187][279], formalisms [280][281][282] and so on. Several researchers have focused on formalizing feature models [283][284] and verification of product lines using formal semantics [285]. The increasing number of large-scale features models motivated researchers towards a domain specific language for managing features [286]. A detailed
overview of feature oriented product lines research is presented in [15]. One particular goal that was of interest to us was to model knowledge with features. For example, how to add metadata to features such that this data can be later used during application realization for creating customized product family members? Feature attributes are a way to associate a feature to a type like integer or string or to a group of sub-features [287]. This was later extended with cardinalities, feature diagram references, and user-defined annotations [288] to make feature diagrams more descriptive and to facilitate staged configuration of features [289]. A notable work in this direction is the mapping of feature models as views on ontologies [290]. Peng et al. have proposed an ontology-based feature modeling approach as a way to formally represent feature models [291] and Wang et al. used OWL for verifying feature models [292]. Within ontology-based feature modeling, an empirical study conducted in 2015 showed that using individuals or instances of ontologies can provide further flexibility for reconfiguration of products [293]. A formal language is proposed to deal with non-boolean features focusing on feature attributes and multi-features using formal methods [294]. Despite this progress, annotating knowledge to feature models is still an open problem especially in the domain of education. We are not aware of existing methods that address the basic requirement of annotating features with images, audio and domain knowledge in an effective way. For example, every fact that is part of ContentPattern in instructional design can be associated with a syllable and sound, with provision for customization. While we do not attempt at addressing this problem in this thesis, we point this as an important future direction. To the best of our knowledge,
we are not aware of existing approaches that use domain patterns as a base for feature modeling. Figure § 5.7[A] shows a fragment of user interface feature model using basic notation and Figure §5.7 [B] shows features annotated with cardinalities [1..*], [1..200], in this case there can be a number of facts as part of content but cases are limited to a maximum of 200. Cardinalities are initially criticized for adding clutter to feature models but were shown to be useful in specific domains like embedded software [287]. We use cardinalities in the domain of education as they can help in specifying several attributes of features. For example, for a feature like a lesson in an instructional design can have a maximum of 3 learning goals and can be modeled with cardinalities. Most importantly, we see feature attributes as a key extension of feature models that can immensely help product lines in this thesis. Facts can be associated with the attributes of syllable of type unicode string, a vocal rendering of the syllable using an audio file attribute, an optional attribute for storing image. Each of these attributes can be used for realizing variability. A feature like Rules can have ruleSpecification, ruleExplanation, ruleApplicability, ruleConstraints as some key attributes for storing knowledge about the corresponding feature. A detailed instructional design feature model is listed in Appendix §B.1.

E. Domain Engineering (DE)

Domain Engineering is one of the fundamental pillars of SPL that is concerned with encapsulating past experiences of building systems in a particular domain by creating reusable assets and providing means to develop new systems by utilizing and reusing these assets [12]. In short, domain engineering is concerned with defining and realizing the commonality and variability of an SPL, thus establishing a common platform for developing high-quality applications rapidly within the scope of the product line. Domain engineering involves analyzing common and variable features of product line members and provides a common platform for rapidly creating customizable product members. Domain engineering has three sub-processes which handle three key aspects (i) Domain requirements engineering (ii) Domain design (iii) Domain realization. Domain requirements engineering is concerned with determining the common and variable features of a product line with inputs from product line scoping. The output of this sub-process is used by domain design to produce a reference product line architecture for all product line members addressing variability at an architecture level. We advocate the use of pattern oriented software architectures at this stage of processes and map it with patterns in the domain. Commonality and variability analysis with respect to architecture design is also done as part of this sub-process. The reusable assets required to implement product line architecture are developed as part of domain realization focusing on variability mechanisms. Common assets are usually built as components and services with exposed interfaces. These assets should be built with provisions for implementing variabilities by using different mechanisms like patterns, aspects, pre-processors and so on. Domain engineering does not actually deliver concrete assets
but produces a set of reusable assets at different levels of granularity, which can be used for further realization.

F. Verification & Validation
Verification and validation is a sub-process that has to be performed in relation to every other sub-processes in the entire product line. In domain engineering, verification and validation is concerned with creating the right common assets and verifying whether those assets would satisfy variability needs of the product line. However, verification and validation is more important in application engineering as most of the assets are utilized for concrete implementation of the product family member unlike abstract and partial assets in domain engineering. This sub-process includes testing methods and assets to verify the quality of product members in the family and in turn the product line.

G. Variability Modeling
SPLs are built for the long run, unlike single-systems engineering and hence would require management of several aspects. One of the most critical aspects for the success of SPL is the explicit modeling of variability during different sub-processes in the product line. There is lot of research in the literature for modeling variabilities in an SPL depending on the specific requirements of the product line [263]. Variability is generally categorized into essential variability, from users’ perspective and technical variability, from realization perspective [12]. A detailed overview of variability modeling approaches is surveyed in [263].

H. Patterns, Ontologies & Assets Repository
The core distinction of our approach from existing literature stems from the use of patterns and ontologies for modeling domain knowledge and using them as the base for semi-automatic generation of family members. The patterns repository is essentially a collection of common patterns with scope for implementing variations derived from domain engineering. We consider both domain patterns and software patterns as key inputs to application engineering for creating specific product family members. Patterns provide an opportunity to create variants as discussed in Section §3.3. For example, the ContentPattern can be instantiated for several Indian languages with varying facts, cases, rules, models and theories. We consider patterns as common assets that can be further customized and refined at later stages in the product line to support variability at a high level of abstraction. For instance, ContentPattern can be adapted to support Open Educational Resources based on semantic annotations. We use this patterns repository as the base for creating ontologies corresponding to patterns. We then use these patterns to create an ontology repository consisting of specific ontologies. In our approach, we use patterns to model both problem space and solution space of the domain, features to model problem space from a user perspective and ontologies to concretely represent both of them. Assets repository is a critical resource for both domain and application assets. Assets may include patterns, features, models, requirements specifications, architectures, components, test cases and other
resources. The primary outcome of these repositories is to create different kinds of reference product lines that serve as baseline for product family members. This idea of multi-level product lines is discussed in the next chapter in Section §6.2.

I. Application Stakeholders

Most of the processes and tasks in SPL are partial and incomplete till the application requirements are specified by application stakeholders. These stakeholders consider the requirements of domain stakeholders, variabilities that are provided by the SPL and specify application specific requirements. All domain stakeholders can be application stakeholders but in a limited capacity based on specific goals of the application in context.

J. Application Engineering

Application Engineering is a process that is concerned with deriving specific product family members by strategically reusing domain assets and by exploiting the variability built into the domain platform. Based on common requirements and common features that are built into the platform during domain engineering, the main goal of application engineering is to configure and create the specific product family member from the given set of features. Like domain engineering, application engineering consists of three core sub-processes (i) application requirements engineering involves developing application-specific requirements reusing common and variable requirements (ii) application design derives a specific architecture from reference architecture (iii) application realization implements the concrete features of the product family member. Eventually, product family members result as an outcome of application engineering. Feedback received during application realization is traced back to different processes in SPL and is further used to improve the design of product line.

Both domain engineering and application engineering have an iterative life cycle involving requirements, design, realization, testing [12]. In addition to these, there are also two key sub-processes of technical and organizational management in the SPL life cycle from an organization perspective [276]. Considering the vast number of processes and sub-processes in SPL and the effort required for performing these tasks, a common practice is to implement core or mandatory processes during development of SPL [261].

We will discuss the two product lines developed as part of this thesis in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 6

Evaluation & Implementation

In this chapter, we discuss how the patterns and ontologies presented in Chapter §3 and Chapter §4 form the basis for creating software product lines for instructional design and eLearning Systems. In Section §6.1, we briefly discuss the strategy for evaluating the work in this thesis and in Section §6.2, we present a multi-level software product line covering the scope of product family members in this thesis. We present a software product line for a family of instructional designs in Section §6.3 along with feature models, feature attributes, feature configurations in subsequent sections. We then discuss a reference architecture in Section §6.3.4 that is used as the base for designing prototype platforms for instructional design and eLearning Systems. In Section §6.4, we give two concretely examples of eLearning Systems for Hindi and Telugu language generated from our prototype platforms. The experimental results and cost savings of using product lines in this thesis are presented in Section §6.5. We finally end the chapter with challenges of applying software product lines for educational technologies.

6.1 Overview

This thesis is set at the intersection of educational technologies and software engineering for addressing the challenge of scale and variety emerged in the context of designing technologies for adult literacy in India. As discussed in Section §1.5, several aspects related to learning methodologies, field assessments are beyond the scope of this thesis, even though they are natural extensions for future work. We demonstrate our approach for design of educational technologies for scale and variety using two case studies of product lines, one for instructional designs and another for adult literacy eLearning Systems. In the last decade or so, SPL community has witnessed a voluminous number of tools from academia as well as industry to support the entire software product line development life cycle [263][281].
We have primarily used two tool suites for modeling features in our SPL (i) FeatureIDE is developed on top of Eclipse and is quite useful as it supports multiple feature modeling techniques and also for generating code in several programming languages [295]. (ii) feature modeling plugin from University of Waterloo is a dated solution specifically useful for cardinal features and feature cloning and feature attributes [296]. For example, a fact in ContentPattern as a feature should be cloned for various instances. In their research, the same group has produced a minimalistic modeling language called Clafer and a set of tools as part of SPL platform [297]. The primary goal of Clafer is to address long standing concerns (merging feature and class models, mapping features to component configurations) in feature modeling by integrating feature modeling and meta modeling with rich semantics [297]. However, we realized that owing to the specific requirements from educational technologies domain, there is a strong need to extend the idea of feature attributes such that data pertaining to aspects in instructional designs can be annotated with feature models. For demonstration purposes, we have manually annotated features with concrete data for further processing by tools. In the next sections, we discuss our on-going work on developing product lines as part of demonstrating the approach proposed in this thesis.

6.2 Multi-Level Software Product Lines

Figure §6.1[A] succinctly summarizes different levels of product lines that we considered in this thesis. We reiterate our notion of instructional design as a set of goals, process, content, context, evaluation, environment and so on towards facilitating learning. Figure §6.1[A] is a meta-level product line that deals with creating specific instructional designs from a chosen base instructional design. Here, there could be several sub-product lines focusing on a particular instructional design. For example, an instructional design like learning by doing [LBD] might be chosen as the base for all instructional designs in a particular university. Then, the derivations of LBD customized as per specific requirements of the courses in the university form a product family. Here, the input is a specification or schema of an instructional design and can consist of all features [including pre-requisites, activities, assessment and so on]. All product family members might not require all the features of LBD and hence only a subset of this instructional design specification is required for specific instructional design requirements. The scope of this meta product line is to create custom instructional design specifications based on a given instructional design specification. Similarly, there can be a number of sub-product families within this product line pertaining to a type of instructional design inquiry-based learning, IPCL for adult literacy and so on.

How to create instances of the custom instructional design specifications? Figure §6.1[B] shows a product line at the next level whose product family members are custom instructional design editors that take an instructional design scheme. A detailed listing of the
Figure 6.1 Multi-level software product lines in this thesis
instructional design specification is provided in Appendix §B.2. We designed a prototype to generate these custom editors based on the specific instructional design specifications (instances). Each of these editors can be used to generate the concrete instructional designs with data. Even though motivated by adult literacy, these two product lines are in the context of generic instructional design. To co-relate with literature from educational technologies, these editors are similar in principle to learning design editors like ReLoad and ReCourse Editor [131], ASK-LDT Editor [132], LAMS [38], Learning Designer [179], COLLAGE [130], Web-COLLAGE [35], ILDE [298] [134] and so on, where each of these editors are single system development initiatives as part of EU funded projects unlike the proposed product line approach.

Figure §6.1[C] shows the next level of product line that is specific to a custom instructional design specification, in this case one based on IPCL and adult literacy instructional design. We designed a prototype that takes a specific instance of adult literacy instructional design and generates eLearning Systems, which are the product family members for this product line. In the next sections, we succinctly describe the two product lines for instructional design and eLearning Systems.

6.3 A Software Product Line for a family of Instructional Designs

6.3.1 A Basic Feature Model

How to model the mammoth number of instructional designs in a systematic way? Based on patterns discussed in Chapter §3 and ontologies in Chapter §4, we present a feature model for modeling a family of instructional designs. Here, we consider standard definitions from SPL literature [15] where a feature is a characteristic or end-user-visible behavior of a software system, a feature model essentially consists of all the features of a product line and their relationships. A product member of a product line is specified by a valid feature selection. Figure §6.2 shows a generic feature model created using FeatureIDE and consists of mandatory features GoalsPattern, ProcessPattern, ContentPattern, EvaluationPattern, and optional features ContextPattern, EnvironmentPattern, which means that any instructional design created from this model must specify these aspects as per the constraints posed in the feature model. For example, the instructional designer has a choice between two ways of specifying goals namely Bloom or ABCD technique. Figure §6.3 shows few more details of a feature model for instructional process based on ProcessPattern and ProcessOntology. However, as specified in Section §6.3.2, we are interested in feature models with cardinalities, feature attributes and hence we use feature modeling plugin.
Figure 6.2 A fragment of instructional design feature model

Figure 6.3 A fragment of instructional process feature model
6.3.2 Feature Attributes

Feature models primarily specify the features of all product members in a product line primarily from a user perspective. However, if feature models have to be used for (semi-)automatically generating product members or in providing a partial implementation from domain engineering, then feature description alone might not be sufficient and features have to be extended with additional knowledge. For example, to represent syllables like इ, प in adult literacy, a text in unicode should be associated with every feature of that type. Similarly, a goal might have a priority and can be High, Medium, Low. This data can be used by tools during application engineering. However, it was studied that cardinalities and feature attributes make it difficult for verification of valid feature configurations and hence could be useful in only specific domains [287]. In our case, we use cardinalities to impose constraints on the product member and annotate features with data to facilitate further processing by tools. While a feature modeling plugin for Eclipse supports feature attributes [296], it is a preliminary prototype developed way back in 2004 and was moved towards the direction of formal verification of features through Clafer platform[297]. This need from educational technologies domain requires features to be more powerful and expressive than current notations. This is a future direction beyond this thesis and we restrict ourselves to manually annotate features with attributes related to instructional design for our purposes.

6.3.3 Product Family Members, Feature Model and Feature Configurations

Figure §6.4 shows a brief description of requirements of four different kinds of instructional design specifications for adult literacy. As discussed throughout the thesis, IPCL is the base instructional design for all instructional designs for adult literacy in India. For ID Specification 1, the base ID is provided by IPCL consisting of a set of guidelines for creating primers for all Indian languages based on a core structure, process and content. The essence of IPCL concept is to teach by creating relevant content for learners. Figure §6.4 shows three concepts namely Goals, Process and Content for different instructional design specifications. The primary goals are Reading, wRiting and aRithmetic at three levels as per the progress of the learners. IPCL describes that an instructional process can be based on synthetic, analytic or eclectic method but suggests use of eclectic method. Content is organized as instructional material in the printed primer. There are several primers that are prepared based on this specification and the instructional designer should be able to model them using the product line.

ID Specification 2 family uses patterns in Chapter §3 to describe the Process and Content aspects of the instructional design whereas ID Specification 3 family uses Bloom's revised
### Figure 6.4 Custom instructional design specification requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect/ID</th>
<th>ID Specification 1</th>
<th>ID Specification 2</th>
<th>ID Specification 3</th>
<th>ID Specification 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base ID</strong></td>
<td>IPCL</td>
<td>IPCL ( + \text{ProcessPattern (pass)} ) ( + \text{ContentPattern (fcmnt)} )</td>
<td>IPCL ( + \text{ProcessPattern (pass)} ) ( + \text{ContentPattern (fcmnt)} ) ( + \text{Merrill’s First Principles of Instruction} ) ( + \text{Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy} )</td>
<td>IPCL ( + \text{Gagne’s Nine levels of learning} ) ( + \text{ABCD Technique for Goals} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goals</strong></td>
<td>Read, write and basic arithmetic (3Rs)</td>
<td>Read, write and basic arithmetic (3Rs)</td>
<td>Organize goals using Bloom’s revised taxonomy</td>
<td>Organize goals using ABCD technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process</strong></td>
<td>Eclectic method for teaching 3Rs</td>
<td>Organize instructional process as a set of plays, acts, scenes, instructions with instructions containing actual activities and tasks</td>
<td>Mainly driven by ProcessPattern (pass) but the activities should be based on Merrill’s first principles of instruction.</td>
<td>Organize process using Gagne’s nine levels of learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
<td>Content as per IPCL based primer</td>
<td>Content is organized as facts, cases, rules, models and theories</td>
<td>Content is organized as facts, cases, rules, models and theories and mapped to Merrill’s first principles</td>
<td>Content is organized as resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 6.5 A feature model for instructional design specification
Feature configurations for varied goals and content

taxonomy for modeling goals, maps Process and Content patterns to Merrill's principles of instruction. ID Specification 4 does not use the patterns proposed in this thesis but uses ABCD technique, Gagne's nine events of instruction for goals and process, and core resources for content. Each of these instructional design specifications can be used to create instructional design editors specific to the family such that instructional designers can create several concrete instructional designs by changing the variabilities in terms of goals, process and content.

In Figure 6.5, we show a feature model encompassing key features of this product line. This is essentially based on the ontologies for different aspects of instructional design comprising of mandatory features like GoalClassification, IPCL, several optional features, selective features and so on. InstructionalDesignModel has three choices MerrillModel, GagneModel and GenericActivity. Once a teacher chooses MerrillModel, then FirstPrinciples are mandated by default. In case of GoalPriority, only one priority out of High, Medium, Low can be chosen. The feature model also mandates that atleast one Play, Act, Scene and Instruction are mandatory and can go upto a maximum of 25. A detailed listing of the instructional design feature model is provided in Appendix §B.1.

Figure 6.6 shows different feature configurations for the different product family members. A GoalFeature was configured in three ways as in Figure 6.6[A,B,C]. Similarly, ContentFeature was configured based on specific instructional design requirements. The ProcessFeature was configured in two ways one using the ProcessPattern and the other using
MerrillModel as shown in Figure §6.7. These possible variations could run into thousands but valid configurations provide different instructional design models with varied goals, processes, content and so on. These custom instructional design specifications are used to create custom authoring tools (editors) for creating instances of the specific instructional design. A detailed listing of the instructional design feature model is provided in Appendix §B.1. We first present the reference architecture in the next section followed by a software product line for eLearning Systems in §6.4.

### 6.3.4 A Reference Architecture

The next step is to take these feature configurations and generate custom instructional design authoring tools (editors) based on specific requirements. One of the key architecture requirements for this product line is that the product family members or web applications should run on limited technical capabilities considering their deployment environment. Internet connectivity cannot be presumed as most of the systems would be in rural villages of India and most of the teachers are either non-technical people or low-computer proficiency teachers. With this constraints, Figure §6.8 shows a reference architecture for the product lines in this thesis. This reference architecture can be implemented in multiple ways but we discuss our current implementation here. An instructional designer/teacher creates the patterns as document/text and uses that to create an ontology through an ontology editor. We
used protégé for creating ontologies in this thesis. It can also be the case that an existing ontology be taken. For example, IMS-LD ontology is available in public domain [42] or a comprehensive ontology is available for instructional design teaching learning theories [153]. This ontology can be stored as OWL or RDF file. In addition, we also store ontology as an OWL/XML schema as the current version of platform uses XML for storing knowledge. We also use JSON to store some parts of the OWL or XML for further processing by tools. This data is part of Model in Model-View-Controller pattern. We are currently using Jena API for processing OWL/RDF files and generating a basic web application based on the data in the OWL file. This web application uses the UI schema as input for the generator. We are currently generating two families of applications (product family members) using this reference architecture. The first set of members are ID editors for selected OWL/XML schema and the generator engine parses the OWL/XML and creates a web application that can be used to create specific instances of instructional design. The other set of applications are iPrimers or eLearning Systems for adult literacy and the generator creates animations based on the specific instructional design described using OWL/XML. This product line is explained in the next section. The current implementation of reference architecture is primary based on files, does not use server but stores all resources in a single package and is implemented mostly using Javascript, jquery, Nodejs, Jena API, XML parser, custom animations among others.

The concrete process of creating ID Editors\(^1\) is shown in Figure 6.9. The core input for this process comes in the form of ID Specifications, which are created by domain experts. These ID Specifications consist of different aspects of instructional design like goals, process, content based on patterns described in Chapter 3 and ontologies in Chapter 4. The ID

\(^1\)We will use the term ID Editors to mean Instructional Design Editors
Editor Product Line is an engine written in JavaScript\(^2\) that parses the ID Specification stored in the form of RDF/XML and generates ID Editors. This ID Editor is a simple form editor consisting of selected aspects of instructional design that are applicable for all instructional design instances based on this concrete specification. This is unlike the current approach of manually creating instructional design editors for every instructional design specification as discussed in Section §6.2. We have implemented this using multiple technologies like Java\(^3\), Python\(^4\). However, the need has been to create multiple instances of instructional designs which form the basis for several iPrimers. We discuss the product line for creating a family of eLearning Systems in the next section.

### 6.4 A Software Product Line for a family of eLearning Systems

The primary goal of this product line is to create a family of eLearning Systems based on specific instructional designs tailored to the needs of teaching functional literacy for all Indian languages. The 32 State Resource Centers across all states in India are responsible for producing the following primers based on IPCL (first three are mandatory and the rest depend on specific needs) under the aegis of NLMA:

- Basic literacy primer [22+]
- Post literacy primer [22+]
- Life long literacy primers [22+]

\(^2\)https://github.com/enthusiastic2learn/ID-Editor
\(^3\)https://github.com/enthusiastic2learn/IDPlatform
\(^4\)An implementation named Semantic Web Forms was done by undergrad students as part of Software Engineering course at IIIT-Sri City, India and is available at https://github.com/chrizandr/semantic_web/
• Primers for teaching skills like or tailoring, vocational skills (Jan Shikshan Sansthan (JSS), Life Enrichment Education and so on along with literacy \([n+\), where \(n\) is in the order of hundreds]

• Exclusive primers were specifically made for legal literacy, election literacy, agriculture literacy, environment literacy among many others \([n+\), where \(n\) is in the order of tens]

An important commonality among these primers is that they teach 3Rs but using varied instructional processes and different themes. Each of these primers are generally available in 22 languages. It is estimated that currently there are atleast 1000 primers available with SRCs in print format. Eventhough the primer is fixed till the next version is developed, officers at different levels (mandal, village, school and teachers) attempt to customize the process, content and adapt it to the local context. For example, a simple way could be to ask the name of learners and find if they know how it looks like? and what are the syllables in it? However, this is not supported in traditional print form, but is a great source of variability for iPrimers of our product line. How to support immigrants at a given place who want to learn a local language but using their mother tongue as medium of instruction? This leads to another set of variations in the primers with medium of instruction being different for 22 Indian languages?

Technically, we are interested in iPrimers that are based on field-tested eLearning Systems [29]. These applications are based on puppet theater model, where syllables are shown as falling puppets, joining together to form words and so on. The iPrimers, product members of this family should essentially follow instructional processes, use locally relevant content and present a multimedia application with animations for the learners.

Figure 6.10 shows the flow of iPrimer Product Line. This product line essentially parses the instructional design instances to generate iPrimers. In the case of adult literacy in India, the iPrimer Product Line is based on a single ID Specification driven by IPCL. Appendix §B.2 provides a detailed listing of the instructional design specification used for adult literacy.
Figure 6.11 Primer and custom instructional design instance [XML from OWL] for Hindi language

Figure 6.12 iPrimer for Hindi language - generated from instructional design instance
This ID Editor is used to create several instances of the instructional design specification for varied processes, content and visual and audio elements. These instances are parsed by iPrimer Product Line to eventually create iPrimers for multiple languages and primers. Every instructional design instance leads to a varied iPrimer of the product line. The iPrimer Product Line has to be customized if the base ID Specification is changed to other than predefined ID Specification as the RDF/XML parser has to be re-written and it would take about a person-week to re-write the parser for ID specifications beyond adult literacy. Section §6.5 presents the results of cost savings of ID Editor Product Line and iPrimer Product Line. We used the iPrimer Product Line to generate several iPrimers and discuss iPrimers for Hindi and Telugu Language in this section.

Figure §6.11 shows a fragment of primer of Hindi language. This primer has around 180 pages with 24 lessons and each lesson teaching 3Rs. This primer is available in both print as well as digitized format (pdf). This digitized form is used as an input to a custom instructional design editor for creating a custom instructional design instance as shown on the right hand side. This OWL/XML file contains all the information related to a specific instructional design and serves as the base for creating variations based on this instructional design. A detailed listing of this instructional design instance is presented in Appendix §B.3. Figure §6.12 shows how some variations can be created using the iPrimer Product Line. The iPrimer Product Line primarily reads the OWL/XML file for instructional process consisting of activities, their order, and content that has to be used in the process and generates animations accordingly. Everything that is shown in Figure §6.12 can be varied as per the feature model configurations discussed earlier in this chapter. This allows to rapidly customize the iPrimers and create new ones by changing processes and content. Figure §6.13 shows how an iPrimer has been generated for Telugu language based on a specific instructional design instance in Appendix §B.4. Here, the processes, content, user interface that are relevant for that specific instructional design have been generated. Figure §6.14 shows some variations that are possible for Telugu language. The core idea here is to be able to generate as many iPrimers as possible with minimum effort by applying the idea of software product lines. We have observed that this product line can be configured easily to create iPrimers but one major obstacle is with respect to sound, which has to be created manually in the current version. However, we are thinking of using teachers'/learners' voice to record instructions and content at a personalized level as part of our future work.

6.5 Experimental Results

In this section, we discuss the experimental results of using our approach and technologies for (semi-)automatic creation of ID Editors and iPrimers. We wish to reiterate that the primary goal of this thesis is to facilitate customization of educational technologies for
Figure 6.13 Primer and custom instructional design instance [XML from OWL] for Telugu language

Figure 6.14 iPrimer for Telugu language - generated from instructional design instance
scale and variety and demonstrate it in the context of adult literacy in India. One of the
core claims of software product lines is that product lines facilitate creation of product
variants at reduced cost [12]. The literature has a number of measures to calculate the
cost and return on investment on software product lines [299]. In this thesis, we consider
the commonly used model of Structured Intuitive Model for Product Line Economics (SIMPLE)
to measure the effectiveness of product lines [12]. The SIMPLE model describes seven
scenarios for creation of SPLs that may typically occur in an organization. The generic
scenario is concerned with creation of SPLs and stand alone products from existing products
and resources. Specifically, the SPLs in this thesis fall into the category of Scenario 2, where
the organization plans to develop a set of products as a product line based on common
core assets. The SIMPLE model consists of four cost components to calculate the total cost
of SPLs [299].

- \( C_{\text{org}} \) - The cost to an organization for adopting product line approach instead of sin-
gle system development. In this thesis, the product lines are developed by researchers
and hence no direct organization costs. However, in the long run, the organization
that develops software for all iPrimers should incur costs for transition to product line
approach.

- \( C_{\text{cab}} \) - The cost to develop core assets that are reusable across the product line. This
cost includes the patterns discovered, ontologies created along with traditional SPL
activities introduced in Section §5.4.

- \( C_{\text{unique}} \) - The cost to develop unique features of the product beyond the product line.
This generally involves manual effort to customize the generated product from the
product line.

- \( C_{\text{reuse}} \) - The cost to reuse core assets, adapt them for the needs of developing new
products in the product line.

The costs of developing a software product line for \( n \) distinct products can be calculated
as follows [300][301]:

\[
C_{\text{SPL}} = C_{\text{org}} + C_{\text{cab}} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} (C_{\text{unique}}(\text{product}_i) + C_{\text{reuse}}(\text{product}_i))
\]

\[
C_{\text{stand-alone}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_{\text{product}}(\text{product}_i)
\]

where \( C_{\text{product}} \) is the cost of developing an individual product.

The savings of software product lines can be estimated as:

Savings of product lines = \( C_{\text{stand-alone}} - C_{\text{SPL}} \)
Tata Consultancy Services, an Indian software services organization has been involved with development of eLearning Systems for adult literacy in India for more than 15 years [29]. We use data from our earlier experience of developing eLearning Systems [7] and TCS’ statistics on developing eLearning Systems for 9 Indian Languages [29] as the initial base for calculating cost savings of iPrimer Product Line. The effort for creating an eLearning System was around 5 to 6 person years and in our earlier work, we have applied software reuse techniques and reduced the effort for creating eLearning Systems to 5 to 6 person months [7]. Each existing iPrimer approximately consists of 20,000 visual elements; 2,500 sound elements with 500 words based on a physical primer for a language. These elements are organized in the form of approximately 24 lessons constituting an eLearning System for teaching 3Rs. The iPrimer Product Line essentially generates these 24 lessons as shown in Figure §6.12 and Figure §6.14 for Hindi and Telugu languages with manual inputs for words and sounds. Based on this existing data, we evaluate the cost savings of iPrimer Product Line as follows:

Here, we present the costs for building 9 products i.e., iPrimers:

Cost of building a product line

\[ C_{SPL} = 6 \text{ person-months} + 12 \text{ person-months} + 9 \times (2 \text{ person-weeks} + 1 \text{ person-week}) \]
\[ C_{SPL} = 25 \text{ person-months} \]

Cost of building \( n \) stand-alone products

\[ C_{\text{stand-alone}} = 9 \times 6 \text{ person-months} \]
\[ C_{\text{stand-alone}} = 54 \text{ person-months} \]

where \( C_{\text{product}} \), the cost of developing an individual product is 6 person-months.

The savings of software product lines can be estimated as:

Savings of product lines = 54 person-months - 25 person-months i.e., 29 person-months

Table §6.1 shows the individual cost components for iPrimer Product Line and Figure §6.15 shows the cost of creating iPrimers with and without our approach. The horizontal axis shows the number of iPrimers and the vertical axis shows the number of person-months required to develop the iPrimers. The graph shows that the break-even for the initial investment in terms of core asset base is for 3 or 4 iPrimers after which as the number of iPrimers to be developed increases, the cost required for developing them in a stand-alone fashion increases rapidly whereas it is steady in the case of SPL. The iPrimer Product Line hosted at http://rice..iiit.ac.in was used by a low-computer proficiency teacher at State Resource Center, Telangana, India to create 10 lessons of iPrimer based a newly released physical primer. This iPrimer was packaged as an android app using Apache Cordova

\(^{5}\)https://cordova.apache.org
### Table 6.1 Cost components of iPrimer Product Line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Component</th>
<th>Cost (Person-months)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{org}()$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>In case of iPrimer Product Line, we do not have a single organization but we have developed the product line as part of this thesis essentially meaning no direct cost for an organization to adopt the product line approach. However, based on our experience and collaboration with TCS, we consider a time of 6 person-months as an organizational cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{cab}()$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Core assets in the case of iPrimer Product Line are ontologies of instructional design that were developed based on patterns, which are represented in RDF/OWL format, JavaScript files, a parser that reads configuration files as an XML and generates instances, UI components like animation generator and so on. We have spent around 12 person-months to create this core asset base which is part of the reusable infrastructure of this product line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{unique}()$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>The unique parts of the iPrimers are primarily process steps and content in terms of words, syllables, which have to be extracted from a soft copy of the primer or to be entered manually. In addition, the software has to be adapted to handle special syllables or words that are specific to the particular language. The cost to create sound files for new words is a major source of manual effort as text-to-speech tools for Indian Languages are not yet acceptable for purposes of literacy teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{reuse}()$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The cost to modify existing resources i.e., instructional design instance with data or raw XML aspects for user interface elements pertaining to a specific iPrimer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is hosted online at Google Play Store Store\(^6\). The low-computer proficiency teacher was able to create these lessons in about a day but without audio and the instructional design instance created using the iPrimer Product Line is available on Github\(^7\). The primer was also listed on Government of Telangana websites\(^8\). In addition, a workshop was conducted in November 2016 for 24 preraks of adult literacy on the use of iPrimer Product Line. Figure §6.16 shows a glimpse of the session where teachers used iPrimer Product Line to create partial lessons based on dynamic words given by the audience.

---

\(^6\)https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=iiit.rice.al.telugu&hl=en

\(^7\)https://github.com/enthusiastic2learn/ThesisAppendices/blob/master/Telangana%20Vachakam-%20Standard%20iPrimer%20Lessons.xml

\(^8\)http://tslma.nic.in/ and State Resource Center, Government of Telangana at http://srctelangana.com/
We have also populated the cost of developing ID Editors with and without SPL in Figure §6.17. Here, the cost of manual effort for customizing the generated ID Editor is one person-month instead of three person-weeks as in iPrimer Product Line.

Figure 6.16 Teachers using iPrimer Product Line to create iPrimers
Despite the emergence of SPL four decades ago in software engineering, there are minimal cases of SPL applied to the domain of education. We see the following as the major challenges for hindrance of SPL application in this domain [61], 

- **Societal Context Vs Business Context** - How does the notion of SPL change in a societal context (like adult literacy in India) rather than a business context (an organization like Boeing or Bosch Group)? What is the motivation and how can a business case be established?

- **Dealing Non-Technical Stakeholders** - How can we deal with non-technical and diversified stakeholders during design and development of SPL?

- **Cross Organizational SPL** - How to design an SPL that spans across different organizations from different domains?

- **Globally Distributed Software Product Lines** - How to develop SPL in a globally distributed environment?

- **Process Diversity & Version Management** - How can we map the diversified processes during the development and maintenance of SPL?

- **Lean Software Product Lines** - How to make SPL as a light-weight approach?
CHAPTER 7

Conclusions & Next Steps

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we aimed at creating an approach for design of educational technologies to address scale and variety in education. Specifically, we addressed the need to support creation of eLearning Systems for flexible instructional designs and multiple Indian Languages in the context of adult literacy in India. The fundamental basis of our approach is to design educational technologies based on instructional design for quality of instruction. To this end, we relied on commonly accepted teaching/learning methodologies and instructional material based on these methodologies.

Based on principles from computing, we explored the possibility of extending and applying software engineering approaches like patterns, ontologies and software product lines to address the challenges of scale and variety. The first step in the proposed approach is to systematically model different aspects of instructional design using patterns. We have discovered two patterns: ProcessPattern, that organizes instructional process in the form of plays, acts, scenes and instructions and ContentPattern that organizes instructional material as facts, cases, rules, models and theories. To adhere to quality of instruction, the ProcessPattern and ContentPattern are mapped to Merrill’s First Principles of Instruction and Bloom’s taxonomy respectively. Based on the patterns that encapsulate practices in instructional design, we proposed an ontology based modeling framework with a set of ontologies (context, goals, process, content, evaluation, environment) to concretely represent the patterns and facilitate automation. This ontology framework is based on standard ontologies for learning design (process) and instructional material in the literature. After modeling the domain using patterns and representing them using ontologies, we presented a pattern-oriented software product line approach for modeling families of instructional designs and families of eLearning Systems for adult literacy. To demonstrate our approach, we have
created a prototype platform for modeling instructional design variants and a prototype platform for semi-automatically generating eLearning Systems for adult literacy.

In the next section, we briefly outline the next steps as well as some future directions of the thesis.

### 7.2 Future Research Directions - Beyond this thesis

We see the following potential extensions of this thesis:

#### 7.2.1 Pattern Modeling Languages and Pattern Composition

While using patterns facilitates reuse and is based on instructional design, we see the following future research directions:

- Modeling notations for representing patterns and supporting techniques and tools for handling patterns throughout life cycle.
- Formal approaches for composing patterns either within the domain or software or between domain and software, validating assembly of patterns and their integration.

#### 7.2.2 Ontology and Pattern Modeling Life Cycle

We have extended and created several ontologies in our ontology framework proposed in Chapter §4. However, by definition, every domain can have several perspectives and hence several ontologies. In our ontology framework, we have introduced the notion of meta-ontologies for representing high level aspects of instructional design like process and content, which are then customized for specific cases of Merill's First Principles of Instruction and Bloom's taxonomy. With this context, the following are some potential directions for further research:

- Creating ontologies for different aspects of instructional design catering to the diversified needs of a wide variety of subjects at different levels of education to be delivered in multiple languages and on a wide variety of different platforms requires massive collaborative effort from multiple disciplines.
- Creating collaborative, distributed and agile environments for domain and subject matter experts to create, share and disseminate their patterns and ontologies is a critical step towards design of educational technologies for scale and variety.
- In addition, it becomes increasingly difficult to manage the magnanimous number of patterns and ontologies motivating the need for life cycle management tools.
7.2.3 Software Product Lines for Personalized Learning

Even though the software product line approach outlined in Chapter § 5 is a natural way to address scale and variety of educational technologies, personalized learning is a grand challenge for computing requiring further research from software product lines community.

• Using current feature modeling notations, features can only be selected for product configuration but the need in educational technologies is to have features that have knowledge associated with them for different aspects of instructional design like goals, process steps and content, which is not possible with current notations. For example, expressing goals using Bloom's taxonomy or ABCD technique could be a feature but specifying an exact learning goal requires more than just features.

• Design of light-weight approaches for SPL for educational technologies domain is a definite need as instructional design itself is a complex activity.

• Educational technologies domain presents the need for a family of product lines catering to the needs for variety at multiple levels.

• The socio-technical nature of education domain motivates the need for SPLs that are spread across domains like learning methodologies, software engineering and human-computer interaction.

• Design of SPLs that span across different organizations from different domains.

• Facilitating assembly of educational technologies from open educational resources and further customizing them for personalized learning requires research in every aspect of software product lines from scoping to all aspects of domain and application engineering.

• In addition, lean and globally distributed software product lines could be two potential research directions for addressing the challenges of designing educational technologies for personalized learning.

7.2.4 Educational Technologies Beyond Adult Literacy

The approach presented in this thesis can be applied for design of educational technologies beyond adult literacy. Skill education is undergoing a major revamp in India extensively supported by Government of India through National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC). NSDC has set up 38 Sector Skill Councils pertaining to different industrial skills like automotive, healthcare and so on. Model curriculum\(^1\) for different sectors and

\(^1\)NSDC, http://www.nsdcindia.org/model-curriculum
roles has been designed. Further NSDC has partnered with 267 training partners in 25 sectors and 2500+ fixed and mobile centers. The partners are advised to customize the model curriculum as per local context, requirements, students and training methodology. However, most of the training today is done manually except using a few online videos. Can computing help? We see that manually developing educational technologies for the scale and variety present in this domain is a herculean task and our approach can be experimented in this sector.

How much effort is required to provide customized educational technologies for schooling in India? (KG1 to KG12)? How much effort is required for supporting teaching of engineering subjects (approximately around 800 courses)? The problems become compounded due to the number of subjects to be learnt, each subject having many topics, the number of languages used as media of instruction, and the number of students as well as teachers. There is a serious debt of ways to accelerate educational technologies even if we borrow ideas of software reuse from software engineering. We see that these challenges can push the limits of software engineering and computing.

In this thesis, we made an attempt to address a research problem driven by societal challenges. We hope that this research lays down a foundation for this line of research and adds significant value to computing as well as society.
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Appendices
Ontologies for Instructional Design

Several ontologies for instructional design are created during this thesis. The core elements of the ontologies are explained in Chapter §3. In this appendix, we include the primary ontologies developed during this thesis in RDF/XML format. We also made these ontologies available on Github\(^1\) and would be updating the ontologies as per evolving needs.

A.1 Goals Ontology

We described Goals Ontology in Section §4.5.1 along with core concepts in the ontology. Here, we provide a detailed listing of the Goals Ontology as part of instructional design.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/
  GoalsOntology#"
  xml:base="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology"
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
  GoalsOntology#">
    <rdfs:comment></rdfs:comment>
    <rdfs:isDefinedBy>Sridhar Chimalakonda</rdfs:isDefinedBy>
  </owl:Ontology>
  <!---  // Object Properties
  //----------------------------------------------------------------->
  <!--- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#
  goalCompetencyLevel -->

\(^1\)https://github.com/enthusiastic2learn/ThesisAppendices
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalCompetencyLevel">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalKnowledgeLevel -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalKnowledgeLevel">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalPriorityLevel -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalPriorityLevel">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
  <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalPriorityLevel"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalProgress -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalProgress">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
  <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalProgress"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasAudience -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasAudience">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasBehaviour -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasBehaviour"/>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasCondition -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasCondition"/>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasCriterion -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasCriterion"/>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasEvaluation -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasEvaluation"/>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasPrerequisites -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasPrerequisites"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# hasPriorKnowledge"/>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# isAchievedByProcess -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# isAchievedByProcess"/>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# nextGoal -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# nextGoal"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# previousGoal"/>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# previousGoal -->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology# previousGoal"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#ABCD -->

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#ABCD"/>


</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#ActLevel -->

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#ActLevel"/>

</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Analyze -->

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Analyze"/>

</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Apply -->

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Apply"/>

</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Audience -->

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Audience"/>

</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Behaviour -->

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Behaviour"/>

</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#BloomTaxonomy -->

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#BloomTaxonomy"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#ConceptualKnowledge"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Condition"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Create"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Degree"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Evaluate"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#FacutalKnowledge"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#FacultalKnowledge">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#KnowledgeDimension"/>
</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalClassification -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalClassification">
</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalCompetency -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalCompetency">
</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalGranularity -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalGranularity">
</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalPriority -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalPriority">
</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalProgress -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#GoalProgress">
</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#InstructionLevel -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#InstructionLevel">
</owl:Class>

<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#KnowledgeDimension -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#KnowledgeDimension">
</owl:Class>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#LearningGoal -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#LearningGoal"/>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#MetaCognitiveKnowledge -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#MetaCognitiveKnowledge">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#KnowledgeDimension"/>
</owl:Class>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#PlayLevel -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#PlayLevel">
</owl:Class>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#ProceduralKnowledge -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#ProceduralKnowledge">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#KnowledgeDimension"/>
</owl:Class>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Remember -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Remember">
</owl:Class>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#SceneLevel -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#SceneLevel">
</owl:Class>
<!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Understand -->
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Understand">
</owl:Class>
<!-- General axioms
-->
<owl:Class>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#AllDisjointClasses"/>

<owl:members rdf:parseType="Collection">
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#ActLevel"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#InstructionLevel"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#PlayLevel"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#SceneLevel"/>
</owl:members>
</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#AllDisjointClasses"/>

<owl:members rdf:parseType="Collection">
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Analyze"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Apply"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Create"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Evaluate"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Remember"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Understand"/>
</owl:members>
</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#AllDisjointClasses"/>

<owl:members rdf:parseType="Collection">
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Audience"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Behaviour"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Condition"/>
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#Degree"/>
</owl:members>
</rdf:Description>
A.2 Process Ontology

The Process Ontology described in Section §4.5.2 is a critical ontology for instructional design. Here, we provide a detailed listing of the Process Ontology for instructional design.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology"
    xml:base="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology"
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
    xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
    xmlns:owl:sameAs="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#owl:sameAs"
    xmlns:owl:equivalentClass="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#owl:equivalentClass"
    xmlns:owl:equivalentProperty="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#owl:equivalentProperty"
    xmlns:owl:Restriction="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#owl:Restriction"
    xmlns:owl:Nothing="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#owl:Nothing">
    <owl:Ontology rdf:about="#ProcessOntology"/>
</rdf:RDF>
```

<!-- // Classes -->

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#ActivationPrinciple">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#FirstPrinciples"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#ActivityGuidelines">
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#AnimationSpeed">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#UserInterface"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#AnimationStyle">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#UserInterface"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#ApplicationPrinciple">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#FirstPrinciples"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#Background">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#UserInterface"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#Begin">
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#CoachingActivity">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SupportActivity"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#ComparingAct">
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#NewPhonemesAct">
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#PlayGuidelines">
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#ReflectionActivity">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SupportActivity"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SceneGuidelines">
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SimilarSoundsScene">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#GenericScene"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SimilarSyllablesScene">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#GenericScene"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#StructureActivity">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SupportActivity"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SummaryAct">
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SupportActivity">
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ProcessOntology#SyllableBankAct">
</owl:Class>
A.3 Content Ontology

The Content Ontology contains the list of all concepts to model different aspects of content. We detailed the Content Ontology in Section §4.5.3 and discussed how various concepts of the ontology emerge from Content Pattern discussed in Section §3.5.3. Here, we provide a detailed listing of the Content Ontology for instructional design.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/
  ContentOntology"
  xml:base="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology"
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:GoalsOntology="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/
  GoalsOntology#"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
  ContentOntology"/>
<rdfs:comment></rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy>Sridhar Chimalakonda</rdfs:isDefinedBy>
</owl:Ontology>

<!---///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Object Properties
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-->
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalCompetencyLevel">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalKnowledgeLevel">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalPriorityLevel">
  <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#goalProgress">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasAudience">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasBehaviour">
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasCondition">
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasCriterion">
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasEvaluation">
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasPrerequisites">
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#topObjectProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/GoalsOntology#hasPriorKnowledge"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ContentFragment"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ContentFragment"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#CoreType">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ContentType"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#CoreType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Demo">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Supporting"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Description">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Supporting"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#DiscreteContentFragment">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ContentFragment"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Example">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Supporting"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Exercise">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Supporting"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Explanations">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Supporting"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ExtendedType">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ContentType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Facts"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Supporting"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Remark"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Supporting"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Rules"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#CoreType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#SceneObject"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#LearningObject"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Summary"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ExtendedType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Supporting"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ExtendedType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Text"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#DiscreteContentFragment"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Theories"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#CoreType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#Video"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ContinuousContentFragment"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#hasContentFragment"/>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/ContentOntology#ContentObject"/>
</owl:Class>
<!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Individuals
A.4 Domain Ontology for Adult Literacy

The approach and technologies in this thesis are demonstrated through adult literacy case study in India. As such Domain Ontology helps in modeling different aspects of domain to facilitate scale & variety. Here we list the domain ontology for adult literacy as explained in Section §4.6.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/
  AdultLiteracyDomainOntology"
  xml:base="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/
  AdultLiteracyDomainOntology"
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
  AdultLiteracyDomainOntology">
    <rdfs:isDefinedBy>Sridhar Chimalakonda</rdfs:isDefinedBy>
  </owl:Ontology>
  <!- - // Object Properties
```
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasRepresentation"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasModifier"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasVowel"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasVowelModifier"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasSyllable"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasWriting"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasResource"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasRepresentation"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasResource"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasSyllable"/>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/dida/ontologies/2016/5/AdultLiteracyDomainOntology#hasWriting"/>
Feature Models, Schemas & Instructional Design Instances

In this appendix, we list instructional design feature model, schema of instructional design specification introduced in Chapter §6 and two concrete instances of instructional design.

B.1 Instructional Design Feature Model

```xml
<feature min="1" max="1" name="InstructionalDesignSpecification" id="My Feature Model"/>
<feature min="1" max="1" name="InstructionalDesignSpecification" id="instructionalDesignSpecification"/>
<feature min="1" max="25" name="GoalFeature" id="goalFeature"/>
<feature min="1" max="1" name="GoalClassification" id="goalClassification"/>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="Bloom'sTaxonomy" id="bloom'sTaxonomy"/>
<feature min="1" max="1" name="CognitiveProcessDimension" id="cognitiveProcessDimension"/>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="Remember" id="remember"></feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="Understand" id="understand"></feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="Apply" id="apply"></feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="Analyze" id="analyze"></feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="Evaluate" id="evaluate"></feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="Create" id="create"></feature>
</feature>
<feature min="1" max="1" name="KnowledgeProcessDimension" id="knowledgeProcessDimension"/>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="FactualKnowledge" id="factualKnowledge"></feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="ConceptualKnowledge" id="conceptualKnowledge"></feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="ProceduralKnowledge" id="proceduralKnowledge"></feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="MetacognitiveKnowledge" id="metacognitiveKnowledge"></feature>
```
</feature>
</feature>
<feature min="1" max="1" name="IPCL" id="iPCL">
  <feature min="1" max="1" name="Reading" id="reading"></feature>
  <feature min="1" max="1" name="wRiting" id="wRiting"></feature>
  <feature min="1" max="1" name="aRithmetic" id="aRithmetic"></feature>
</feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="ABCD" id="aBCD">
  <feature min="1" max="1" name="Audience" id="audience"></feature>
  <feature min="1" max="1" name="Behaviour" id="behaviour"></feature>
  <feature min="1" max="1" name="Condition" id="condition"></feature>
  <feature min="1" max="1" name="Degree" id="degree"></feature>
</feature>
<feature min="1" max="1" name="GoalPriority" id="goalPriority">
  <featureGroup min="1" max="1" id="group">
    <feature min="0" max="1" name="High" id="high"></feature>
    <feature min="0" max="1" name="Medium" id="medium"></feature>
    <feature min="0" max="1" name="Low" id="low"></feature>
  </featureGroup>
</feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="GoalProgress" id="goalProgress">
  <feature min="0" max="1" name="PreviousGoal" id="previousGoal"></feature>
  <feature min="0" max="1" name="NextGoal" id="nextGoal"></feature>
  <feature min="0" max="1" name="Deadline" id="deadline"></feature>
</feature>
<feature min="1" max="1" name="GoalPrerequisites" id="goalPrerequisites">
  <reference min="0" max="1" id="reference1"></reference>
</feature>
<feature min="0" max="1" name="GoalGranularity" id="goalGranularity">
  <feature min="0" max="1" name="PlayLevel" id="playLevel"></feature>
  <feature min="0" max="1" name="ActLevel" id="actLevel"></feature>
  <feature min="0" max="1" name="SceneLevel" id="sceneLevel"></feature>
  <feature min="0" max="1" name="InstructionalLevel" id="instructionalLevel"></feature>
</feature>
<reference min="0" max="1" id="reference0"></reference>
</feature>
<feature min="1" max="1" name="ProcessFeature" id="processFeature">
  <feature min="1" max="1" name="InstructionalDesignModel" id="instructionalDesignModel">
    <featureGroup min="1" max="1" id="group3">
      <feature min="0" max="1" name="MerrillModel" id="merrillModel">
      </feature>
      <feature min="1" max="1" name="FirstPrinciples" id="firstPrinciples">
        <feature min="0" max="1" name="Activation" id="activation"></feature>
        <feature min="0" max="1" name="Demonstration" id="demonstration"></feature>
      </feature>
      <feature min="0" max="1" name="Application" id="application"></feature>
      <feature min="0" max="1" name="Integration" id="integration"></feature>
    </featureGroup>
  </feature>
</feature>
B.2 Instructional Design Specification Schema

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
  <xs:element name="design">
    <xs:schemaType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="language" type="xs:string"/>
        <xs:element name="backgroundimage" type="xs:string"/>
        <xs:element name="backgroundcolor" type="xs:string"/>
        <xs:element name="colortHEME" type="xs:string"/>
        <xs:element name="animationstyle" type="xs:string"/>
        <xs:element name="animationspeed" type="xs:string"/>
        <xs:element name="sizeofletters" type="xs:string"/>
        <xs:element name="menu">
          <xs:schemaType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element name="title" type="xs:string"/>
              <xs:element name="backgroundimage" type="xs:string"/>
              <xs:element name="backgroundcolor" type="xs:string"/>
              <xs:element name="colortHEME" type="xs:string"/>
            </xs:sequence>
          </xs:schemaType>
          <xs:element>
            <xs:complexType>
              <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="imagefornextbutton" type="xs:string"/>
                <xs:element name="imageforpreviousbutton" type="xs:string"/>
                <xs:element name="imageformenubutton" type="xs:string"/>
                <xs:element name="lesson">
                  <xs:complexType>
                    <xs:sequence>
                      <xs:element name="title" type="xs:string"/>
                    </xs:sequence>
                  </xs:complexType>
                  <xs:element>
                    <xs:complexType>
                      <xs:sequence>
                        <xs:element name="sound" type="xs:string"/>
                        <xs:element name="image" type="xs:string"/>
                      </xs:sequence>
                    </xs:complexType>
                  </xs:element>
                  <xs:element name="middle">
                    <xs:complexType>
                      <xs:sequence>
                        <xs:element name="text" type="xs:string"/>
                        <xs:element name="sound" type="xs:string"/>
                        <xs:element name="image" type="xs:string"/>
                      </xs:sequence>
                    </xs:complexType>
                  </xs:element>
                  <xs:element name="start">
                    <xs:complexType>
                      <xs:sequence>
                        <xs:element name="sound" type="xs:string"/>
                        <xs:element name="image" type="xs:string"/>
                      </xs:sequence>
                    </xs:complexType>
                  </xs:element>
                  <xs:element name="middle">
                    <xs:complexType>
                      <xs:sequence>
                        <xs:element name="text" type="xs:string"/>
                        <xs:element name="sound" type="xs:string"/>
                        <xs:element name="image" type="xs:string"/>
                      </xs:sequence>
                    </xs:complexType>
                  </xs:element>
                </xs:complexType>
              </xs:sequence>
            </xs:complexType>
          </xs:element>
        </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
  </xs:schemaType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="goals">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="goal" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="text" type="xs:string"></xs:element>
<xs:element name="sound"></xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="letters">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="letter" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="text" type="xs:string"></xs:element>
<xs:element name="sound" type="xs:string"></xs:element>
<xs:element name="instructions">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="start">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="sound" type="xs:string"></xs:element>
<xs:element name="image" type="xs:string"></xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="middle">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="end">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="sound" type="xs:string"></xs:element>
<xs:element name="image" type="xs:string"></xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
B.3 Instructional Design Instance for Hindi Language

```xml
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' ?>
<design>
  <language>Hindi</language>
  <backgroundimage>menu.jpg</backgroundimage>
  <backgroundcolor>white</backgroundcolor>
  <colortheme>blue, red</colortheme>
  <animationstyle>fallingletters</animationstyle>
  <animationspeed>slow</animationspeed>
  <sizeofletters>large</sizeofletters>
  <menu>
    <title>पाठ 1</title>
    <backgroundimage>menu.jpg</backgroundimage>
    <backgroundcolor>black</backgroundcolor>
    <colortheme>white</colortheme>
  </menu>
  <imageformenubutton>right.png</imageformenubutton>
  <imageformenubutton>left.png</imageformenubutton>
  <imageformenubutton>handandstick.png</imageformenubutton>
  <lesson>
    <title>मन का काम</title>
    <instructions>
      <start>
        <sound>sounds/hsounds/instruction1.wav</sound>
        <image>handandstick.png</image>
      </start>
    </instructions>
    <goal>
      <goal>
```
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B.4 Instructional Design Instance for Telugu Language

```xml
<design>
  <language>Telugu</language>
  <backgroundImage>back.png</backgroundImage>
  <backgroundColor>orange</backgroundColor>
  <colorTheme>[black, red]</colorTheme>
  <animationStyle>fallingLetters</animationStyle>
  <animationSpeed>slow</animationSpeed>
  <sizeOfLetters>large</sizeOfLetters>
  <menu>
    <title>స్వాప్తంలేలు</title>
    <backgroundImage>menu.jpg</backgroundImage>
    <backgroundColor>black</backgroundColor>
    <colorTheme>white</colorTheme>
  </menu>
  <imageForNextButton>right.png</imageForNextButton>
  <imageForPreviousButton>left.png</imageForPreviousButton>
  <imageForMenuButton>menuButton.png</imageForMenuButton>
  <imageForHandAndStick>handAndStick.png</imageForHandAndStick>
  <lesson>
    <title>మాట్లాడి, లేదా నిండి</title>
    <instructions>
      <start>
        <sound>tsounds/instruction1.wav</sound>
        <image>/namaskar.png</image>
      </start>
      <start>
        <sound>tsounds/instruction2.wav</sound>
        <image>/namaskar.png</image>
      </start>
    </instructions>
    <goals>
      <goal>
        <text>మాట్లాడి, లేదా నిండి కోసం నిర్ణయించండి సాధనాలు</text>
        <sound>sounds/goal.wav</sound>
      </goal>
    </goals>
    <letters>
      <letter>
        <sound>tsounds/a.wav</sound>
        <instructions>
          <middle>
            <sound>tsounds/instruction2.wav</sound>
            <image>/namaskar.png</image>
          </middle>
        </instructions>
        <word>
          <sound>sounds/word.wav</sound>
          <image>/ara.jpg</image>
        </word>
      </letter>
      <letter>
        <sound>sounds/va.wav</sound>
        <word>
          <sound>sounds/vara.wav</sound>
        </word>
      </letter>
      <letter>
        <sound>sounds/aravu.wav</sound>
        <word>
          <sound>sounds/aravu.wav</sound>
        </word>
      </letter>
    </letters>
  </lesson>
</design>
```
## APPENDIX C

### Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>🧑‍👨‍👨‍👧‍👦</td>
<td>Software development teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>📖</td>
<td>Primer i.e., aa book for teaching literacy and any other instructional materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>📲</td>
<td>iPrimer i.e, eLearning System as defined in key definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>📝</td>
<td>To represent documents like instructional design specification and iPrimer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To represent multiple documents such as instructional design specifications and iPrimers

To represent automation processes and tools such as generating instructional design editors and iPrimers

We use several lego blocks to represent an artifact that can be composed to create product variants. Lego blocks with varied colours are used standard notation in software product lines

To show a specific task in a process mainly for progression. We used this in ontology development process and in Content Pattern

We used this icon to represent a configurable repository and database. For example, we used this icon to represent patterns repository and assets repository as part of the core asset base

This icon represents an ontology in this thesis. This is used to represent ontologies such as Goals, Process, Content and so on
Domain ontology is represented using this icon.

The complete instructional design ontology is represented using this icon. This symbol is also used for representing a repository of ontologies.

These icons represent an editor and specifically instructional design editors.

Several instructional design instances are created during this thesis and we use these symbols to represent multiple instructional design instances.

This icon is used to represent an eLearning System specifically to emphasize multimedia elements present in the iPrimer.

To represent APIs for ontologies and XML.
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“Om! this syllable is this whole world”, Mandukya Upanishad

Everything in this universe is a pattern

A prolific and complex pattern is the recitation of Vedas and Sanskrit mantras using ghana-pāṭha (literally "dense recitation"), in which words are split and repeated back and forth in a particular order to alleviate inner energies.

word1 word2, word2 word1, word1 word2 word3, word3 word2 word1,
word1 word2 word3; word2 word3, word3 word2, word2 word3 word4... - Unknown

“...knowledge is of two types - empirical and conceptual. Empirical knowledge can be taught, described and discussed. Conceptual axiomatic knowledge cannot” - Kena Upanishad

“Sir, what is that through which, if it is known, everything else becomes known?” - Mundaka Upanishad

As by knowing one lump of clay, dear one,
We come to know all things made out of clay –
That they differ only in name and form,
While the stuff of which all are made is clay;

As by knowing one gold nugget, dear one,
We come to know all things made out of gold –
That they differ only in name and form,
While the stuff of which all are made is gold;

As by knowing one tool of iron, dear one,
We come to know all things made out of iron –
That they differ only in name and form,
While the stuff of which all are made is iron –

Chandogya Upanishad

Patterns, Ontologies and Software Product Lines from the world of Epics, Vedas and Upanishads – Special thanks to my dad for inspiration